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CORRECTION
I N "Cybersaints: Mormon Settlementson
the electronic Frontiern (SUNSTONE, Sept.
19941, a quote was erroneously attributed to
me that gave many the impression that I was
a homosexual. This quote also, in my opinion, consisted of attacking the Brethren. The
quote especially attacked their recent position
of asking the members of the Church to become involved in resisting political movements that would treat homosexual
relationships as being equivalent to marriage
relationships. I state unequivocally that I fully
sustain the Brethren and know them to be
prophets, seers, and revelators. I have always
tried my best to be obedient to their directives
as they act in their stewardshipsas directed by
the Lord. I likewise am not a homosexual. I
consider homosexual activities to be great
immoral practices. I feel that homosexualityis
clearly condemned by both the scriptures and
the Lord's living prophets. It is unfathomable
to me how some people could convince
themselves that this activity has the approval
of the Lord. While it may true that some
people have homosexual desires that they
find beyond their ability to control, this does
not justify acting on those desires. Each of us
has the duty to bind ourselves to act in obedience to the Lord. We are to deny ourselves of
all ungodliness until we have achieved the
stature that our Lord has. That goes for me
and also for every homosexual, regardless of
the straits they find themselves in.
Unfortunately the misattributed quote
has caused some difficulties for me as people
have taken the words as actually coming
from me. I feel quite strongly that all publishers have a responsibility to check the facts
regarding what they publish. For direct attributed quotes this responsibility holds doubly true. While erroneous footnotes make it
difficult to check the accuracy of an article, a
misattributed quote can directly affect people's lives. When the quote deals with subjects that many Mormons consider verging
on apostasy, the importance of accuracy increases even more. I hope that incidents like
this can be avoided in the future and that this
journal will take steps to improve the accuracy of their editing.
Finally I once again reiterate my support
for the Lord's apostles. I would never even
consider criticizing them. The time I spent
on the Internet was often spent defending the
Brethren and the clear statements of the

scriptures regarding the gospel. I quite
frankly took the opportunity of being on the
net to do missionary work. I was recently
told that I was successful in this regard.
Hopefully I have also affected some members
of the church who have started to stray from
the gospel or who start to treat speculation as
fact. I do not know if I have. I do know that
anyone who reads what I have actually written on the net can immediately see that I have
a strong testimony of the gospel and that I
would never attack the doctrines of the
Church, especially in regards to the Law of
Chastity. I hope that this letter clears up any
misunderstanding that have resulted -from
the unfortunate actions of last month.
CIARKGOBLE
Provo
Editors' note:
To discover where the aforementioned error occurred, we sorted through our files and
found that in Mr. Goble's computer posting
he quoted at length excerpts from a previous
Internet conversation with Dwight Cook before typing his response. Unfortunately, one
of our editors was unfamiliar with this standard practice and, thinking the quote was Mr.
Goble's, incorrectly attributed it to him. The
same unfortunate misunderstanding occurred when a passage was selected under
Dwight Cook's Internet logon; it was actually
a quote from a Clark Goble posting.
We apologize for this serious error and
regret the misunderstanding and embarrassment that has come to Clark Goble.

TEACHING TRUTH
JIM PHILLIPS'S letter (What of the Children!" SUNSTONE,Dec. 1993) about David
Wright's article on the Book of Mormon ("Historical Criticism: A Necessary Element in the
Search for Religious Truth," SUNSTONE. Sept.
1992) says Wright "fails to answer the hardest
question we face as members of the U)S
church: What do we tell our children about
the authorship of the Book of Mormon?"
First, it was neither Wright's purpose nor hi
obligation to address this question. Second, I
hope Phillips would do what any wise father
would do-teach his children that truth is a
product of both faith and reason and that they
should try, in the words of Lowell Bennion, to
" a n y water on both shoulders." I also hope
Phillips would teach his children that on most
questions, including those on the Book of
Mormon, all the truth is not in; and that the
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truth parents hold is itself incomplete and
tentative, except on those matters for which
there is spiritual or rational certainty, and
even there wise parents will teach their children the processes by which they might seek
and find truth themselves.
When Phillips asks, "Don't we parents
have the obligation to tell our children the
truth?" he suggests that we are the final arbiters of what is true. Our greatest obligation is
to teach our children the ways (spiritual,
empirical, rational, emotional) by which they
may approach truth, to be humble in the
presence of their parents' and their own ignorance, and to be open and tolerant.
Galileo, Darwin, and Luther are certainly
individuals who sought truth and found
some, but each concluded certain things that
present science would contradict. Phillips
needs to teach his children that there have
also been men and women whose fierce and
unbending dedication to the truth, as they
perceived it, wrought temble destruction.
What is truth? It has always fascinated me
that when asked this by Pilate, Jesus refused
to answer. Why? Perhaps, like his earlier
response toJob's desire to know the meaning
of suffering, he knew that no answer would
have sufficed. Or perhaps he knew that generations would quarrel over the meaning of
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his answer as they have over everything else
he said. What might he have said had he
answered? Perhaps, "Tiuth is the Kingdom of
God, and the Kingdom of God is within
you," or "Truth is the daughter of time-wait
on me and be patient," or "Be true to yourself,
be honest with yourself, love God and others
and the truth will take care of itself."
Phillips might be open to listening to and
learning from his children as well as teaching
them. They may have something to teach
him about truth, including the truth of the
Book of Mormon. Wright and others raise
honest and legitimate questions, some of
which I cannot answer at present. I have
been reading and teaching the Book of Mormon for nearly forty years. Most recently, I
have been using the Book of Momon to
teach people in Eastern Europe about the
restored gospel. It seems as inspired a book
to me today as it did fifty years ago when I
first read it. Many of those who read it rejoice
in its messages of love and hope, are inspired
by its narratives, and find their lives transformed by the words of Christ and the
prophets they read there.
Phillips closes by saying, "Each [Galileo,
Darwin, Luther] followed his conscience and
spoke against established dogma-and
sometimes paid dearly for it. Is this not ex-

actly what Jesus himself did?"Yes, but he also
asked people to believe in things that on the
surface did not seem believable, to have faith
in that which is unseen, to suspend judgment about the truth, and most of all, to have
charity He also said, "Ye shall know the truth
and the truth shall make you free." (John
8:32). I believe it is significant that he used
the future tense. No one of us knows all the
truth, and no one of us is completely free.
Until we do and until we are, we need to have
charity for one another.
Rosnn A. REES
Kaunas, Lithuania

NO MONOPOLY

D.

MICHAEL QUINN'S Snow College
address, "Dilemmas of Feminists and Intellectuals in the Contemporary LDS Church"
(SUNSTONE,June 1994), should not be permitted to leave the impression that deplorable suppression of public debate takes place
only in the LDS church. Alas, irrational response to the challenge of reason forms the
natural condition of public discourse.
Each party to a debate presents its best
arguments. Then, if people resort to suppression, boycott, personal attacks, heresy trials,
witch hunts, cheap shots, and other brutal
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forms of debate, it is because that is all they
can do; they lose the argument up front. In
my own experience in the organized Jewish
community and in the community of scholarship on Judaism, I have enjoyed the grudging, perverse confirmation of my views that
has come from ostracism and character assassination. A few instances will show how in
the supposedly liberal community of Judaism precisely the same actions attest to exactly the same quality of mind: (1) A major
address of mine for the Israel Historical Society was canceled when the hosts, having
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requested my text in advance ("for translation into Hebrew," a.k.a. advance censorship), learned I was going to explain why
every article their journal Zion has published
for fifty years in the field of "Talmudic history" was gullible, uncritical, and historically
worthless by reason of misuse of evidence.
(2) When I came to serve as Buber Professor
in the protestant theological faculty of the
University of Frankfurt, the head of the Judaic Studies Seminar instructed the students
not to attend my lectures or seminars; not a
single Judaic studies specialist at the univer-

sity did. (3) When I lectured in Jerusalem, no
professor at Hebrew University wished to
hear what I might have to say (4) The same
thing happened at the Jewish Theological
Seminary of America. Books are not read and
reviewed, they are ostentatiously ignored.
Articles are not printed and criticized, they
are just not printed. People do not attend
lectures from the other side, they tell everyone not to go, on pain of excommunication.
All this adds up to nothing. No one is
persuaded by ostentatious "ignoring." Footnotes in the text of reasoned confrontation
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with questions of learning and truth, these
Well, surprise, surprise, whose do?
sad examples of the failure of rational disTeenage angst is tolerable because it is the
course prove only that people with nothing province of teenagers. Unfortunately, some
to say for themselves prefer not to engage. remain the perpetual children of some parBut they then pay the heavy cost of falling ent, abstract or real, from whom their only
away from their vocation, which was, when means of declaring independence is delinthey started, the rigorous pursuit of scholar- quency, for which they refuse to take responship (for professors), or the quest for godly sibility-"Don't blame me, it's the Church's
knowledge (for Quinn's adversaries).
(or my bishop's or Boyd K. Packer's) fault."
JACOB
NEUSNER With education, adults become ingeniously
Canterbury Visiting Fellow capable of convincing themselves and others
University of South Florida, Tampa that, indeed, nothing is their fault. The
dystopia of victimhood was invented by
LINE DANCING
Ph.D.s. Consider Quinn's definition of an
intellectual: "someone who likes exploring
ENJOYED Michael Quinn's talk on ideas for their own sake." This is a good
feminists and intellectuals, but I'm not sure excuse for the bulemic, too: No one becomes
about his confession of faith: "I regard Joseph
obese simply because "they like to eat"; and
Smith as a prophet in the same way that LDS intellectuals don't get excommunicated
for exploring "ideas for their own sake."
Moses was. To me, the gold plates of the
Book of Mormon were as literal as the stone
In the parlance of psychobabble, self-detables of the Ten Commandments. I regard structive social behavior is a problem of
the Book of Mormon as literal in its history "boundaries": not knowing how far to go.
and doctrine as is the Bible."
Many Mormon intellectuals seem clueless
I realize how carefully phrased this con- about the boundaries of their society. They
fession is, and my feelings are mixed. Since I know what everybody else's boundaries
have doubts as to how Quinn regards the should be-the Church should do this, the
stone tables of the Law or the biblical historical record, this confession could rightly be
considered deceptive. But then, it could be
the missionary building-on-common-beliefs
technique, and emphasizing common
ground is exactly what Quinn attempts.
On one hand, I understand the Brethren's
concern over naturalist ideas expressed in
religious language-the philosophies of men
mingled with scripture, etc. In such works as
the Jerusalem Bible (and many SUNSTONE
articles), belief has degenerated into semantic games. On the other hand, I, too, am a
somewhat "liberal" believer, willing to challenge my faith so long as I still accept general
confessions such as 'Jesus Christ is the Savior" or "Joseph Smith was a prophet," however I may interpret those confessions. I can
hardly criticize ~ u i n nfor doing the same.
It's a matter of degree. Somewhere there's
a line that Quinn has crossed or is riding, that
many feel I have crossed or am riding, and
that must probably be determined through
the Spirit on a strictly individual basis.
DUFFY
JOHNCHARLES
Orem, UT

I

Church should do that. The Church, no
doubt, should be perfect. The pubescent
mind is keenly tuned to every injustice it
suffers, yet is blind to any injustice it inflicts.
The Church, like a family, maintains itself
through social, spiritual, and emotionalnot intellectual-attachments. This church
heaps on its lay ministers enormous burdens
that can only be resolved in an atmosphere of
mutual trust and interdependence. No wonder they react unreasonably when they perceive this trust to be betrayed and abused. No
wonder they defer to their superiors when
caught in the crossfire of issues they hardly
have the time and resources to evaluate. They
have lives, after all. In defense of Elder
Packer, I feel compelled to entreat, along
with Shylock, "Hath not a general authority
hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affections, passions?-fed with the same food,
hurt with the same weapons, subject to the
same diseases, . . . If you prick a G.A, does he
not bleed? . . . and if you wrong a G.A, shall
he not revenge?"
Therein lies the rub. The problem is not
that our leaders are somehow not "human,"
but that they are all too human. So whom do

TEMPER TANTRUMS
W H I L E PERUSING Michael Quinn's
address, I realized I was reading an outburst
of tortured teenage angst. Beneath all the
intellectual clutter~~uinn's
mean old Church
parents just didn't understand him.
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"Sorry Melissa, my planner says you aren't duefor two more weeks."
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we pity? No one? Everyone? I think the
Church would be much better offjust patting
the "dissidents" on the head and saying,
"There, there." At the same time, people who
pick fights shouldn't be surprised if they
keep getting beat up. Doctrine and Covenants 121 observes that "unrighteousdominion" arises when even a little authority is
exercised improperly (v. 39). When Mormons don the mantle of "intellectual" and
command attention, they assume more than
a "little" of that authority, which imposes on
them certain responsibilities and denies
them the easy escape of the ivory tower.
Christian-and
community-living
is
about sacrifice; not the sacrifice for the great
cause, but of the personal ego for the common good. You mean I should turn the other
cheek? I should love my enemies? I should
agree with my adversary quickly? I should
bless those who curse me, do good to those
who hate me, pray for those who despitefully
use me? (See Matt. 5.) Yes, and Mormon
intellectuals who wish to consider themselves part of the Mormon community must
sacrifice the urge to rhetorically beat their
opponents to the ground, the urge to scream
out the latest discovered "truth" like a supermarket tabloid. Along with Paul, they should
"take care lest this liberty of [theirs] some-

how become a stumbling block to the weak." it for me with organized religion. But as I
(1 Cor. 8:9, Revised Standard Version.)
looked around, I found the variety of religAt some point, maturing teenagers figure ious traditions delightful and humbling.
out that everything their parents ever did was
As it says in the new member manual of
not designed with the specific intent of makmy church:
ing their lives miserable, that their parents
Presbyterians believe that the only reare flawed yet often valiant individuals, doquirement for membership in the
ing the best they know how, that they are
Church of Jesus Christ, which is His
neither gods nor monsters. With this realizabody, is a sincere profession of faith in
tion, the insane behavior of youth begins to
the Lord Jesus Christ as Savior and a
end. A similar breakthrough may also come
promise to serve Him in His church.
with the confession that the bishop, or stake
Thus Christians who have questions
president, or G.A. poking the thom in your
about details of Presbyterian doctrine
side is just another poor struggling schlemiel
may be fully accredited as members of
like yourself, and damning him in public
the church. To belong to Christ is to
imperils your own soul far more than his.
qualify as a member of His church.
EUGENEE. WOODBURY The emphasis of worship service and
Orem, UT Sunday school is on praising and enjoying
God and living a Christ-like life. Differences
COMMUNITY WORSHIP
in doctrinal positions are discussed openly,
and occasionally doctrines are heatedly deENJOYED Levi Peterson's "The Art of
bated. This is inevitable in a church that
Dissent among the Mormons" (SUNSTONE. studies the Bible as closely as this one does.
Feb. 1994). I count myself as a dissenting But no one intimates that the other person is
Mormon who has found "another emotional not worthy of being a member of Christ's
home." Although the church I now attend is church, or that on the basis of theological
not perfect, the faith and devotion to Christ beliefs one will be assigned to heaven or hell.
among the members and leaders took me by
Leaden and members are concerned about
surprise. I had always supposed that if I
commitment to Christ and a Christ-like life;
weren't going to be a Mormon, then that was
theology is a means, not an end.
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Levi Peterson has chosen to stay in the
LDS church because of the "intensity of [his]
own sense of belonging" and that he might be
an influence for liberalizing Mormonismbringing about a "change in the direction of
civilized values." Peterson likes the word liberal. But I wonder why he would not phrase
his desire to stay in Mormonism as a desire
to help establish the Kingdom of God, to
open eyes when traditions of men have
usurped the truth and love of God.
Perhaps this is merely semantic, but I do
not think that comfort and a sense of belonging, or a home-town "patriotism," is what
Christianity is about. I wish Peterson would
counsel disillusioned Mormons to find a
community where they might worship
Christ freely and work to establish his kingdom on earth. This may be done within the
LDS church or ouiside of it. If questions and
doubts and disagreements with the Church
stand in the way of worshipping in faith and
love with a community of believers, then find
another home. Christ is our Savior; the
Church is not. Let us worship and serve
Christ where we can.
REBECCA
HIRST
Knoxville, TN
Levi Peterson responds:
I am happy Rebecca Hirst has found another emotional home. I agree that faith in
Christ is fundamental to any Christian. I can't
agree, however, that establishing Christ's
kingdom on earth is as simple as having a
sincere faith in Christ. Leaving aside the
question whether one Christian tradition is
more pleasing to God than another, I will say
it is also our Christian duty to civilize ourselves and to realize the potential of the nature God has endowed us with.
The perfection of human nature is an
evolutionary process, and no Christian community can call itself perfect. So I do not
demean my particular Christian tradition
when I say there is much civilizing to be done
among the Mormons. I believe I can best
improve my own imperfections by remaining
among the people whom I love and whose
ways I understand and in many respects admire. And, of course, that is what 1 recommend for others who find themselves in
nonconformity with the official Church.
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acknowledge God's providence in our history
(even if it only suggests possibilities), (2) accounts for the socio-economic currents (and
other environmental factors) that determine
much of what happens, and (3) portrays
individual personality as being crucial in
consequential decision making.
Brueggernann correctly notes the perils
when any one of the elements is pushed too
far. And that's exactly the problem with current Mormon historiography: our professional historians rightly assert that their
methodology doesn't allow them to identify
God's providence, and the general authorities
seem to only want to tell our story from the
aspect of Go& acts independent of human
and environmental factors. I think each is

doing what they should, and we need each
gift; but the result is that neither camp honestly tells the complex Mormon story in a
way that instructs and motivates the Mormon community the way the scriptures do,
as Brueggemann has shown. And as living
Israel, we need our story told to us that
way!-a narrative that acknowledges God's
active role, but also recognizes environmental and personality factors in revelations
and all of the Saints' doings.
Who can write that story? I suspect that
it will have to be believing individuals who
are not historians, but who are intimately
informed by the work of the historians; they
must also not be shackled by the institutional
demands on general authorities to spotlight

BY, FOR, & OF

1

APPRECIATED the "Narrative Theology" excerpt from Walter Brueggemannk
Powel; Providence, and Personality: Biblical Insight into Life and Ministry (SUNSTONE,June
1994) and became excited about the possibility of a Mormon history that (1) could
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only God's providence. Who can do that? I
nominate that Gerald Lund and Orson Scott
Card quit telling fictional stories about Mormon history or Mormon theology and start
writing honest, faith-filled accounts of our
story for us instead of the national market.
JASONROSS
West Hollywood, CA

THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
A
S A BRITISH missionary during the
time just prior to the "Baseball Baptism Era,"
I read D. Michael Quinn's powerful article
with personal as well as doctrinal interest
Dec. 1994). I suggest a criterion
(SUNSTONE,
for baptism apparently absent from the
proselyting procedures during that era and
conspicuously absent from the article:
And again, by way of commandment
to the church concerning the manner
of baptism-All those who humble
themselves before God, and desire to
be baptized, and come forth with broken hearts and contrite spirits, and

witness before the church that they
have truly repented of all their sins,
and are willing to take upon them the
name of Jesus Christ, having a determination to serve him to the end, and
truly manifest by their works that they
have received of the spirit of Christ
unto the remission of their sins, shall
be received by baptism into his
church. ( D 4 C 20:37.)
Proper attention to this instruction would
have prevented the excesses of the "Baseball
Baptism Era" and provided a stronger doctrinal basis for Quinn's analysis.
JOSEPHB.
ROMNE'Y
Rexburg ID

PROXY BY PROXY

1

WAS AMUSED by J. Frederic VomsJr.'s
"Goodworks, Inc." (SUNSTONE. June 1994).
Voros's favorite subbed-out good work is
proxy work by proxy. He is certain, however,
that "the Church obviously isn't going to be
telling people that they need to hire proxy

*Every now and then I get glimpses of something really big,
butfor the most part we see through a glass darkly."
PAGE 8
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workers for themselves." But at one time, the
Church very much supported hiring out
proxy workers. According to Garth Mangum
and Bruce Blumell's The Mormon's War on
Poverty, "Members who wanted temple ordinances performed for their ancestors could
contribute cash or goods to storehouses;
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there donations were earmarked for needy
elderly people to act as proxies in the temple
ceremonies" (142).
"GoodWorks, Inc." is bound to become a
thriving business enterprise.
JIMGRANT
Birmingham, AL
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; spirituality

in Chrisitan c

e term for church in the New -restament--is not so healings and ex(
is promise to the poor and challenge to
muc
us as a ciihl-politicaI concept. It means the actual the ric:h. his bre
rligious Llw, and his table community
assel
e citizens l;;athering fior decidinlg their o wI spiritual.
~.
with
o
~utcasts
an
d
sinners
Inade expetrientially available God's new
-.
. .
.
. .
political attairs. since women in a patriarchal church cannot decide world, not, as we used to thmk, within us but among us. God's
their own theological-religiousaffairs and that of their own peo- presence is found in the "midst of us" (Luke 17:21). The name of
ple-women-the
ekklesia of women is as much a future hope as Jesus is Emmanuel, God with us. (Matt. 1:23) This is also the name
it is a realitv today Yet we have begun to gather as the ekklesia of of the God of Judith. The God of Jesus is divine Wisdom-Spirit
1s powers, whose: power is gentle and! whose yolke is light
wonien, as the people of God, to claim our o7w n religio~
to pi~rticipatef ully in the decision-]making process of dmrch, and
Lik:e Jesus' 01m ministry, the ministry of the:community called
to niurture eaclI other as women Christians. 1Baptism is the sacra- forth l~yJesus, t he messenlger of divine wisdola,is not aIn end in
.. . . .
.
.. . - . .
- ment that calls us into the discipleship ot equals. No special itselt. In the power ot the 5pint the disciples are sent to do what
vocation is given, no more "perfectnChristian lifestyle is possible. he dic1: to feed the hungry, heal the sick, liberate the oppressed,
and toI announce the inbreaking of God's new world and humanity
Commitment, accountability, and solidarity in the ekklesia of
women are the life-maxis of such a feminist Christian vocation. here a nd now. In everv eeneration Divine Wisdom commissions
The)7 are a central embocliment anc1 incarnation of the vision of a prophets-wom en and mcen-and rnakes the1n friends iand chil"neu7 church" i.n solidant] with the c2ppressed and the "least" of this, drenc)f God. To embrace Ithe gospel means to enter into a move.
world, the majority of wlhom are w,omen and children dependent ment, to becomee a membctr of God's; people wrho are on the road
.. .
.
on women.
tnat SIretcnes trom ~ n n s t aeatn
s
to ner return m glory. ~nnlena
It is usually assumed that spiritualityhas something to do with expresses this dynamic reality of Christian community. It is not a
the life of the "soul," prayer life and worslhip, mediliation and local c)r static term, it is not even a religious expression; it means
..All
--.
mystical union. with the "waitinen
eatherine of ~eovle.the assemblv of free citizens in a
the actual "
" for God's W I M LU '"me to ass
erstanding; town, called togt
der to decide matters affecting their own
and the religioa s experie:rice of the: divine. 11I this und~
spintuality corlcentrates above all on prayer and medlitation, on welfare.
bly of the
"spiritual" direction and Christ's incdwelling irI the soul, on ascetic
In 1the Greek Old Testarnent ekklesiia means t
.. .
.-- and re1lg;lous exerclses as the precondition tor progress on the peoplez ot lsrael betore bod." m tne New lestament e~lzlenacomes
spiritualjourney of the soul from one level to another. In a similar throul;h the agency of the Spirit to visible, tangible expressions in
fashion feminist spirituality can be occupied with meditation and and tt rough the gathering of God's people about the table, eating
incantation. s~ellsand incense. womb chant and candle eazine., toeeth
" the bread. and sharing the cup in
" ler a meal, breakine
memc~ryof Christ's passiolI and resurrection. (3ristian spirituality
feminine syml)ols for the divine a~ n dtrance inductior
undcerstanding of spiritu,ality, of re'ligious rinlals and e:
i
mean: ;eating to! ;ether, sharing togetller, drinking together, talking
foun~din all re'ligions anc1 not limit1ed to Christianity TI
.
withe ach other, receiving Ieach other;experiencling God's presence
.,,
. . 01.-Jesus ana tne move. ,.
does not capture tne specitic
new vls~on
the gospel as
tnroul;n eacn other, and, in aolng so, proc~a~ming
ment initiated by him.
God's alternative vision for everyone, especially for those who are
The gospel is not a matter of the individual soulI; it is the: poor, outcast, and battered. As long as women Christians are
..
- 5 .LA 1:s-5 .
I
communal rocl lama ti on ul
~ r l LILT-KIVLIIK
r
VUWCL UI LIIC S~irit-SO. exclucled from breaking"the bread and deciding their own s~iritual
"
",
phia. and o i Gc>d'svision of an altemative colmmunity rmd world. welfare and con~mitment,ekklesia a!j the discipleship of equals is
The experiencr:of the SF)irit's creative power releases u s from the! not re,alized and the power of the gos#pelis greatly dimink;bed. The
life clestroying powers of sin and se:ts us free Ito choose ;an altema-. true slpiritual pe rson is according to Paul the one who wa Iks in the
e
.
..
.
,.
tive lite tor ourselves ana tor eacn otner. lne local point ot early
bpmt, sne wno onngs aoout tnis new world and family of boa over
Christian self-understandingwas not a holy book or a cultic rite , and al5ainst the Iresistance rand pull of all oppressive pow(:IS of this
not mystic experience and magic invocation, but a set of relation-. world5 enslavin,g patriarckla1 structures.
ELISABETH
SCHUSSLERFIORENZA
ships: the experience of God's presence among one another andI
In Memory of Her: A Feminist Theological
through one another. To embrace the gospel Imeans to enter into a
community, the one cannot be obtained wilthout the other. The
Reconstmtion of Christi.an Values
Crossrolad Publishing Comr)any, 1992,344-46
gospel calls into being the church as the disc]iples of equals that is
..
. ..
continually recreated in the power of the Spint.
jesus ministry, his >UNSTONE welcomes suumlssiom of interesting quoranom.
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FROM THE EDITOR

IT'STHE COMMUNITY,
FOLKS!
By Elbert Eugene Peck

Is it possiblefor the Church to be our primary
community evei though we spend less time with it?
W H I L E exploring Sunstone on W k the fruit of Cass ~utler's year-long, scanning,
keying, and proofing every SUNSTONE and
Sunstone Review-I searched for "community"; of 1,667 uses, only 68 were by me.
This essay ups it by 29.
To be saved, we must individually keep
the commandments, but salvation is equally
re-~
communal. We are, as David 0 . M C G
peatedly preached, "social beings"; it's not
just that our lives unavoidably affect others,
but our very identities, self-understanding,
and ideas are constructed by others in society "We did not create us . . . we owe what
we are to the communities that formed us."
wrote a renowned sociologist.' Heaven, too,
is communal: God's family enjoys the same,
but glorified, sociality that exists here. (DM:
1302.) Our endings and beginnings connect; we cannot be saved without our
dead-in whose inherited social order we
live, and breathe, and have our being-because, to misapply Pogo, "they are us."
After grace (the sense of one's acceptable
relationship to God through Christ), spirituality is more social than mystical; revelations
and visions rank a distant second to the call
to "live together in love." (~&c42:45.) Our
core texts'~esus' Sermon on the Mount and
Paul's essay on love, stress the interpersonal,
the communal: meekness, kindness, apologizing, forgiving, peacemaking, not judging,
not being angry, loving enemies, tolerating,
forsaking riches, giving alms, sharing, going
extra miles, long-suffering, not envying, not
being puffed-up, enduring. (Matt. 5-7 and 1
Cor. 13.) As Gene England noted, the
Church is as true as the gospel because the
ward community hones these traits.*
To be a Christian means to acquire those
interpersonal traits; for Latter-day Saints, it
also means to live them collectively, to establish Zion.Therelve been temfying failed attempts at communal Christianity Perhaps
PAGE 10

the primary mission of the Restoration is to
bless the weary world with knowledge by
example of how to be Christians communally. That's the emphatic call of the Book of
~ b r m o and
n ~octrineand Covenants.
To outsiders, Mormonism is impressively,
sometimes frighteningly, communal; ironically, many insiders pine for earlier, more
potent LDS communities and lament trends
that reduce the Church's mission to teaching
the gospel and providing the ordinances so
people &n live the commandments as families and individuals. Still, Latter-day Saints
interweave their lives in small congregations
where all faces are known with an incredible
busybody watchcare of speaking, teaching,
counseling, service, fast Sunday storytelling,
ever-shuffling callings, home and visiting
teaching, welfare aid, equalization among
rich and poor wards, plus a linking family
and temple theology.
Why, then, do many mourn the loss of
community? What's lost? Chapel construction, fund-raising projects, weekday Primary
and Relief Society (and bazaars), music festivals, and an array of MIA and other activities-much of the time-consuming fun stuff,
the occasions for interaction, the culture.
What is community? What do we want it
to achieve? For Berkeley sociolopt Robert
Bellah and his associates, a community is a
group of people who are socially interdependent,
who participate in discussionand decision makin,
and who sh;?re certain practices. . .that both define
the community and are nurtured by it. Such community is not quickly formed. It almost always has
a history and so is also a community of memory,
defined in part by its past and its memory of its
past. . . .
[A community] is not a collection of self-seeking individuals, not a temporary remedy, like Parents without Partners. that can be abandoned as
soon as a partner has'been found, but a context
within which personal identity is formed, a place
where fluent self-awareness follows the currents of
communal conversation and contributes to them.

. . . [A] therapist affirms that "everybody needs to
belong to a group" because "everybody needs to
have an identity." . . . This . . . sense of identity in
which the person is never wholly sevarate from
others is clearest in the family. 1; is context in
which identity is formedin partthroughidentifying
with and incorporatingaspects of other members.
. . . [where] a person is formed and a character
takes shave.'
The Church may be a temporary structure, but the social dynamic of community is
eternal, and if Mormonism presumes to
shape our characters into those of Saints, we
need "quality time"-rubbing
shoulders.
swapping stories, helping out. Community
memory can be preached, but the communal
conversation that tells us, to quote Fiddler on
the Roofs Tevye, "who we are and what God
expects of us" often occurs informally
We yearn for community, but who wants
the earlier, over-whelming schedules? We
must do more while doing less. During our
remaining together time, we need to enhance
our social interaction, deepen our rituals,
ordinances, and practices, hone our storytelling, ensure time to chat, and broaden involvement in decision-making. When we get
together now, it's too often to preach, teach,
and sit and listen to others preach and teach.
We need more interaction that cultivates the
Christian virtues and shared communal
events of the spirit that bum in our collective
memories. At the same time, we must build
a community that doesn't exclude (by selfrighteousness or over-scheduling) involvement in the world. Here are some ideas:
1. THE SACRAMENT.Jesus taught that we
must reconcile with those who have ought
against us before we bring our gift to the altar
to reconcile ourselves with Father. (Matt.
5:23-24.) For at the sacrament altar. collectively, the members of the congrega;on are
the body of Christ, of which there should be
no schism. (1 Cor. 12:12-27.) What if we
took that commandment literally? Each Saturday night there'd be a blizzard of calls,
letters, and visits asking forgiveness and
making wrongs right (with saints and gentiles) with the consequent forgiving, tears,
and expressions of love. That'd invoke the
sacrament's call to remember him and its
promise to have the spirit and transform us
individually and forge community ties. With
talks, articles, lessons, testimonies, and
leader-modeling, this weekly refining alone
could purify Mormon community.
2. SUSTAININGS are, doctrinally, elections
(see D&C 124:144). What if nominations for
major callings and projects were announced
in advance and Saints were asked to prayerfully consider them before voting? That active involvement would increase revelation,
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ensure heart and mind voting, and connect
us to each other and to the Church. Apostles
lament that the Saints don't properly regard
section 138 since it was added to our canon
in 1980; advance notice (perhaps the conference before) would have prompted greater
spiritual and intellectual commitment to it.
3. WARD CONFERENCES are better titled
ward lectures-little conferring with, lots of
talking to. But who remembers, let alone
works on, a bishop's goals an hour later?
Members don't need more talks on what to
do; we know what to do and feel guilty. People
get more motivated when they're involved in
decision-making because the deliberations
educate them while heightening their commitment to the outcome, even if the final
plan's not their preference. Make ward conference an annual, month-long, goal-setting
project where auxiliary and quorum leaders
collaborate with their organization to plot
"How can we best achieve what God (through
general and local leaders) calls us to do!" By
emphasizing the democratic "commonn in
common consent, we get to know each other
better-ur
minds and hearts open, meet,
and accommodate. Leaders don't abdicate
their calling to receive revelation by using
collaboration, they facilitate its fulfillment,
which involves everyone. (Revelation'san individual charismatic gift; administration can
be democratic.) On ward conference Sunday,
each group reports on its plans while others
listen intently and sustain enthusiastically
because of their part in a parallel process.
4. THE LORD'S SUPPER was, for the earliest Christians, a thanksgiving meal. For
good, practical reasons it was ritualized, but
something's lost without the community
gathered around a table eating until filled a
meal of bread and (unfermented)wine, sharing memories and experiences with Christ.
Consider the effect on our other sacrament
and testimony meetings throughout the year
if that simple feast concluded ward conference, to which we came fasting, praying,
repenting, and forgiving.
3. STAKE CONFERENCE. Jews and Christians celebrate year-long religious calendars
of communal events that retell, often with
vigorous participation, their defining stories
(Passover, Easter, etc.). A modem religion,
Mormonism has an administrative calendar-ward, stake, regional, and general conferences-which could be reformed into
memorable community events instead of
duty-free weekends. Have a yearly stake conference host a Saturday festival that showcases local art celebrating the living Restoration in their regional Church story (plays,
poems, paintings, and, of course, food).
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5. SERVICE PROJECTS. Previously, much
social interaction happened while entertaining ourselves: road shows and banquets fostered fellowship and low-key conversations.
Such moments happen while building a
Habitat for Humanity house or decorating
the Gold and Green Ball. Let's merge social
and service: being busy, I'll skip an ice cream
social but squeeze in roofing a house.
6. CLASS DISCUSSIONS. There was a lot
of talking after church B.C.S. (Before Consolidated Schedule); now, exhausted, we rush
home. Given that, and the fewer occasions to
talk, we now must talk during church to
know each other. Many lessons are better
taught and community is built when we
present a topic in an open-ended way that
invites thoughtful discussion and candid
personal experiences. Consider these results
compared to those of lectures: (1) Entertainment-monitoring a discussion as it bounces
around the classroom keeps attention and
fights boredom; (2) Thinking-minds are engaged as they mentally respond to each comment; (3) Friendshipthoughts and experiences are put with nameless faces,
engendering intimacy, and even hallway
conversations; (4) Knowledge-all needed
doctrinal points get made, and concerned
Saints gently correct falsehoods;and (5) Citizenship-people feel that they matter to what
happens at church.
7. PUBLIC RITUALS. Mormonism rightly
eschews high ritual (temple excluded), but
we still need communal ceremony to create
common spiritual events that are remembered and retold; events that bind us to each
other and to the group, like the Kirtland
Temple dedication did. In simplifying for the
satellite Church the elaborate solemn assembly to sustain a new prophet, we decreased
its impact. What if the sustainings were followed by a simultaneous, Church-wide,
white handkerchief-waving, hosanna shout
in every satellite-linked chapel? Likewise, in
my youth, Aaronic priesthood leaders were
set apart in front of the quorum. Those blessings helped me regard my comrades' callings
and feel a part of an important work. Should
settings apart and ordinations be publicly
done after the sustainings of bishops, stake
presidents, apostles, and prophets?
There are other, better, ways to tinker
with how we do church, but we can't merely
assume the existince of community as we
revise the Church formula. Please share your
ideas. These points avoid the Doctrine and
Covenants' main preoccupation concerning
Zion's establishment: the redistribution and
equalizing of riches, and the setting up of
self-sustaining stewardships. Given our un-

successful attempts, I agree with Orson Pratt
(and the sequence of the temple endowment
covenants) that radical property sharing culminates rather than begins community
building.4We make incremental progress as
we acquire the prerequisite attributes of
community living.
Is it possible for the Church to be my
primary community even though I spend less
time with it? 1have a mental image, no doubt
historically inaccurate, of an urban group of
first-century Christians who met weekly to
buoy each other by sharing the Lord's supper
and their spiritual experiences. Rich and
poor, slave and free, educated and illiterate,
they discussed what it meant to be an Earlyday Saint and the concomitant struggles.
They critiqued each other's behavior, expressed love, exhorted good works, sang
hymns. If one was needy, others helped. Perhaps the only time most gave to the community was that Sabbath meeting. But that community was their primary one; their lives
were in dialogue with it; it defined what they
did the rest of the week. In contrast, pioneer
Mormonism was a comprehensive community; the unrealized call of the Hebrew
prophets was to be a similarly exclusive people of God. For most of history, however,
Christians' spiritual homes have been in one
key community while they resided in others.
Jesus calls us to be a visible, gathered community where Saints can be made-the city on
the hill whose shining light of the more
excellent, communal way draws others to
God (but not necessarily to the city). But his
next metaphor disperses the Saints in order to
distill good-the salt is sprinkled throughout
the earth to bring out the earth's inherent
good flavor (the earth has the value; the salt
is only good when it is a catalyst). (Matt.
5:13-16.) These back-to-back metaphors
define the oscillating Mormon dynamic between radical separateness and embracing
the world's strengths. In the Mormon ghetto.
identity is formed that gives savor to Saints
whose daily lives bring out the good in the
world. We are only beginning to understand
how to do both tasks without arrogance and
-.
condescension.
f~
NOTES
1. Robert N. Bellah. Richard Madsen. William M. Sullivan.
Ann Swidler, and Steven M. Tipton. Habifs o/thc Heart. Individualum and Commitment in American Lge (New York: Harper &
Row. 1985). 135.
2. Eugene England, "The Church Is As Tme As the Gospel."SUNSTONE
10:10.30-36.
3. Bellah. et al., 333, 295.
4. Orson Pratt. "The Equality and Oneness of the Saints,"
originally published in The Seer, July 1954. 289-300. and also
found in numerous Pratt collections, such as Marterful Discourses and Writings oj Orson Pratt, comp. N. B. Lundwall (Salt
Lake City: Bookcraft. 1962).624449.
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TURNING T H E TIME OVER T O ...
Samuel W Taylor

THE GOURMET
JOHN TAEOR

At their encampment, John Taylor watched the women grind
insects with stones and mix them with honey for the meal.
But, while he knew that John the Baptist had lived on locusts and
honey, he had no appetite for it.

I

NASMUCH AS John Taylor spent some
eight years on foreign missions, and
since he married sixteen wives, each of
whom vied at setting the best table when it
was his turn to sit at it, I must conclude that
he not only ate well but was an appreciative
epicure of most every dish known to civilization.
His wives prepared regional dishes from
their places of origin: the Isle of Man,

SAMUEL W TAYLOR, grandson oflohn Taylor
and author of numerow books and articles, lives
in Redwood City, GI.As a kindergartner at the
Brigham Young Academy he once was tied up
and locked in a closet by his teacher
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Scotland, New ~ o r kTennessee,
,
Connecticut,
Virginia, Utah, and various locations in
England. Amazing that he didn't get fat
under such treatment; however, he watched
his weight, took long walks, worked on his
farm at Taylorsville. Being handy with tools
kept him busy with the endless tasks of
keeping the houses of Taylor Row-where
the Salt Palace later stood-in repair, and, of
course, keeping the various wives happy by
remodeling, taking out and putting in walls,
patios, windows, doors, and whatever. When
I think of my own duties in that regardwell, they were'giants for sure in those days.
In his native England,John Taylor had his
tea with crumpets, his tea with fish and

chips, his tea with roast joints of beef or
mutton, his tea and herring, his tea and tarts,
his tea and kidney pie, his tea and sausage,
his tea and mutton chops, his tea with ham
and eggs. And, of course, the tea contained
milk and sugar.
If I seem to emphasize tea, it is because it
is virtually impossible to overstate the importance of tea to the British. They must have it
at every meal, at mid-morning and mid-afternoon tea breaks, and at every social occasion.
Nothing must interfere with tea time, as I
found out during two years in England while
sweating out World War 11. The British were
furious at the Germans for bombing London,
panicularly since Jeny did so at tea time.
Utter barbarians is what those Germans must
have been, to be sure.
If London residents from the East End
moved to the West End, they became unhappy about their tea. So they would consult
their tea merchant, who would supply them
with the special blend prepared for conditions in the West End. Then they were happy
again. (And when I was desk clerk at the
Roberts Hotel in Provo while attendingBYU, I
well remember the visits of Sir Hany Lauder
on his annual farewell tour. The Scottish entertainer never ate a single meal at the hotel
without complaining bitterly to me about the
miserable quality of American "tay" The stuff
was pig swill, is what it was.)
To the end of his life, John Taylor had his
tea, strong with milk and sugar, and he made
no bones about it. As for the Word of
Wisdom, during his era it was considered to
be counsel on moderation and a healthful
diet. For example, there were breweries at
Nauvoo, operated by members in good
standing, the product consumed by good
Mormons, including Joseph Smith, Hymm
Smith, and other ranking people. If you
doubt this, spend an afternoon in Special
Collections at the University of Utah Mamott
Library, reading the account book of Amos
Davis, who ran a hotel on the hill near the
temple. Or if this research is inconvenient,
read Hearts Made Glad by LaMar Petersen. It
actually wasn't until the administration of
Heber J. Grant that the Word of Wisdom
took its present interpretation.
For another example, consider the four
men in Canhage Jail, Joseph and Hymm
Smith, Willard Richards, and John Taylor.
Shortly before the mob attacked, they sent
out for pipes, tobacco, and a bottle of wine.
"It has been reponed by some that this
[wine] was taken as a sacrament," Taylor related. "It was no such thing; our spirits were
generally dull and heavy, and it was sent for
to revive us."
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At meals, John Taylor handled his silverware in the customary British fashion: fork
upside down in his left hand to spear food
and to have such things as mashed potatoes
piled atop it with his knife. He didn't change
the fork to his right hand to eat, a practice
that seemed to him a silly affectation of the
Yankee colonists. He enjoyed green vegetables, broccoli, Brussels sprouts, New Zealand
spinach, chard, and artichokes, which
thrived in the cool, overcast, and moist climate of his homeland. And of an evening he
topped off dinner with a pint of half-and-half
and a game of darts at the local pub. In
Scotland, he enjoyed haggis, made of the
heart, liver, and lungs of sheep, seasoned
with herbs and spices, then boiled in the animal's stomach.
In Paris, he would browse the bookstalls
along the quais beside the Seine, then stroll
the Grands Boulevards between the
Madeleine and the Rue de Richelieu, where
sidewalk cafes were thickest, shops the
finest, and girls the prettiest, before sitting at
a sidewalk table, sipping an aperitif while
joining in the fine French art of girlwatching, a diversion enjoyed equally by les
garcons and lesfilles.
And then, he would begin making hard
decisions concerning the meal: Should it be
bijteck awc pommes-frites, or escargots cuits
duns leun coquilles? How about poule au pot
du Vert-Galant? Or navarin aux pommes?
Perhapsfois gras chauds avec des raisins verts?
So many delicious choices! He settled on
poulards a la creme et awc morilles, and enjoyed the creamed chicken baked with
mushrooms, topped off with tarte aux cerises
et a la creme, a cream and cheny tart.
Accompanied, by all means, with a cup of le
tht.
He took most of his meals in France at
restaurants, because the French people jealously guarded their privacy When he was invited to dinner at a convert's home, it was
always a formal affair with the family in
Sunday best and an elaborate banquet that
could last four or five hours. John Taylor had
neither the appetite nor the time for many
such occasions.
In Germany, as in the United Kingdom,
people were more informal and gregarious.
He enjoyed meals at private homes, generally
eating sauerkraut and sausages, or
Sauerbraten, and drinking the fine lager beer
that accompanied the meal.
When im Restaurant, he had a cup of der
Tee while considering verlone Eier or perhaps
das Rindergulasch, maybe der Huhnerbraten,
or der Fisch, before deciding on der
Hammelbraten, with grene Erbsen, gerbratene
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Kartoffein, and Gefrorenes-roast lamb with
peas, fried potatoes, and ice cream.
The greatest test to John Taylor's ability to
enjoy whatever the natives ate came upon arrival at the Salt Lake Valley Brigham YoungS
pioneer party, consisting of strong young
men and only three women, had arrived in
the valley on 24 luly and had planted eightyfour acres to grains and vegetables-too late
for the crops to mature. Fields of corn were
rows of stubby sticks, stripped bare by
crickets. Grains hadn't come into head. The
only thing harvested was the potato crop,
consisting of a double handful the size of
peas.
Brigham Young's party had returned to
Winter Quarters. The families of the Parley
Pratt-John Taylor company were the actual
pioneer settlers and found themselves
trapped between the Rockies and the Sierras,
dependent for a second winter upon the
grain stored in their wagons. This large company of almost six hundred wagons faced the
prospect of another winter of blackleg and
other ailments due to diet deficiency that had
made Winter Quarters a nightmare. And two
of Taylor's wives were pregnant. Would the
babies be born normal? Could they be?
The local Indians, camped at the valley
hot springs, were dying of measles, having
no resistance to this white man's disease. The
chiefs twelve-year-old son was deathly sick.
Their medicine man came for white man's
medicine, but there was none. Taylor, however, administered by the laying on of hands,
rebuking the sickness and invoking blessings-accepting the grave risk that he and
his group could be held responsible if the
child died. But within hours the child was on
the mend.
In appreciation, Chief Little Face brought
gifts of sego lily and camus bulbs, thistle
roots, sunflower seeds, pine nuts, wild
honey, and a bag of meal with the rich flavor
of cracklings. It wasn't a winter of famine
after all. The Saints could live off the land, as
the Indians always had: their vegetables grew
wild, and meat was to be had for the hunting.
The Indians then harvested the grain
fields. They circled a field with torches, igniting it with a ring of fire. As the dry straw
burned, clouds of crickets leaped up and fell
back into the flames. The Indians moved
across the blackened ground, gathering the
roasted' crickets. At their encampment,
Taylor watched the women grind the insects
with stones and mix them with honey for the
delicious meal.
Taylor took some of the fresh meal home
for his pregnant wives. While he knew that
John the Baptist had lived on locusts and

honey, he had no appetite for it. If Sophia
and Jane liked it, what they didn't know
wouldn't hurt them. And their babies were
beautiful and strong.
During a mission to England, Taylor had
made a convert because of his sweet tooth.
Years later, a teenage elder preparing to leave
on a mission told how John Taylor held a cottage meeting at his parents' home in the Old
Country While preaching the gospel, Elder
Taylor strode back and forth before the
dining room table, each time taking a pinch
from the sugar bowl. Sugar was imported
and expensive. The sugar bowl was set out
only upon special occasions. The young boy
listening to John Taylor deliver the gospel
while dipping into the sugar bowl, decided
the gospel was true and determined that he'd
grow up to go on a mission and have access
to the sugar bowl.
P

WATER TEMPLES
winged insects
stitch the river's surface
from steepled reeds and sedges
winks of haloes, water
taking stillness back
like breath
like breath the leaves of aspen
flicker, like prayers
the grasses genuflect
colors haze, unveilstreak of gold,
blade bowed brown
veined yellow flung
against a husk of sky
furred and feathered seeds
awaiting rising
laved stones for an altar
pods ripe for incense, opening
where you lie down barefoot,
an ancient offering
your body water
sunlight
homeless
home
-DIXIE PARTRIDGE
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BOOK O F MORMON MUSINGS

Whether the Liahona was made by God or left by the wayside by a
desert divinel; the efect on the Lehites was the same.

OF CURIOUS WORKMANSHIP
Thefollowing is thefirst in a series of short vignettes on the Book
of Mormon; other musings will appear infuture issues.

T

HE WORD "CURIOUS" HAS SEVERAL DIFFERENT
meanings: (1) eager to learn, inquisitive; (2) nosy; (3)
oddly interesting; and (4) something done carefully
with great skill. The first two definitions-inquisitive and
nosy-typically refer to people; the last two-interesting and
carefully made-usually refer to objects. Mormons generally
do not use the term "curious" in any of its positive senses; this
is unfortunate. Curiosity may have killed a few cats, but Latterday Saints should consider the curiosity of Joseph Smith that
led him to pray about the ambiguities of multiple Christian
doctrines and churches.
In their testimony, the eight witnesses to the Book of
Mormon described the golden plates and the engravings
thereon, "all of which ha[ve] the appearance of ancient work,
and of curious workmanship."' Their assessment was intended to indicate that the plates appeared to have been made
with great skill, but it also applies to the text as translated by
Joseph Smith.
The following scripture is my favorite curious Book of
Mormon passage:
And it came to pass that as my father [Lehi] arose in
the morning, and went forth to the tent door, to his
great astonishment he beheld upon the ground a
round ball of curious workmanship; and it was of fine
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the ball were two spindles; and the
one pointed the way whither we should go
into the
wilderness. (1 Ne. 1-6:10.)
The Book of Mormon assumes that the Liahona (the name
later given to the brass ball in Alma 37:38) was a gift from
God-perhaps forged by God's own hands or the hands of an
angel. I like the idea that God may have taken an afternoon off
to prepare a carefully crafted ball, like a Faberge egg, with a peculiar, intricate design, perhaps a design that also went well
with the decor of Lehi and Sariah's tent. I also like to imagine
that when God made writing appear on the hahona's spindles,
he got a kick out of watching the Lehites do a double take,
much the same way I enjoy surprising our pet cat by producing her favorite toy mouse seemingly from thin air.
The text, however, also permits the possibility that the
Liahona might have been made by earthly hands. Some intriguing attempts have been made by Mormon scholars to
compare the Liahona with ancient methods and mechanisms
known in Lehi's day for ancient arrow divinati~n.~
Perhaps
God modeled the Liahona after such an object or mechanism
familiar to travelers in the desert. Or maybe it was a common
arrow divination device lost by its earthly maker and found by
Lehi as he kicked the sand away that had settled on top of the
ball. The loss by that traveler may have been at great cost: he
may have been a diviner of great reputation in the desert who
shook the ball he had fashioned with his own wind-burned
hands to read a client's future or help him chart his own path.
Perhaps that loss put an end to a fraudulent divination career.
The same means used by a charlatan to earn his keep may have
been used by God to guide a people to a promised land.
And why did the Liahona later stop working? Most readers
assume it was because there was no longer a need for it in the
New World. An alternative view is that the later Nephites lacked
the imagination and faith to use it or had too much imagination
and had built up elaborate legends surrounding its history
In any event, the Book of Mormon account seems to indicate the utter surprise and curiosity of the Lehite group upon
finding the Liahona, as well as the awe and reverence held by
later Nephites as they kept the Liahona with other relics
among their national treasures. Some Mormons today continue to find great comfort in the Liahona as a symbol. For
these Mormons, the Liahona represents curious Mormons who
are driven to ask questions and are satisfied with ambiguities. I
find that like these possible views about the Liahona, many
ideas can be entertained by us simultaneously even though
they are opposite views that exclude one another. The ability
to view two different possibilities at the same time while postDECEMBER 1994
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poning judgment on either possibility has been described by
Henri Frankfort as a "multiplicity of approaches."' Ultimately,
one approach may best reflect reality, but until that approach is
known, I will enjoy the possibilities of different approaches.
Whether the Liahona was made by God or his angel wistfully in a heavenly workshop or left by the wayside by an inspired but forgetful desert diviner, the effect on the Lehite
band was the same: guidance from God.
-EDGAR C. SNOWJR.
NOTES
1. 'TheTestimony of Eight W~tnesses."
introduction to the Book of Mormon.
2. See Hugh Niblep Since Cumorah (Deseret Book, 1967). 283-96.
3. Henri Frankfort, Ancient Egvptian Religion (New York: Harper & Row.
1961).
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attachment is measured by the proportion of people who
report having occupations. This is higher than the proportion who are currently working because some people who
report having an occupation are unemployed or have
stopped working for various reasons. A vast majority of
adult men report having an occupation, and the percent
has remained relatively stable. In contrast, the pe.rcentage
of women who report having an occupation has i~
steadily The increase is especially steep for LDS women.
.
- -11.By the 1990s, LDS women surpassed women nauonally.
Data are taken from the General Social Survey conducted by the National Opinion Research Center at the
University of Chicago. In most years since 1972, approximately 1500 randomly selected adults are interviewed.
Caution must be used in interpreting the data on
Mormons, because sample sizes are small (224 LDS females
and 171 LDS males). To eliminate year-to-year fluctuation
created by small samples, a regression line has been fit to
show the linear trend over the twenty year period.
.-?
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THE LARGER CIRCLE

A

S I PERFORM MY ONE-WOMAN PLAY, MOTHER
Wove the Morning, I find myself having unusual responses to various sections. Most recently I have experienced a strong emotional connection with the gnostic
woman who speaks of what Christ did for women and, according to their tradition, for the concept of God as Mother as
well as Father. Sometimes my eyes fill with tears as I say: "And
what shall I write my dear Tertullian?" (The cousin who has
written her that her priestly activities and her prayers that include the Mother are a great shame.) "What would Jesus say to
me? Ah, yes. To take the little circle my orthodox cousin has
drawn that has no place for me, and to draw around it a larger
circle, that I may have a place for him. Love one another, little
flock, as I have loved you."
Recently I performed in San Jose at the Sisterspirit
Bookstore and Coffeehouse. I studied the audience and noticed that most of the women there were lesbian. They were
highly appreciative throughout the play As I became the gnostic woman, they were very much with me. "And what shall I
write my dear Tertullian," I asked. From the front row came a
voice that most of the 150 women there could hear, "Up yours,
Tertullian!" A laugh rippled through the audience. I stepped
closer to the woman who had spoken. "Wait," I said, "What
would Jesus say to me? Yes, to take the little circle my orthodox cousin has drawn. . . ."
I heard hushed vocalizations from the audience, little
sounds of surprise and insight and agreement. Most of those
women had been the victims of the small circle, placed outside
its circumference by their orthodox cousins and sisters and
brothers and friends and institutions. What a thought, to draw
the circle large enough to include those who have excluded us!
I try to draw the larger circle offstage, though not always
successfully Last Sunday I succeeded. The first person I saw as
I stepped into the foyer was the Rush Limbaugh of my ward.
His highly patriarchal circle has no room for my feminism and
he has long looked at me suspiciously, though I confuse him a
lot by being warm and friendly and publicly acknowledging
his good heart, and telling him an occasional joke (to which he
has lately responded by telling me insulting Bill and Hillary
Clinton jokes).
I put my hand to him last Sunday and said (he would never
read SUNSTONE,
but let us just call him "Rush"), "Good moming, Rush! How are you doing?"
"Oh, not too good," he said. "My goal today was to shoot
five politicians and I'm way behind." And then, of course, I got
a really dumb Clinton joke that didn't even have a good punch
line. I looked at him and shook my head.
And what would Jesus say to me?
"Well, Rush," I said, "My goal today was to hug five people
who are so very strange I can hardly believe it. And you are the
first." So I hugged him right there in the foyer, then tumed and
went on into the chapel.
--CAROL LYNNPEARSON
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Zion is an abstraction until someone creates metaphorsfor it:
wide streets with sparkling water running down the gutters,
a specifically ordered commonality of property,
a community characterized by productive diversity. . . .
Zion is not something that will simply come, nor is the Millennium.
The only Zion we will know, we will create through the metaphors we use.

AN ESSAY O N POSTMODERNITY AND REVELATION
By Scott Abbott

Pendulum, the narrator describes the effect on him of that
famous pendulum that first demonstrated the earth's rotation:
I knew the earth was rotating, and I with it, and . . .
all Paris with me, and that together we were rotating
beneath the Pendulum, whose own plane never
changed direction, because up there, along the infinite extrapolation of its wire beyond the choir ceiling,
up toward the most distant galaxies, lay the Only
Fixed Point in the universe, eternally unmoving. . . .
The Pendulum told me that, as everything movedearth, solar system, nebulae and black holes, all the
children of the great cosmic expansion-one single
point stood still: a pivot, bolt, or hook around which
the universe could move. And I was now taking part
in that supreme experience. I, too, moved with the all,
but I could see the One, the Rock, the Guarantee, the
luminous mist that is no body, that has no shape,
weight, quantity, or quality, that does not see or hear,
that cannot be sensed, that is in no place, in no time,
and is not soul, intelligence, imagination, opinion,
number, order, or measure. Neither darkness nor
light, neither error nor truth.'
In the course of Eco's novel, the narrator and two colleagues, disbelieving in "the One, the Rock, the Guarantee,"
playfully construct a grand conspiracytheory to act as the fuced
point, the guarantor of meaning and truth in history. Knights
Templar, Rosicrucians, and Freemasons become the movers of
SCOTTABBOTT (abbott@jkhbhrc.byu.edu) is an associate professor of German at Brigham Young University. An earlier version of
this paper was presented at the Plotting Zion conference in Provo,
UT,on 4 May 1990.
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history, possessors of occult keys to absolute truth. As the
novel ends, however, the three conspirators have been captured by their own exquisite philosophical construction.
Devotees of the occult have taken the construction as truth;
and to force the final truth from one of the constructors, they
wrap the wire of the pendulum around his neck and finally,
when he refuses to divulge the supposed secret, hang him.
Then . . . Belbo's body, through a grisly addition and
cancellation of vectors, a migration of energies, suddenly became immobile, and the wire and the sphere
moved, but only from his body down; the restwhich connected Belbo with the vault-now remained perpendicular. Thus Belbo had escaped the
error of the world and its movements, had now become, himself, the point of suspension, the Fixed Pin,
the Place from which the vault of the world is hung,
while beneath his feet the wire and the sphere went
on swinging from pole to pole, without peace, the
earth slipping away under them, showing always a
new continent. The sphere could not point out, nor
would it ever know, the location of the World's ~ a v e l . ~
Eco's novel provides images for the abstractions of postmodem or postmetaphysical thought. First, the age-old desire
for metaphysical certainty. Second, the postmodern argument
that truth is made, not found, that supposed grounded, certified, natural truths are in fact arbitrary, contingent, constructed. Third, the image of Belbo hanging from the wire of
the pendulum, his head now the new fixed point, in its
mediation changing the motion of the pendulum and thus
denying access to the World's Navel, is a strong metaphor for
the postmodem argument that even were metaphysical truth
to exist, it would always be mediated through human language.
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This language that is our only means of knowing is a "mobile army ofmetaphors."
One metaphor points to another in an endless chain, and there is no means of transcendence.
We live in a prison house of language. The contingency of our languages, our selves,
and our communities involves no lamentable loss,
but rather represents a gain in freedom and responsibility.
CONTINGENCY AND LANGUAGE
Our understanding of our reality--and hence even
o f m r religious truths-is contingent upon the
language we receivefrom the world around us.
Yet language is made, notfound.
T H I S language that is our only means of knowing is, to
quote Nietzsche, "a mobile a m y of metaphors." One metaphor
points to another in an endless chain, and there is no means of
transcendence. We live in what Nietzsche calls a prison house
of language, in a world made by language and thus dependent
on or contingent on language.
Richard Rorty argues in Contingency, Irony, Solidarity that
our languages, our selves, and our communities are contingent, although there is no reason to lament with Yeats that "the
center cannot hold,"3 but rather reason to celebrate the concomitant gain in freedom and responsibility:
If we could ever become reconciled to the idea that
most of reality is indifferent to our descriptions of it,
and that the human self is created by the use of a
vocabulary rather than being adequately or inadequately
expressed in a vocabulary, then we should at last have
assimilated what was true in the Romantic idea that
truth is made rather than found. What is true about
this claim is just that languages are made rather than
found, and that truth is a property of linguistic entities, of sentences. . . .
What the Romantics expressed as the claim that
imagination, rather than reason, is the central human
faculty was the realization that a talent for speaking
differently, rather than for arguing well, is the chief
instrument of cultural change. What political utopians since the French Revolution have sensed is not
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that an enduring, substrata1 human nature has been
suppressed or repressed by "unnatural" or "irrational"
social institutions but rather that changing languages
and other social practices may produce human beings
of a sort that had never before e x i ~ t e d . ~
Rorty is often attacked as a relativist, as one who has
jettisoned access to the basic truths that must inform ethical
decisions. He might answer that in one sense an awareness of
contingency in fact enables ethics, delivering us from the
dominating, dehumanizing insistence on exclusive views of
absolute truth. The history of such dominations, including
Hitler's totalizing metaphysics, is sobering. In other words,
historical claims of access to the fixed points of truth have
themselves produced conflicting sets of ethical standards even
more unsettling and potentially destructive than the productive sense for contingency Rorty advocates.
Theologian John Dillenberger has addressed this problem
of truth and violence, of paradoxically attempting good but
achieving a greater evil:
How to believe in a single eschatological coherence
without acting as if it existed is humanity's lot and
task. . . . The translation of vision into particular
actualities demands the recognition that such
achievement is beyond reach and that the direct effort
to do so frustrates and distorts what might be achievable. That Pascal knew so well when he said, "Man is
neither brute nor angel; and he who would act the
angel will end by acting the brute." The direct translation of vision into action is exactly the boundary
that cannot be crossed, the essence of the rent in
creation which we cannot attempt to expunge, except
at greater peril.5
Contingency seems to fly in the face of the truth claims of
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religion; but in a surprising essay on "Religion, Atheism, and
Faith," Paul Ricour suggests that religions owe a debt to
Nietzsche and Freud and others who have cleared the ground
for a new faith:
We must acknowledge that the critique of ethics and
religion by the "school of suspicion"has been an asset.
From it we have learned to question the authority of
a weak superego too easily identified with the will of
God and to recognize that the commandment which
gives death but not life is merely a projection of our
own ~ e a k n e s s . ~
CONTINGENCY AND ETERNAL TRUTH
In some ways, the postmodern notion of contingency
parallels the IDS notion of a veil that separates wfrom
the premortal world. Blessed by the veil of language,
we areforced to expand our abilities by continually
seeking a better understanding of deity.
R c o u R and Dillenberger investigate the interface between religion and postmeta<hysical thought extensively and
insightfully, but I would like to move on to ask their basic
question once again, this time in a specifically LDS context:
What can our revealed religion gain from a philosophy that
denies every sort of transcendence?
First, I should mention some obvious and powerful differences between LDS theology and postmodern thought. Our
scriptures, we believe, are divinely inspired. We speak of an
Adamic language and the gift of tongues. And we call our
beginning "the Word." (Uohn 1:l.)Doesn't this negate a supposed contingency of language?
We believe we are coeternal with God: intelligences; spirits;
corporeal human beings; and, finally, gods. How could we
then speak of a contingency of self?
Central to our thought is the concept of Zion, of a people
consecrated and led by prophetic politicaVreligious leaders, a
community in which there are no poor, a community in which
each receives according to needs, in which individual growth
and community growth are mutually advantageous. Doesn't
Zion repudiate a contingency of community?
Further, our scriptures are replete with assertions concerning truth:
And truth is knowledge of things as they are, and as
they were, and as they are to come; And whatsoever
is more or less than this is the spirit of that wicked one
who was a liar from the beginning. The Spirit of truth
is of God. I am the Spirit of truth, and John bore
record of me, saying: He received a fulness of truth,
yea, even of all truth; And no man receiveth a fulness
unless he keepeth his commandments. He that
keepeth his commandments receiveth truth and light,
until he is glorified in truth and knoweth all things.
(D&C 93:24-28.)
I could go on and on giving examples from our theology
that demonstrate that truth is indeed out there in the presence
and person of our creator. So why bother with the postmodern
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concept that truth is made by humans, not found?
My point will be that even if truth is "out there," as we
believe, it is largely inaccessible in our present condition, and
it is to our advantage to recognize that inaccessibility.
A few quick examples:
There is a veil between us and the pre-mortal life, between
us and God's presence. Is it perhaps the purpose of that veil to
let us experience the exigencies of contingency? Are our attempts at masking that contingency through various methods
of reduction, possession, mastery, or totalization attempts to
bypass that important experience? (Reduction of the majesty
and mystery of God to something we can fit our minds around.
Possession of a dogmatic God for the purpose of dominating
others. Mastery instead of humility. The pretense of totaluation
to gain control and power.)
Don't we believe in a creative God who makes truths? And
don't we believe, heretics that we are, that at some time God
had to learn to be a maker of truths, not ex nihilo, but a maker
all the same? As we learn to be like our Heavenly Parents, must
we not learn to make truth as they do? Would that be possible
without a veil? Would we not otherwise simply mirror the
existence we saw clearly in God's presence? Isn't it possible that
we live this life not to discover through revelation what transcendent truths exist, but rather to learn by creating contingent
truths, having to live with them, exploring what serves us well
and what doesn't, developingideas and customs and languages
that make us more human-in fact, even working out what it
is to be human? Why would God leave us so alone if we were
best served by divine presence, by truth, by totality?
There is, of course, a second side to this story. We may
sense, in blessed moments, that we are not left entirely alone.
While God created the veil, God may also part it to offer us a
divine hand of fellowship. The Spirit speaks heat and light to
our souls. Still, we are left to respond contingently to even the
most glorious revelations of a transcendent deity.
Our understanding of such experiences is obviously both
facilitated and limited by our language, our traditions, our
prejudices. In the very short history of the latter-day Church,
we have hundreds of examples of change, of progress and
regress as we redescribe our visions of God and ourselves.
Those redescriptions must always be done in language, in a
language reeking of history and culture.
Take, for example, our most sacred latter-day storyJoseph Smith's First Vision, his marvelous, direct encounter
with God. Joseph recounted this event in at least four different
ways, obviously struggling to describe his vision, to create a
new set of metaphors for the being or beings he had encountered. It is inspiring to observe just how assiduously Joseph
worked to understand the nature of God in the years after his
vision, how the traditional trinitarian God who had dominated
his mind at the time of the vision gradually gave way to a sense
of Father and Son as distinct beings. Of course Joseph did not
leave his image of God absolutely open to change; one version
of the First Vision was indeed canonized. Yet Joseph Smith's
search is instructive, as is our wonderfully open canon, an
openness that might inspire us to continue framing metaphors
DECEMBER 1994

What can our revealed religion ga~nfroma vhilosophy that denies every sort of transcendence?
From the concept tihat trutlI is made by humans, not found?
Even if truth is "out there," as we ibelieve, ;it is largely inaccessible in our present condition,
and it is to our advancage
nize that inacce!aibility.
L

to help us understand God.
But don't we already know who God is? Roger Kel-ler, whom
I first met in Nashville where he was an adminilstrator o
Scanitt College, a Methodist graduate school, and who is nou
---- Lrlrarr
---a professor at BW, has as good an answer as I havr
anywhere. He suggests that he converted to Mormonism be.
cause here, in contrast to the perhaps 5 percent of truth taugh'
by other great religions, he found 6 percent of the truth. P.
sense for what we don't know, like the knowledge of ignorance
Socratesmust inculcate in his interlocutors before he can teacl
them, is indispensable if we are to continue to learn about oui
Lord.
The Jewish tradition is replete with examples of how neu
metaphors aid in approaching God. Consider, for InsLance
Arthur A. Cohen's description of a rather startling metaphor:
I prefer the gentle and exceedingly simple formulation of Saint Silvester: "God is like an onion. He is very
simple and he makes one cry."
The onion is all of a piece, it is generally recognized. There is nothing different at its core than what
appears at its surface. Nothing new is revealed if we
begin to remove its layers. Nothing at all. We weep,
however, as we pare away each layer.7
Another metaphor, this time a burning bush, reminds us of
God's wish for us to approach and to keep our distance: "Moses
. . . do not come near; put off your shoes from your feet, for
the place on which you are standing is holy ground . . . and
Moses hid his face, for he was afraid to look at God." (Ex.
3:5-6.)

Two examples showJoseph Smith's own humility before the
face of God:
28 April 1842 (Thursday Afternoon). Upper Room,
Red Brick Store.
Nauvoo Relief Society Minutes
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uosep'h] said tlhe reason of these remarks being
made was, that some little things was circulating in
the Society, that some persons were not going right in
laying hands on the sick, QC. . . . these signs such as
healing the sick, casting out devils QC. should follow
all that believe whether male or female. . . . if the
sisters should have faith to heal the sick, let all hold
their tongues, and let every thing roll on. . . . Who
knows the mind of God? Does he not reveal things
differently from what we expect?
Respecting the females laying on hands, he further
remark'd, there could be no devil in it if God gave his
sanction by healing-that there could be no more sin
in any female laying hands on the sick than in wetting
the face with water[.] It is no sin for any body to do it
that has faith, or if the sick has faith to be heal'd by
the administration.'
lhis wonderfully pragmatic statement demonstrates
Joseph's own desire not to reduce, possess, or master the mind
of God and his willingness to change what others saw as truth
in the service of what works. He here creates a new ritual
practice--or supports a practice already created by faithful
women-of women healing by the laying on of hands. In
subsequent history the practice has reverted back.
There is also the remarkable passage in Joseph Smith's letter
of 27 November 1832 to W W Phelps that shows Joseph
willing to live in the dialectic between his intense longing to
escape the strictures of language and his pragmatic desire to
publish the Star:
Oh Lord when will the time come when Brothe[r]
William thy Sewent and myself behold the day that
we may stand together and gase upon Eternal wisdom
engraven upon the hevens while the magesty of our
god holdeth up the dark curtain we may read the
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round of Eternity to the fullness and satisfaction of
our immortal souls Oh Lord God deliver us in thy due
time from the little narrow prison almost as it were
totel darkness of paper pen and ink and a crooked
broken scattered and imperfect language I would inform you that I have obtained ten subscribers for the
Star. . . .9
Most, if not all of our revelation, if we investigate it closely,
involves very human attempts to work through problems in a
condition of contingency. Even if, as we believe, revelation
does occur through the intervention of the Holy Ghost, even if
the Church is indeed led by Jesus Christ, such revelation and
guidance are always in the context Joseph Smith described as
studying it out in our minds. Elder Bruce McCunkie's description of the revelation allowing blacks to hold the priesthood is
a case in point. He writes that the revelation only came when
President Kimball asked the right questions. It was made
possible by open debate among the general authorities. And it
led to the understanding that earlier revelation, the Book of
Mormon scripture proclaiming all alike before God, black and
white, male and female (2 Ne. 26:33), had not been understood.1° Such studying out surely has an element of finding
truth, but does it not also involve a courageous making of
truth?
A POSTMODERNLATTER-DAY WEDDING
By recognizing--even celebrating--our contingency,
we accept responsibility to make Zionfrom the materials
around us, both in metaphor and reality.
W H A T are the advantages of emphasizing made truth
over found truth? Circumspection, humility, openness, tolerance, and, surprisingly-where many might suspect loss of
will or commitment-a new responsibility. We will pay closer
attention to the metaphors we have created and by which we
live and will recognize them as both productive and destructive. Taking responsibility for those metaphors, we will forge
new ones and get rid of old ones. Elder B. H. Roberts wrote
that Mormonism
calls for thoughtful disciples who will not be content
with merely repeating some of the truth, but will
develop its truths; and enlarge it by that development
. . . . The disciples of 'Mormonism,' growing discontented with the necessarily primitive methods which
have hitherto prevailed in sustaining the doctrine, will
yet take profounder and broader views of the great
doctrines committed to the church; and, departing
from mere repetition, will cart them in new formulas;
cooperating in the works of the Spirit, until they help
to give to the truths received a more forceful expression and carry it be ond the earlier and cruder states
of its development.
Consider what we lose, for example, by limiting our metaphors for morality to chastity, or by glorifying knowledge
over faith, or by defining all differences of opinion as contention, or by being satisfied with the negative assurance that

5
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"they will never lead us astray," or by propagating military and
sexist metaphors. What do we lose or gain by creating metaphors like "iron-rod and liahona Mormons," or like the metaphors that are the titles of Dialogue and SUNSTONE and of this
symposium: "Plotting Zion"? Haven't we been enriched at this
conference by new and renewed metaphors of Zion: metaphors of geometrical order, of work or labor as opposed to
capital, of iniquity as inequity, of a handful of rice, of Jesus
among the poor, of feet-on-the-ground theology? Rather than
waiting for God to establish Zion, we will own up to our
stewardship as creators and not just conservators. We will be
active instead of passive. We will have a sense of mission that
includes but isn't exhausted by proselytizing. We will experience a renewal of wonder, awe, humility, curiosity, creativity.
Harold Bloom, in Ruin the Sacred Truths, says that "The
sage must rise to the agon, as Abraham and Jacob did, and so
behave pragmatically as if he were everything in himself, while
knowing always that, in relation to the Lord, he is nothing in
himself."12Of course we long for absolute truth, and divine
presence, and intellectual and political history show that that
has always been the case; but the same history shows that, with
the exception of the city of Enoch, which we know only
through the briefest narratives, the moments when perfection
is achieved are moments of totalitarianism, and not in fact the
utopias we had in mind. We are religious in part because of a
longing for oneness with God and for the promises of transcendent unity. The thrill of religious ecstasy, of possession by the
Holy Ghost, is one of our most powerful experiences, compared often and with reason to sexual ecstasy; but these moments, however wonderful, are fleeting. Transcendent
experiences give direction but not form to our lives. And even
the transcendent directions from God must be interpreted by
humans, leaving us, in a sense, awash in contingency But that
state of ambiguity, in my opinion, is better than being awash
in dogmatism. It is in humility that we refer to most of our
personal revelations as promptings.
Elder Stephen L. Richards, in an essay reprinted in Line upon
Line, a collection of essays on developments in Mormon theology, expressed strong feelings about supposed knowledge of
truth:
I fear dogmatism. It is a tyrant guilty of more havoc to
humankind than the despot ruling over many kingdoms. . . .
In matters of church government and discipline,
the judgment of presiding officers is mandatory and
controlling. In matters of individual guidance to
members, their counsel is directory and persuasive
only In the interpretation of scripture and doctrine,
they are dependent on their knowledge and experience and inspiration. . . .
The very elasticity of prayers, ceremonies, and
procedure is additional evidence to me of the adaptability of our religion to human needs and therefore
of its divinity . . .
Dogmatism and bigotry have been the deadliest
enemies of true religion in the long past. They have
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Don't we believe in a creative God who makes truths?And don't we believe, heretics that we are, that
at some time God had to learn to be a maker of truths, not ex nihilo, but a maker all the same?
As we learn to be like our Heavenly Parents, must we not learn to make truth as they do?
Isn't it possible that we live this life not to discover through revelation what transcendent truths exist,
but rather to learn by creating contingent truths, having to live with them, exploring what sewes us well
and what doesn't, developing ideas and customs and languages that make us more humanin fact, even working out what it is to be human? Why would God leave us so alone
if we were best sewed by divine presence, by truth, by totality?
made it forbidding, shut it up in cold grey walls of
monastery and nunnery out of the sunlight and fragrance of the growing world. They have garbed it in
black and then in white, when in truth it is neither
black nor white any more than life is black or white,
for religion is life abundant, glowing life, with all its
shades, colors, and hues, as the children of men
reflect in the patterns of their lives the radiance of the
Holy Spirit in varying degrees.l3
W H E N 1 returned from my mission I was sure what
truth was and that it was something to be found, not made. In
a fireside talk I gave to adults in my home ward, I used
passages from the Doctrine and Covenants to describe that
truth and the Zion that would someday, through the will of
God, come to be. In retrospect, the talk was fervent and
committed, and it was abstract and bare. I was committed to a
concept. Today I find myself much more skeptical of found
truth, more committed to making truth, not ex nihilo, but in
the context gven by my understanding of the scriptures and
the rich religous heritage we share.
Zion is an abstraction until someone creates metaphors for
it. What are the metaphors we will live by: wide streets with
sparkling water running down the gutters, a specifically ordered commonality of property, a community characterized by
productive diversity, a homogenous mass of people who have
a consolidated meeting schedule and correlated instruction?
Zion will not will simply come, nor will the Millennium-they
must be created. Zion, at least the only Zion we will know, is
DECEMBER 1994

now. It is the Zion we create through the metaphors we use.
I am suggesting finally, that we wed those strangest of
bedfellows-postmodern contingency and latter-day revelation, that, like Abraham, "[bly faith [we] sojourn in the land of
promise, as in a foreign landn (Heb. 11:9).
23
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INSOMNIA: FRENCH KNOTS
When all else fails, read Colonial Homesgive yourself over to Lenox and Henredon.
Armstrong: so nice to come home to.
When all else fails, heat the kettleuse up the last of the spice tea,
made from Mrs. Gould's old Lamoni recipe.
Consider the half-embroidered table cloth
begun on eight-hour car trips to Missouri
before Dad died.
Consider hauling it out of the closet,
fiddling with the French knots
in the daisiesChevrolets and chevrons
(an officer of the National Guard,
he never fought in France)
When all else fails.
Is it past time to open b u s t ,
unlock imagined panels
between our padded cells,
this time
going beyond the madeleines,
past the budding grove,
past Odette?
Too late despite the discount rate
for calling mothers,
sisters in Germany,
Emily, Diana, Madame Jeanne.
When all else fails, wash your hair.
Wash the afghan (where the cat sits)
over the chair.
Find the old scrapbook in the basement.
Lose yourself remembering Dingle,
Connemara, Yeats's tower
(Adriana, the Italian lakesthe Jewish artist's little daughter
with pink hair ribbons
and a future in science).
When all else fails, set out thistle seed
for tomorrow morning's finches.
Think of something to thaw for dinner.
Observe the Boating Party on the poster:
the little dog among the grapes and bottles,
about to be kissed.
When all else fails: when the past is missed.
-ROSEMARY A. KLEIN
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We must have the intellectual discipline to examine our assumptions,
the emotional discipline to admit the personal in the political,
and the spiritual discipline not to contend with our enemies,
but to worship our God in wisdom and truth.

RENDERING TO THE CORPORATION:
A PERSONAL ECCLESIOLOGY
By Kathleen Flake

T

HIS HAS BEEN A TERRIBLY DIFFICULT SPEECH
for me to write. After several false starts and middles, I
have had to go back to the basics of freshman composition and find my audience before I could find what I wanted
to say In doing so, I realized that if this were a gathering of
bishops, or a talk in my little branch on Capitol Hill, or a conversation with my colleagues at Catholic University on the
subject of church dissent and discipline, I would say something other than what I am about to say to you.
Who do I think you are? I know you only from these occasions when we gather at Sunstone, but I experience you to be
believing and committed Latter-day Saints who subject your
faith experience to conscious and critical reflection for the purpose of developing your faith. Or, straining Alma's famous
analogy, I understand this audience to be Saints who care for
their personal trees of faith by digging about them.' Because
we live in a grove, however, it is hard not to disturb another's
sense of security when digging about, especially when we do it
carelessly or without charity Be that as it may, you are who I
would speak to today: you whose faith, like my own I admit,
smothers easily, and who need to disturb the well-compacted
ground around you if you are to grow. Because I assume that
your faith requires it of you, I will not argue the rightness or
wrongness of digging about. Rather, what I wish to talk about
today are a few aspects of my personal discipline of digging
which has, to date, enabled me to live in the LDS household of
faith with my particular kind of faith. Thus, this speech proves
the old adage: we teach what we need to learn.
I have been working at these lessons long enough that my
book of digging now resembles the Federal tax code in its
-
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-

-

KATHLEEN FLAKE is an attorney in Washington, D.C.This address was given at the 1994 Sunstone Symposium in Salt Lahe City.
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breadth and depth. It includes such chapters as: "Kathleen,
loving your neighbor does not include digging about his tree";
"Eden wasn't aerated in a dayn;and even "All things are a compost in one." I will spare you these chapters and focus only on
the chapter entitled, "Render unto the Corporation." The title
comes, of course, from the Savior's reply to the Pharisees who
asked if it was necessary to submit to temporal powers.
Pointing to an image of the human face symbolizing the structure of government,he answered: "Render to Caesar the things
that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's." (Mark
12:17).Without Pharisaical malice, but with their wicked simplicity, I, too, have wanted God to tell me that he is my only reality or, at least, that I could, through him, transcend any
other. I have wanted him to justify me in not cooperating with
the governing structures of my society, which sometimes
threaten my spiritual integrity. Instead, he has shown me that
truth is found in the right relationship of these things, not in
the abandonment of either for the other. Hence, my personal
laws for digging begin with this chapter about the corporate
"facenof the Church. It reminds me that I am not, by virtue of
my spiritual aspirations, exempt from conforming to the requirements of a temporal, religious society It attempts to teach
me how to observe those requirements without losing my aspirations: my faith and hope in Jesus Christ.
The chapter itself begins, as do all books used by lawyers,
with definitions. In this case, the critical definition is of the
word "church." I have thought of this section often as I have
read and listened to the many voices responding to the recent
excommunications. To me, it seems that, regardless of their
conclusions, all of these voices share the view that the Church
is constituted by its organizational aspect, even its hierarchy of
offices. For instance, one will say the Church is a kingdom in
order to rationalize the exile of citizens who do not acknowlPAGE 23
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edge the throne. Another will
powers of its officers." T h has,
compare the Church to a family,
indeed, "tended to lower the
to ration-alize disowning ramChurch to the same plane as
bunctious children. Yet others
other human communities,"
liberally apply social theories or
not only threatening our faith,
methods of organizational bebut limiting the range of anhavior to suggest a response to
swers available to us on these
the crisis. All of these models asquestions. It is at times like this
sume the primacy of social
that I find it helpful to turn to
structures in their understandmy rule book on digging. It tells
ings of the Church. Or, in the
me that rendering to the
words of Avery Dulles, in his
Corporation does not require
classic text Models of the Church,
me to forget that the Church is
all sides share "the view that dealso a body of people who bear
fines the Church primarily in
organic relation, not merely
terms of its visible structures, esstatus relation, to one another; a
pecially the rights and powers of
flock led by a Shepherd, not
This is, I think, one
its ~fficers."~
merely governed by priests; a
of the ironies of the debate. One
witness, a light to the world; a
FIGHTING ABOUT W H A T I
group may want to change these
loaf of bread leavened by faith;
structures in some respects, and
a tool, an instrument b; which
LOVE CAN CHANGE W H A T I
the other preserve them in every
we work out our salvation: a
respect, but both not only asshelter that we are to build
LOVE I N WAYS I CANNOT
sume but privilege the identifiupon the Rock; and a path for
cation of the Church with its
our journey to the Tree of Life.
ANTIC1 PATE. I T TEACHES
structures.
By now, you may be wonPROCESS-ORIENTED
ME THAT, W I T H THE BEST OF
dering if I am crazy. This instituMETAPHORS
tional approach is so much the
By choosing our model of Church
INTENTIONS A N D BRIGHTEST
water in which we Latter-dav
we condition our response to the
Saints swim that you may feel 1
Church.
OFIDEAI,ICANDESTROY
am asking your fsh to fly when I
ask you
consider that there
F this is a little too idealistic
W H A T I S E E K TO DEFEND.
are other ways of understanding
for you, at least consider
"church." I suppose I am. Or, at
that even societal models of
least, I would argue that the exchurch need not be characterperience of church includes a beach upon which we are to
ized by power and rights, hierarchy and "low-archy." For exwalk, and that ultimately we are all meant to fly as well. I do
ample, the LDS church can be likened to a restaurant. Only it is
not deny that the Church is an institution. I simply resist the
a restaurant where everyone has to eat what he or she cooks.
notion that this is all it is, or even that it is primarily an instituIn stronger wards, of course, each member cooks a part of the
tion. I resist it because it is not dispositive of, what are to me,
meal, which all can share. This is not necessary however, only
the most important questions that use this word "church," indesirable, to sustain spiritual life. We are expected to have the
cluding the question "When does dissent become apostasy skill and stamina to dine alone sometimes. Alternatively, the
from the Church?" For me, an understanding of the Church
Church can be compared to a gymnasium. Viewed this way it
that privileges its social and governmental structures obscures
does not make any sense for me to complain about how hard it
more than it reveals. I agree with Dulles when he concludes is, or that it makes me sweat, or that the weights are too heavy
that "exaggerated institutionalism"
and that it's boring and, well, you know the rest: no pain, no
tend[s] to lower the Church to the same plane as
gain. These process-oriented metaphors are much more useful
other human communities . . . and to neglect the
to me than structural metaphors in explaining my experience
most important thing about the Church: the presence
with the Church. They also condition my answers to questions
in it of the God who calls the members to himself,
of Church dissent and discipline. I feel a little ridiculous
sustains them by his grace, and works through
protesting about the food when I'm the cook and the Lord's
them. . . .3
pantry is full.
I believe that in the recent debate, we have engaged in "exagThis is not to say that there are no problems with my ungerated institutionalism" by "defin[ing] the Church primarily
derstanding of the Church. Again, quoting Dulles: "Each parain terms of its visible structures, especially the rights and
digm [of Church] brings with it its own favorite set of images,
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its own rhetoric, its own values, certitudes, commitments, and
priorities. It even brings with it a particular set of preferred
pr~blems."~
Obviously, my social paradigms of the restaurant
and the gym value personal needs, and express a commitment
to growth. They place a priority on individual responsibility
and effort. Thus, on the positive side, they distract me from the
institutional struggles for power. They focus me on an activity
other than being controlled by or controlling of others. On the
other hand, these metaphors bring with them a set of "preferred problems." For example, they naively assume the efficacy of individual effort over the work of the collective body
Because what we are lifting-through the grace of God-is
each other, and because we never exceed a starvation diet unless everyone cooks, I have to wrestle with problems of how I
get fed and how I conduct myself in relationships that
strengthen me. Thus, my point is not that one metaphor is
right and another wrong. Rather, I ask you to consider, first,
that we have choices in defining the Church and, second, that
when we choose a definition of church, we also choose our
"preferred problems" and our range of solutions. I ask you to
consider that when we embrace one definition over another
we say at least as much about ourselves as we do about the
Church. Hence, my book includes this warning at the beginning of its definitional options: "Be careful. This is a Rorschach
test."
If my book is right, then what I hear us saying about ourselves in the present debate is that we-all of us, both sides in
the debate-prefer wrestling with the problems of control. By
privileging the institutional model of church that equates the
Church with its governing structures, we express a preference
for the problems of government, or of power and rights. Thus,
it is no surprise that much of the fight we are witnessing today
has to do with uncovering sin, not gratifying pride and resisting
domination. You will, of course, recognize these as the scripturally defined problems that characterize Church government
when it is not "handled only upon the principles of righteousness." (D&C 121:36, emphasis added.) If we understand the
Church primarily in terms of its governing structures, we give
priority to the working out of these three problems. This is a
pretty big job given what "we have learned by [our] sad experience," namely, "that it is the nature and disposition of almost
all [of us] . . . as soon as [we] get a little authority as [we]suppose . . . [to] immediately begin to exercise unrighteous dominion." (v. 39.) Therefore,my book notes that, if I choose this
definition or focus for my understanding of church, I will have
little time left from "sin revealing," "pride deflating," and "dominion resisting" to do much else.
A more serious consequence of this focus is my little book's
warning printed in red, underlined, and in all caps: "This is a
pit, the digging of which leaves you standing in the bottom."
In other words, when fighting about rights and powers, each
side must deny its own sin or at least claim that the other's is
worse in light of its effect in the Church or out of the Church,
respectively Each will also take pride in exposing the other to
justice. Finally, the whole point of the exercise is to force a
change in the other. In short, there is not a safe side in this
DECEMBER 1994

fight. Or, as the Lord has said:
My disciples, in days of old, sought occasion against
one another and forgave not one another in their
hearts; and for this evil they were afflicted and sorely
chastened. Wherefore, I say unto you, that ye ought
to forgive one another. . . . (D&C 6423-9.)
The Lord does not condition his warning. He does not say,
"it's okay if you're right." He just says, "it's not okay" Of course,
he puts it a little more formally: "He that hath the spirit of contention is not of me." (3 Ne. 11:29.) As a litigator-or one
who manages contention the way a farmer manages a crop-I
have had occasion to consider this indictment. It is tempting
to rationalize it away For example, how many times have we
self-servingly presumed our adversaries to be moneychangers
in the temple? This one story has covered a multitude of sins, I
fear. Granting for the sake of argument that there are moneychangers out there in the temple somewhere, and that we may
even find ourselves not enjoylng their services, permit me to
focus on the other dilemma: We are not Jesus. Returning to
section 64 and its discussion of disciples who "sought occasion
against one another," we read:
I, the Lord, will forgive whom I will forgive, but of
you it is required to forgive all. . . . And ye ought to
say in your hearts-let God judge between me and
thee, and reward thee according to thy deeds. (D&C
64:10, 11.)
Now, remember what I said in the beginning: I am not
speaking to a group of bishops or to anybody other than to
Saints who dig about their trees of faith. As a feisty root-digger
myself with professional training in strife, I have had to wrestle
with the Lord's unequivocal rejection of strife. What I have
concluded is that this, like so much of what the Lord says, is
very practical advice.
THE FRUITS OF CONTENTION
Byfighting each other; we change ourselves and the Church
in ways that are not always intended.

C

ONTENTION is powerful medicine. It is so powerful,
in fact, that one should probably be set apart with special powers in order to handle it for the community,
and God help him if he mishandles it. But, as I said, that is not
a "root digger's" job. Our job is to remember that a shovel is
not meant to be used as a weapon. Why not? Why is the Lord
so adamant in his condemnation of contention and all its emotional offspring? My book of digging contains the following
story in answer to this question.
In the second century, the devout and brilliant bishop of
Lyons contended with his Gnostic brethren and sisters over
the nature of matter. The Gnostics argued that, because matter
was evil, Christ could not have assumed a physical body
during his life. This doctrine threatened a most fundamental
article of faith: the Incarnation, the reality of Christ's physical
suffering and physical death upon the cross. With the best of
intentions to defend the doctrinal status quo, Bishop Irenaeus
countered that by means of his resurrection Christ had rePAGE 25
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deemed all of the natural world,
cannot be overestimated: the
not just humankind, and,
Christian meal became a
hence, matter is not evil. As
Christian sacrifice.
proof of this, he pointed to the
This story instructs and
use of bread and wine, the rnahumbles me. It teaches me that
terial fruits of the earth, in the
fighting about what I love can
Church's commemoration of the
change what I love in ways I
Lord's redemptive action. How,
cannot anticipate. It teaches me
he argued, could matter be evil
that, with the best of intentions
if the Lord commanded us to reand brightest of ideas, I can demember him this way?5
stroy what I seek to defend. I
This theologizing on the
don't know all the ins and outs
Christian sacrament presented
of how this works. To me, it is
such a powerful argument
one of the mysteries of devilishagainst such a powerful oppog ness. Most superficially, it seems
nent that it was readily adopted
; to prove one of Screwtape's inthroughout the Roman Church
sights:
- Satan does not care what
and produced, in large part, that
we do as long as we are not
most characteristic element of
doing what the Lord would
THIS FIGHT DOES N O T HAVE
the Eucharist since the second
have us do. I believe, however,
century, namely, the dual ofthat there is a more subtle and
5 0 M U C H TO DO W I T H W H A T
fering of sacrifice in the Mass.
radical way in which contention
Based upon Irenaeus's defense,
is the devil's method of obIS RIGHT A N D WRONG AS
the bringing of the bread and
taining our cooperation, though
wine became understood as an
our ends may differ.
H O W ONE IS TO RESPOND
offering. Whereas, earlier the
In order to fight, one must
presider had officiated at a table
find common ground upon
RIGHTLY TO W H A T IS WRONG,
which to fight, even if it is only
meal of the faithful, now the
in a premise of what matters.
priest offered sacrifice to God on
BECAUSE THERE ARE GOING TO
an altar in their behalf. What
Else how could you or why
had been a plain table at the
would you fight? Therefore, I
B E WRONGS I N THE CHURCH.
center of the church became an
think that, first, it is in the
agreement about what matters
ornate stone altar at the front of
and how to define it that much
it. As stated by one of
Catholicism's leading historians:
of the evil of contention is acin the Church's campaign against the gnosis, she was
complished. We cannot, any more than the good bishop of
Lyons, know or control all the ramifications of our arguments
forced more and more to stress the outward, the material and the objective in Christian worship. No more
when they are brought into contest with those of another.
do you hear that the Church's sacrifice is a spiritual
Unlike the wrestling mat or the boxing ring, there are no theosacrifice, but rather that it is a real sacrifice. And so,
logical circles or ropes, and the referee-if able to be present at
naturally, the table upon which the sacrifice is celeall-has a very still, small voice. Moreover, the heat of battle
brated gains in importance. From a table of wood it
causes us to internalize these propositions: we bring ourselves,
becomes a table of stone. And the whole many-sided
not just our ideas, into the fray We begin fighting for ourselves
development of the altar sets in-a development
in the guise of fighting for our propositions. In sum, there is no
embrace so intimate and so obsessively out of control as that of
which gradually reshaped the simple primitive altar of
combat. And we all know that it is intimacy that changes us
antiquity into the elaborate structure of a later age,
surrounded it with railings or other enclosures, raised
most profoundly
There is another part to this slippery slope. Anyone who deit upon steps and platforms. Over it baldachins [ornate fabrics] were to be placed and canopies were to
bates or advocates knows that propositions formed in opposibe built, and behind it the rear screen that became the
tion to each other are caricatures. They exaggerate and underdossal [of ornamental hangings] and reredoes [elabostate at will depending upon the result desired. In artificial
rate murals]. The glorious history of the Christian
environments, this game can be played ad infinitum. The
Church and the gospel are not artificial environments, howaltar had begum6
ever. Neither do they pretend to be. Everything about this reliFrom Irenaeus's brilliant defense of orthodoxy, an entirely new
theology evolved that radically changed the Christian Church.
gious activity we call "church" attempts to impress upon us
that it is real, even the most real of all we know, and that its reThe impact of this on doctrine, spirituality, and worship
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ality is completely incompatible with contention or its derivatives. "Wherefore, I say unto you, that ye ought to forgive one
another; for he that forgveth not his brother his trespasses
standeth condemned before the Lord; for there remaineth in
him the greater sin." (DQC 64:9.) Or, as Joseph Smith said to
the Relief Society: "Sisters of the Society, shall there be strife
among you? I will not have it-You must repent and get the
love of God. . . ."'
Avoiding contention and getting the love of God is very difficult, however, if you understand the Church as primarily an
institutional distribution of rights and powers. As a feminist,
this is one of the concerns I have not only for my sisters but
also for the Church in all its definitions. By fighting each other
on certain issues, we change ourselves and the Church; but I
am not sure it is always a progressive change. We-both the
defenders of and the challengers to the status quo-may be
turning a table into an altar with the best of intentions. We
could be living in the beginning of the "glorious history" of
Mormon priesthood. Who knows where it will end?
EXORCISING PERSONAL DEMONS IN PUBLIC
Thefight does not have to do with right and wrong as much
as how one is to respond rightly to what is wrong.

T

HERE is one last rule I feel I should share from my personal book of r o o t - d i ~ n gIt. is a version of Pogo's famous dictum: "We have met the enemy, and he is us."
Once, a long time ago, I had to report to one of the Brethren
for a review of my status in the Church. He clearly wanted to
excommunicate me, and he just as clearly felt he was not to do
what he wanted. In the silence, I watched him arguing with
himself and whatever power was attending him. Finally, he
looked up at me standing in front of his desk, fixed a very
unloving, even unsympathetic eye upon me and said, "All
right . . ." to no one in particular, since I hadn't been saylng
anything. "All right," he said, "but if this ever happens again,
you're out." Immediately, I heard a voice respond: "Promise?"
He didn't react, and I realized it had come from deep in me
and had not been vocalized. The feeling was unmistakable,
however. "Promise?-is that all it takes?" I heard myself say, to
myself, hopefully I learned, then, for the first time, how badly
I wanted someone to free me from having to decide whether to
stay or to leave the Church. I learned I was not what I seemed
even to myself and that I was blind to my own motivations. It
took me another fifteen years to figure out what was really
going on that day. It is a long story with many lessons about
counter-dependence, compulsions to repeat, and projection.
The short of it is that I learned that sometimes it is simply too
frightening to fight the primary sources of pain in our lives, so
we attack the secondary ones. This allows us not only to feel
strong, but at the same time, absorbs the poisonous energy of
the pain that breeds such destruction in our hearts. If our defenses are sophisticated enough, we do not ever have to admit
"we've got the wrong guy."
I had landed in this Elder's office after a series of miscommunications and misunderstandings, in which I played no
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small part. He did the right thing ultimately I had not sinned.
But the trauma of that encounter was more than compensated
for in the valuable lesson I learned that day I learned that one
of life's biggest challenges is to not fight personal battles in the
wrong (and very often public) forum. The complex series of
events that resulted in my being subject to Church discipline
had less to do with the Church than it did with me. In short, I
had hoped to exorcise my personal demons by demonizing the
Church and then exorcising it. The feminist truth that the personal is political is no less true when stated in reverse: The political is also personal. This phenomenon occurs on both sides
of the battle line, and it makes the fighting fierce. The dirtiest
fights I have known are those where people do not know this.
I have been present at some pretty dirty Church fights in the
last twenty years. I believe one of the reasons I have survived
to tell you this tale is that I have tried very hard to know what
ails me, to be honest about my personal demons, as opposed
to their public, negligent accessories after the fact. This is not
to say that the Church-the collective we, or those individuals
among us who exercise broad authority-does not volunteer
to be a lightening rod to storms of personal, psychological
pain. It does, and sometimes it deserves what it gets, but it's a
lose-lose interaction: new hurts are piled upon old ones, further obscuring cause and effect and delaylng cure. So, one of
the things I am asking you to consider today is that this fight
we are in is, in certain respects at least, as procedural as it is
idealogical. It sometimes does not have so much to do with
what is right and wrong as how one is to respond rightly to
what is wrong, because there are going to be wrongs in the
Church. "We" are going to commit wrongs whoever "we" are,
and "they" are going commit wrongs whoever "they" are. We
are all in here together in this thing we call "church and we
bring our histories with us.
FOUR RULES FOR PROTECTION
What we must render to the corporation is charity.

N

OW, I know that avoiding contention is difficult even
if you don't have an exaggerated view of the Church
as an institiution, and even if you do not seek to exorcise personal demons in public places. Governing structures
exist and there are people who exploit them for their own purposes, as mentioned, to cover sin, to gratify pride or vain ambition, and to exercise control. So the question becomes, if we
are to turn the other cheek, what protects us from losing our
heads, or at least our minds, in such an abusive atmosphere?
Being a woman in this church has taught me some valuable
lessons. Unfortunately, many of them have to do with this
question. That doesn't mean I think men escape it. Though
they are more likely to be perpetrators than victims, we know
that the great majority of perpetrators have been victimized.
What goes 'round seems to keep coming 'round in ever
widening circles these days. The evil of unrighteous dominion
is perpetrating many ills upon all of us. What are we to do if
we are not to contend among ourselves about this evil?
My personal book of digging provides me with several rules
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in this regard, some of which are evident from what I have already said. I believe I must not accept the premise, regardless
of how attractive its accompanying conclusion is, that the
Church is primarily a social institution defined by the rights
and powers of its officers. Such social structures are but conveniences that serve greater purposes: they facilitate access to
other-than-governmental powers. To be fured on these forms is
to overlook the substance of things hoped for. It is a subtle invitation to idolatry I also believe I must remember, as if my
spiritual life depends upon it, that contention perverts the best
ideas and the purest intentions. With it, I risk making altars
out of tables. With it, I dig a pit and must live at its bottom in
the company of my enemies. If I would have any positive influence on or power over sin, I must do so:
by persuasion, by long-suffering, by gentleness and
meekness, and by love unfeigned; By kindness and
pure knowledge . . . [rleprovingbetimes with sharpness, [and only then] when moved upon by the Holy
Ghost; and [even] then showing forth afterwards an
increase of love toward him whom [I have] reproved,
lest he esteem [me] to be his enemy; [tlhat he may
know that [my] faithfulness is stronger than the cords
of death." (DM: 121:41-42.)
This is what my rule book tells me must be rendered to the
Corporation. It is a hard lesson. I think: If I do this, my faithfulness had better be stronger than death, because how can I
make myself so vulnerable without risking death, or at least
one hell of a wounding? And I mean that literally If we are not
allowed to contend with our enemies but must love them,
what is to prevent hell from overcoming us? If we are not allowed to pick up a sword, how are we to defend ourselves?
Where is our shield and protection? I believe it lies in four
principles. These principles are not original to me, but I am
very grateful to have found them because in them I have found
protection.
The first of these principles is the importance of keeping
God's commandmentswith exactness and honor: not begrudgingly or haphazardly observing Church standards, but keeping
both the letter and spirit of Go& law with the highest sense of
personal integrity, even out of love for the Lord. Second, 1have
also learned the importance of keeping my appetites and passions-yes, my intellectual ones, too-within the bounds that
the Lord has set. To me this is an organic, not a juridical
boundary It is a human version of not trying to bloom in the
winter or to hibernate through the summer. If I live within the
bounds the Lord has set, the Lord can say of my enemies,
"Their bounds are set, they cannot pass," and he can say to me,
"Thy days are known, and thy years shall not be numbered
less; therefore, fear not what man can do, for God shall be with
you forever and ever." (DM: 122:9.) Third, I must ensure constant nourishment of my spiritual life as necessarily as I do my
physical life. This includes being careful of what I eat-not
only when I am cooking, but when I dine with the Saints.
Some foods are empty calories, at best. What my spirit needs is
"the true bread from heaven . . . [which] giveth life unto the
world." (John 6:32, 33.) All that I learn must find its meaning
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in him for, as he said, to know him is to have eternal life. (John
17:3.) Thus, it is fitting that the final, protective law is that I
must humbly, as if always on bended knee, ever confess that
Jesus is the Christ. Faith in Jesus Christ is, of course, the first
principle of the gospel. We are also taught that it is a principle
of power, even the power by which the worlds are and were
created.' It is the power "to break up mountains, to divide the
seas, to dry up waters, to turn them out of their course; To put
at defiance the armies of nations . . . to subdue principalities
and powers . . . ." ( J ~ TGen. 14:30-31.) These four laws constitute a shield and a protection to us until we have finished our
work upon the earth. The Lord spoke of these four laws-sacrifice, obedience, virtue, and consecration-when he said:
And again, verily I say unto you, that which is governed by law is also preserved by law and perfected
and sanctified by the same. That which . . . abideth
not by law, but seeketh to become a law unto itself. . .
cannot be sanctified by law, neither by mercy. . . ."
(DM 88:34-35.)
These laws place us in relationship to Jesus Christ, and it is this
relationship that saves us, protects and preserves us.
So, if we would dig about our roots, this is the discipline I
believe we must have: the intellectual discipline to examine
our assumptions; the emotional discipline to admit the personal in the political; and the spiritual discipline not to contend with our enemies, but to worship our God in wisdom and
truth. Most especially, however, if we chose to "reprove" with
respect to matters of Church government-and I pity those
whom God has called to that task, and fear for those who assume it on their own initiative-what we must render to the
Corporation is charity
Let thy bowels also be full of charity towards . . . the
household offaith, and let virtue garnish thy thoughts
unceasingly; then shall thy confidence wax strong in
the presence of God; and the doctrine of the priesthood shall distill upon thy soul as the dews from
heaven. The Holy Ghost shall be thy constant companion, and thy scepter an unchanging scepter of
righteousness and truth; and thy dominion shall be
an everlasting dominion, and without compulsory
means it shall flow unto thee forever and ever." (DM:
121: 45-46, emphasis added.)
May this be the power that is over us and in us through time
0
and throughout all eternity
NOTES
1. Alma, no doubt with prophetic wisdom, does not advocate "digging
about." but only nourishing our trees of faith. (Alma 32:3742.)
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In Memoriam
Ezra Tuft Benson was an unrelenting preache7; plowel; politician, prophet, patriot, and patriarch. But when
you peeled it all away, there was a man with a heart ofgold who loved and respected you unconditionally.

A GRANDSON'S REMEMBRANCE
An interview with Steve Benson

Mormon, and eventually, as head of
the Church proselyting program,
sent me to Japan. (I had asked to go
to Australia, Canada, or England.
So much for family connections.)
Grandpa often gave me special
ZRA TAFT BENSON
mementos, including a tie tac that
belonged to President Spencer W
steered his course by three
fimball. "I want you to have it," he
stars: The two most importold me. 'You can see what it says,
tant, he told me, were the Church
'Hold
fast to the iron rod.' We exand the family; politics ranked a
pect
big
things from you. Stephen,"
close third. His life reflected a pashe would say, and listed the catesionate commitment to them all.
gories in a birthday note- "a misGrandpa was the most influensionary,
a true patriot, a loving son,
tial individual in my early moral
a stalwart grandson, and a loyal
and intellectual development. At
and devoted Latter-day Saint."
six feet tall, he seemed bigger than
I appreciated Grandpa's encourlife, devoted to causes bigger than
agement to dive into the wonderful
himself. "The work moves forworld of literature. Today my own
ward," he told me. "No power on
home could best be described as
earth or in hell can stop it."
From my earliest days, he
bedrooms surrounded by books.
When this Ensign Photograph was turned into a Painting*
Grandpa was an avid reader, or, as
groomed me to be an "ambassador
President Benson had the artist omit his ring.
was more often the case in his busy
for truth." He donated the first
life, a constant peruser. He digested
$loo my boyh0od
Grandpa lived his life with p u n motives,
everything from deity to diet to
fund, gave me the Joseph Smith
boundless zeal and unflinching Courage.
democracy, although he coneenprimer From Plowboy to Prophet,
taught me from the Book of
trated mostly on the scriptures and
selected political writings. He invited me into his personal liSTEPHEN REED BENSON, the oldest grandchild of Ezra Taft and brary, allowing me to pick whatever books I wanted to take
Flora Amussen Benson, is a Pulitzer Prize-winning editorial car- home. In a May 1977 letter he wrote: "I loaned you several
toonistfor the Arizona Republic. The interviavfrom which much of books when you favored us with a visit in Salt Lake. I hope
this article was written was conducted by Elbert Peck in the summer you were able to get some time to study them. If there are any
of 1993, shortly after Steve went public about the infirmity of his others which I could help you with, I would be happy to do
grandfathet; and before Steve and his wife, Mary Ann, left the Church so." Grandpa would also frequently mail me books that he had
thefollowingfall. This summe?; after the death of his grandfather in examined and thought I might find of interest.
Grandpa was a dedicated family man. At Benson family reMay 1994, Steve providedfurther comments.
GREAT MAN, GREAT
EXPECTATIONS
He was a man bigger than life,
devoted to causes bigger
than himself.
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unions, he gathered his posterity around and reminded us he
was counting on seeing us all together in the eternities.
Grandpa could not only lecture, but listen. He would solicit
my advice on a wide range of subjects. Once, he and I spent
time cleaning the family cabin up Millcreek Canyon. He grew
a moustache and asked me what I thought of it. I told him I
thought he looked better without it. He shaved it off. Grandpa
made me feel that my opinion actually meant something. That
was a real self-esteembooster for a young kid.
In politics, Grandpa rallied us to America's defense, which,
he told me, "is so much needed if we are to preserve this
country and its glorious basic concepts." He started me out
with basic lessons in capitalism. I worked with him on
Saturday mornings around his yard to earn a bicycle.
Grandpa made us believe we were all needed in the fight for
right. He stated emphatically that the Bensons had a special
duty to carry the banner for faith, family, and freedom. He was
fond of reminding us that Alma Sonne, an assistant to the
Twelve, once noted there "was no better family in the Church
than the Bensons." So what if Sonne hadn't met every family in
the Church? It was a heady-and heavy-upbringing.
ON GOD AND GOVERNMENT
For Grandpa, there was really no d$ference between the right
church and the right political party.

I

WAS born while Grandpa was Secretary of Agriculture
under U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower, and baptized
as an infant into the one and only true church of
Republican politics. Included in the scrapbook my mother
compiled for me is a yellowed Deseret News front page,
showing Grandpa getting off a plane at the Salt Lake City airport, his little two-year-old grandson standing ramrod straight
to meet him. I'm sporting an Eisenhower button, looking up
and proudly declaring (thanks to good coaching): "I like Ike."
His constant theme was exemplified in the hymn: "Do what
is right, let the consequence follow." As Secretary of
Agriculture, one of his favorite political cartoons depicted
"Fearless Ezra" stopping a charging bull, labeled "Farm Vote,"
dead in its tracks with his unflinching stare, as a weak-kneed
congressman, dubbed "Politics," cowers in the comer; the final
panel shows the bull tamely following a determined Ezra.
Grandpa expected no less backbone from his Republican-inembryo grandchildren. To him, there was really no difference
between the right church and the right political party
Publicly, Grandpa said he couldn't see how one could be a
good Mormon and a Democrat. To his dismay, there were
Church leaders who thought they could be both. As a youngster, I overheard him express concern to my father about the
appointment of Neal Maxwell as Church commissioner of education. He complained that Maxwell was a "liberal." Ever
loyal to the prophet, however, Grandpa resigned himself to accepting on faith the prophet's decision. Hugh B. Brown was another burr under Grandpa's saddle. As Elder Brown became increasingly enfeebled with age, Grandpa expressed to me his
love and concern for his fellow apostle, and never told me
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about the earlier political feuding with his colleague.
I had wonderful times with Grandpa, learning at his knee
and by his side. We worked together laylng sod at his home on
Parley's Way, took solitary walks in the canyons, and sat in his
den, visiting for hours. I tried to soak up everything he said,
even to the point of taking notes. Grandpa maintained a real
influence through my life by writing me regular letters filled
with personal advice, political opinion, and religious instruction. He urged me to "learn all you can about this country, its
heritage, our birthright, the spiritual foundation and the
prophetic history of this great land and then be sure you keep
your feet solidly on the ground in support of conservative,
solid principles, as spoken of by the founding fathers and the
leadership of this Church."
Grandpa expected me to marshal my talents and energies to
advance the political, as well as the religious, kingdom of God.
When I was considering becoming an editorial cartoonist, he
reiterated my patriotic duty to use my God-given abilities to
fight "the freedom battle." (My Crayola skills began at a young
age under his watchful eye. Grandma used to take me to daily
art lessons as a child, rewarding me afterward with lunch at
the Lion House and ice cream at Snelgrove's.)
Grandpa realized that my head needed proper filling to
prepare for life in the trenches fighting communism, which he
told me was "the greatest enemy and the greatest threat to all
we hold dear." He regularly sent me newspaper clippings and
magazine articles, many from two of his favorite periodicals
Review of the News and American Opinion, published by the
John Birch Society "No red-blooded American should be
without them," he told me. Together, he said, they constituted
"the best single source of reliable information next to the writings of the prophets and the Holy Scriptures on the question of
socialism, communism, and other dangerous evils, which are
rapidly invading this great land." I saved them all because,
even when I eventually came to differ with many of their interpretations, they represented Grandpa's love and concern.
One of his favorite stories was his trip to Soviet Russia as a
visiting government dignitary His communist guides reluctantly granted his request to attend a local Baptist church. The
service was already in progress, so they entered through a back
door. Grandpa was invited up to the pulpit. He remembered
the church being packed mostly with the elderly Facing the
congregation, Grandpa testified of God's existence and urged
the assembled to put their faith in him. As Grandpa told this
story, time and again, tears would well up in his eyes and his
voice would quiver, especially as he said, "Then they all took
out their handkerchiefs and waved them as we sang together,
'God Be with You 'ti1 We Meet Again.' "
He branded Martin Luther King as a "notorious liarn
(quoting his hero, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover), telling me
King was a tool of a Red conspiracy to sow civil strife and destroy America from within. During the 1968 presidential campaign, he sent me George Wallace's American Party platform,
praising it as being more in harmony with the principles of the
Constitution than either the Republicans' or Democrats'. It has
taken years for me to work my way out from under such inDECEMBER 1994
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ment. "Jeff," as he is known among
doctrination. Some have suggested I
his friends, shared documents and
attend Bensonoholic Anonymous sesquotes from LDS church leaders on
sions. ("Hi, I'm Steve and I'm a recovevolution that I had never seen in my
ering political extremist.")
seminary manuals or, for that matter,
As much as Grandpa hated "the Red
in any Church publications, not to
carpet," he loved with even more pasmention heard from the pulpit.
sion the American farmer. He used to
My curiosity piqued, I decided to
tell me that a man hadn't really lived
discover, once and for all, the official
until he'd gotten his fingers in the soil.
LDS position by doing a term paper. I
He was glad to demonstrate. He sent
told Grandpa and asked for his help,
me a newspaper photograph showing
which he gladly gave. He expressed
a grinning Grandpa offering his threeconfidence that my studies would
year-old grandson Stephen a handful
eventually lead me to "expose the
of dirt, which I am gingerly fingering.
folly of organic evolution." It didn't
Once I was old enough to appreciate
work out that way. Instead, my search
his political philosophy, he gave me
led me to new questions and, eventusigned copies of his books on freeally, to an evolution in my thinking.
market farming: Crossfire, Freedom to
Farm, and Farmers at the Crossroads.
Grandpa became concerned. He
warned me, "Don't let it get you
The farmer's greatest enemy, he
bogged down. It's best not to get inpreached to me repeatedly, was the
Front page Deseret News photograph of
volved in the controversy. There are
federal government. He was scathing
young Steve Benson greeting Secretary Benson
at the Salt Lake Airport, saying, "I like Ike."
more important things to study. This
in his denunciation of price supports:
one is not pertinent to salvation." I
they weakened initiative, destroyed
character, discouraged industry, bred
u1
give you
centsfor a
continued to dig. Grandpa continued
to worry. But he kept his distance.
man with no enemies, because a
waste and dishonesty, led to governOne Superbowl Sunday, I received
ment control, and demoralized the
man with no enemies doesn't
a phone call: "Stephen, are you
people. He told me, "Let the free marstand for anything."
watching television?" I thought,
kets operate even if it means hardship.
"Does he have X-ray vision or what?"
If people can't meet their basic needs,
We had been raised to believe that Sunday TV was not conthey should go first to the family and then to the church, but
ducive to Sabbath observance, but I had succumbed to tempnot to the federal government. Keep welfare closer to the
tation; the Dallas Cowboys were playing. He said, "Turn to
people, where there's less danger of it getting out of hand."
channel so-and-so because there's an interesting program on
Such outspokenness earned Grandpa his share of detracabout evolution." That gave me new admiration for him. He
tors, but as he would say, "It is better to be right than to be
knew I harbored an interest in evolution; he didn't pass judgpopular." (He told me that Richard Nixon was "the most disment on the program, other than to say I might enjoy it.
honest man I ever met," an amoral politician more concerned
Grandpa had demonstrated tolerance and respect for the feelwith what would help his party than with what was right for
ings and interests of others, even when they varied from his.
the country) I carried in my wallet another of his saymgs: "I
My studies led me into a thorough historical review of the
wouldn't give you two cents for a man with no enemies, beChurch position on evolution. In the process I communicated
cause a man with no enemies doesn't stand for anything."
with President Kimball and his personal secretary Arthur
Haycock, director of Church Correlation Roy Doxey, and
ON EVOLUTION
Apostles Bruce R. McConkie and Mark E. Peterson, pressing
Grandpa maintained his strident opposition to organic evolution,
them for answers. 1 eventually concluded-contrary to the
yet he learned to tolerate other views-up to a point.
claims of some individual general authorities and BWreligion
professors-that the Church did not have an official position
NE day the professor of my BWsociology class stated
opposing organic evolution. I told Grandpa of my findings. He
that organic evolution was a fact of life. I had been
listened carefully, then surprised me by acknowledging that
raised in a cradle-to-pulpit tradition that viewed orthe scriptures contained evidence "on both sides" of the quesganic evolution as a pernicious and devilish doctrine. As a
tion. He even acknowledged that "the Lord may not have reyouth sacrament speaker and in family reunion programs, I
vealed enough to create unanimity among the Brethren," adhad denounced it, with Grandpa's blessing. So I felt it my
mitting, in fact, "there may very well be disagreements among
solemn Benson duty to set him straight. The professor stopped
the Brethren of the Twelve" concerning it. "We don't know
me short, saying that he wasn't interested in wasting class time
some things," he said. "More is to be revealed in the future." In
arguing; if I wanted some reliable information on the subject, I
unexpected deference to Darwin, he even noted that "there
should look up professor Duane Jeffery in the zoology depart-
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seems to be some evidence to support scientific theories of
evolution." Eventually he asked me provide him with a historical overview of the Church's position on evolution.
After months of speculation that the Church might make
some new pronouncement on evolution (much of it fed to me
by Grandpa), he finally told me in the summer of 1980, "I can
say with confidence that the Church will not issue an official
statement on the theory of organic evolution." Any such statement would, he said, be "unwise," "not accomplish much,"
and serve only to "widen differences or divergences." It wasn't
everything I hoped for or even believed, but I was impressed
with his apparent shift to the middle.
Yet, Grandpa would only go so far in accommodating alien
ideas. He continued to publicly lash out against evolution,
condemning Darwinism and socialism in the same breath. In
private, he told me "it is not pleasing to the Lord to go beyond
teaching organic evolution as a theory." He also said there was
"much evidence in the scriptures that appears to show Adam
was the first man and there was no death before the Fall."
His concern was that my paper might undermine conviction in the kingdom. "Write nothing that will diminish faith
and testimony," he admonished me. Grandpa seemed particularly womed that my paper might "come out against the
Brethren." He did not want Saints questioning Church leaders
or concluding that they were not in complete harmony on evolution, even though he had admitted they weren't. "Stand by
the Brethren," he advised. "Even if someday they are proven in
error or inaccurate, it will be attributed to you for righteousness and the Lord will bless you. This is a basic principle."
As much as I loved my Grandpa, I found myself resisting
efforts to blunt my own search for truth. I felt it best to be
faithful to the facts, however inconvenient or embarrassing,
and to build from there. To do otherwise would only damage
the credibility of the Church and its leaders and alienate members who discovered they had been misled or lied to.

earned a reputation as something of a troublemaker.
From my earliest childhood, Grandpa constantly encouraged me in my cartooning efforts. He would frame and hang
my drawings of farm animals and Abraham Lincoln in his
home, and perch my handmade cards to him and Grandma on
his desk. Later, he would comment on my editorial cartoons,
clipping them from newspapers and sending them on to me
with his congratulations. His unflagging interest and support
gave me a sense of purpose and accomplishment.
When I decided as a college sophomore to enter the field of
professional cartooning, Grandpa keenly desired that I be fully
loaded and ready In May 1977 he wrote, "It pleases me that
you have decided to use your talents in the interest of presenting the weaknesses and the dangers of socialism and communism and the power and blessing of the free enterprise,
capitalistic system, which has built this country If you are to
be effective, you must have a good background of knowledge
regarding the basic concepts and philosophies of the founding
fathers and be able and willing at all times to defend these concepts without equivocation. Unless this is true, your words
will be as a sounding brass and tinkling cymbal, as Paul said,
and your cartoons will also be much less effective."
Always wanting to help me improve, Grandpa observed in a
March 1982 letter: "Humor, coupled with humility and faithfulness, will cany you much further than popularity." As a politically unpopular Secretary of Agriculture who managed to
fend off many arrows with a shield of good-natured integrity,
he knew what he was talking about.
Grandpa had a way of making his point without confrontation. He could be deft, but direct. Once, when I did a cartoon
criticizing Ronald Reagan's Secretary of the InteriorJames Watt
for his perennial foot-in-mouth disease, Grandpa wrote:
"Congratulations on the Watt cartoon. May I say to you, however, that he's one of the best men, I believe, that the President
has in his Cabinet. He is fully loyal to the President. He came
into my office, at his own request, where we spent about 45
minutes
together. He is a fine Christian, although a 'saved'
HAVING A CARTOONIST AS A GRANDSON
Christian.
He is active in his church, has a fine spirituality and
Even when Grandpa didn't appreciate where I was comingfrom in
was responsive as I quoted to him from the Doctrine and
my cartoons, he acknowledged what 1 was trying to do.
Covenants, sections 101 and 98. . . . He has courage, faith, and
I think a great deal of wisdom. Maybe you could do a favorable
HEN premier Mormon cartoonist Calvin
one on him before long. Love and blessings."
Grondahl fled the Deseret News for more breathing
Grandpa had a way of working through my stubbornness
room at Ogden's Standard Examiner, Bill Smart, the
and defensiveness with his gentle touch. In an August 1982
editorial page editor at the News, called me in Arizona and
letter, he wrote: "We're proud of the work you're doing and
asked if I'd be interested in filling the vacancy "We can't give
pray that in spite of the barbs that are directed your way you
you as much moneyn-strike one, I thought; "or as much
will keep that sweet, humble spirit of the gospel mixed with
freedom"-strike two; "but," he added, "we thought maybe
your usual good humor. If you do so, the Lord will bless and
you'd like to be closer to your family''-strike three.
magnify you." But he could also lower the boom. I did a carLater, I told Grandpa about the offer. He had previously and
unsuccessfully tried to land me a job at the Chu~h-owned toon in October 1985 on the Mark Hofmann bombings. It
showed a Church public relations official on the phone in his
paper, believing that it needed a conservative cartoonist on
office screaming, "White salamanders, mad bombers, forgwhat he viewed as an otherwise mealy mouthed editorial page.
eries, con men-Golly dam, that does it! SisterJones, get me a
Now, however, Grandpa seemed relieved that I had chosen to
cup of coffee!" I thought the cartoon was funny enough to warremain in Phoenix, saying, "Your decision was good for yourant a little latter-day laughter. Grandpa thought otherwise. He
and for me." I think his change of heart may have resulted
called and after going through it slowly and deliberately, he
from the fact that since starting at the A * m Republic, I had
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paused and asked, "Why?" I
tacked critics in the press as
"non-persons." In addition,
was tempted to respond,
there were accusations of cam"Why not?", but thought
paign fraud, obstruction of
better of it.
justice, and embezzlement.
Grandpa had interpreted
When I finished, Grandpa
the cartoon literally, a
replied, "Thanks, Steve. I apcommon problem for satirists.
preciate your opinion." Then
I said, "Grandpa, I wasn't suggesting that good Mormons
he hung up.
actually caffeinate themselves
Several months and an imwhen under pressure. But a
peachment later, I did a carway we can cope with serious
toon reacting to Mecham's attempted political resurrection.
matters like this is to show a
It was labeled "The Second
sense of humor. It's our best
Coming"
and
deuicted
defense." He remained unimPresident Benson called Steve to ask Why?" when this cartoon
pressed. His sacred cow had
complete with: halo
about the Mark Hofmann bombings appeared.
been gored. He responded in
and boomerang-shaped grin,
descending from heaven in
a letter, just days before be"Keep up the good work by pointing out by the
coming Church president: "I
flowing white robes, escorted
cmtoon method the evils of the day. 1 wouldldjt
by trumpet-blowing rats, prostill love you and encourage
claiming, "I warned you sinyou to keep up the good work
like to suggest that you go easy on the Church."
ners" and holding a book of
by pointing out by the carscriptures entitled, "The Book of Moron, by ~ v a kMecham."
t6on method the eGls of the day. I would just like to suggest
that you go easy on the Church."
Led by outraged Mecham political operatives, angry Church
members besieged Grandpa's office with letters and phone
calls, demanding that I be released immediately from my
EVAN MECHAM
"Steve certainly is in the thick of it."
Church callings, and threatening Church court action if I
wasn't. This campaign had been preceded by firesides organized by Mecham supporters, who urged the Saints to write
HEN I began lampooning Arizona's blunderbuss
Grandpa to get me silenced. Grandpa's personal secretary,Gary
Mormon Governor Evan Mecham, many Church
Gillespie, phoned from Salt Lake and asked, "What's going on
members in the state howled, accusing me of
down
there with those Arizona Mormons? Don't they realize
pummeling a good Latter-day Saint. Mecham himself phoned
they're
making fools out of us?" He was laughing, but my stake
me at home to tell me my salvation was in jeopardy Claiming
president
apparently didn't see the joke. He released me from
he kept the commandments, he also said that Grandpa had
the
high
council,
saying the cartoon mocked Mormonism's sagiven him a blessing promising him he would prevail against
cred
symbols
and
constituted a misuse of God-given talent. He
his political enemies. If the blessing occurred, Mecham must
later told me that Elder H. Burke Peterson of our Area
have misunderstood it; he was kicked out of office.
Grandpa had high hopes for the used-car-dealer-turnedPresidency had called to express "interest" in the situation, but
denied that it influenced his decision to dispense with my sergovernor. So did the rest of "the good people" (as Mecham
vices. Meanwhile, my father phoned to chastise me and let me
called his supporters). But, it wasn't long before Mecham
know that the cartoon had become a subject of discussion at
started putting his foot in his mouth clear down to his lower
the weekly temple meeting of the Council of the Twelve.
intestine, embarrassing not only the state, but the Church.
When Grandpa was told I had been dumped from the high
"Governor Gaffe" stubbornly refused to apologize, continuing
council, he simply replied, "Steve certainly is in the thick of it."
to offend Arizonans of every stripe. The more isolated he beWhile Grandpa said he would have done the cartoon differcame, the more he played his "persecuted Mormon" card.
ently, he commented sympathetically that "Steve has a good
In the midst of the tempest, Grandpa called and asked,
heart." He may have wondered about my head, however.
"How's our man doing down there?" Hoping this wasn't an official Church stamp of approval, I told him Mecham wasn't
THE BOOK OF MORMON
doing well. Grandpa listened quietly as I spelled out how
The Book of Mormon seemed to energize him.
Mecham had turned Arizona into a laughing stock by cancelling the Martin Luther King Day ("Blacks don't need holiN an April 1981 letter, Grandpa counseled me: "Be sure to
days," he said. "They need jobs.") He further insulted them by
read the Book of Mormon each day if you can. Grandma
defending the term "pickaninny." He offended Catholics with
and I have just started reading it together. We just finished
his comments about the Pope. ("I don't know if he even speaks
English.") Jews were also a target when he told them in a syn- First Nephi this morning. It is a great book for our time. The
Prophets saw our day and gave us the counsel they thought we
agogue that Jesus Christ was their Lord and Savior. He at-
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would need. Love and blessings, Grandpa ETB."
I did as he admonished, reading it faithfully with my wife
and children around the breakfast table every morning before
school. Although we eventually came to regard the Book of
Mormon as much less than what the Church claims it to be, I
have never lost my admiration for Grandpa's deep and abiding
commitment to what he believed to be true.
I remember once being in Grandpa's office when he was
president of the Twelve. He was sitting behind his large desk,
in his leather chair, meditating. He had his scriptures open in
front of him; the diffused light shone through the sheer
draperies behind him. The atmosphere seemed surreal, almost
heavenly My entrance broke the spell. He said, "Stephen, I've
been reading one of the most important scriptural commands
for our day" He commenced to recite Doctrine and Covenants
84:54-56. He described it as the Lord's most strongly worded
condemnation of the Saints, delivered upon their heads because they had not obeyed "the new and everlasting covenant"
of the Book of Mormon. The more he expounded the passages,
the stronger his voice became. The Book of Mormon seemed
to energize him. He reiterated Joseph's claim that it was the
most perfect book on earth and that a person could get closer
to God by reading it than by any other book. As I was exiting
his office, a small group of brethren from South Korea stood
waiting in the foyer with some flowers. As I went out, Grandpa
ushered them in and continued where he had left off with me.
His words, delivered with force and conviction, followed me
out into the hallway
ON NON-VIOLENCE
Inside that rugged patriot who extolled the sword-wielding
cause of Captain Moroni, was a tender heart that instinctively
recoiledfrom violence.
NE of my earliest memories of my grandfather is an
episode where he taught me the principle of non-violence. Growing up on a farm, Grandpa was familiar
with the harsh realities of nature. (He had, in fact, solicited my
help as a boy in cornering and killing a mouse during our
cleanup of the family cabin.) Yet, inside that rugged patriot
who extolled the sword-wielding cause of Captain Moroni,
was a tender heart that instinctively recoiled from violence.
When I was about five, my parents bought me a cap gun.
When Grandpa came over, I proudly showed it to him. He
looked at me and the gun, then softly said, "Stephen, you don't
play with guns;you don't point guns at people, and you don't
shoot people." I felt guilty that my parents had gven it to me.
I still played cowboys and Indians, soldiers, and the like, but
in the back of my mind lingered that powerful lesson.
Years later, I enrolled in BW's ROTC program and seriously
considered, out of inbred patriotic duty, making the military at
least a temporary profession. One afternoon as I was walking
across campus, adorned in dress uniform, I spotted a man approaching from the opposite side of the quad. I didn't recognize him, nor him me, until we were a few feet from each
other. It was Grandpa. Surprised, he asked, "Stephen, is that
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you? What are you doing dressed up like that?" I informed him
that I was in the Reserve Officer Training Corps. He scowled
and replied, "Stephen, the military is not for you."
I had my orders; I didn't re-up for ROTC the next semester.
Weeks earlier, I had gone through ROTC indoctrination with
the other cadets. We were herded into the Joseph Smith
Building to hear Mormon military brass quote the prophetsincluding one of their favorites, Ezra Taft Benson-about the
solemn duty to serve our country. Now, I was tempted to offer
them a new statement I had just heard from the man on the
quad, but I didn't think they would find use for it.
PRAYER, SELF-MASTERY, EXAMPLE, & HUMILITY
He was a swell Grandpa, without a swelled head.

P

RAYER was a daily part of Grandpa's life. He persuaded
Eisenhower to open Cabinet meetings requesting the
Lord's blessings on the proceedings. Grandpa followed
the same pattern in his home with the family, morning and
night. I loved to see him kneel and talk to God. It was like listening in on a personal conversation between friends. His
prayers centered on Christ and the gospel, the blessings of
living in a free land, the companionship of family and friends
and concern for the peoples of the world and their leaders. His
words were never flowery, but simple and direct, spoken by
someone who knew who he was talking to.
From his own humble circumstances, Grandpa taught me
to appreciate the little things. He recounted the time when he
and Flora set off as newlyweds for Iowa State University in a
Model-T Ford on an agricultural scholarship of just $70 a
month for living expenses. They had to watch their pennies,
after tithing. But God was good. The university dairy provided
free buttermilk for graduate students. Grandpa would grin and
say, "I didn't like buttermilk, but it was free, so I acquired a
taste." In later years, Grandpa would pull a carton out of his
fridge and offer me a glass. I never came to appreciate his taste
for it, but we always had some on hand for him.
The stories of Grandpa's battle against the brew are family
favorites. Grandpa was not a party animal, but when he found
it necessary to attend social gatherings as a member of the
Cabinet he would try to set a good example by drinking something that did not look alcoholic. That was problematic, because if he sipped 7-Up it resembled champagne; milk looked
like a white Russian, and tomato juice could be mistaken for a
Bloody Mary. Nonetheless, he tried to send a message in an appropriate, low-key fashion. He endeavored to live his religion
without appearing prissy about it.
One episode exemplifies his profound humility He used to
tell me how "no one prayed harder" than he that the Lord
would preserve President Kimball's life. When Grandpa became Church president in November 1985, an official photograph was taken by Busath Photography for the Ensign cover. A
California artist painted, from this photograph, a beautiful oil
portrait. I purchased the original to hang in our home. When I
showed him the painting, his initial reaction was, "Why didn't
the artist give the photographer credit?" He didn't say, "My,
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what a nice rendition of me."
His first concern was for the
person who took the picture.
Grandpa used the painting
to teach me another lesson. In
one significant respect, the
painting differed from the
original photograph. In the
photo, Grandpa is wearing a
large turquoise ring on his
middle finger. In the painting,
the ring is gone. I asked him
why He said, "Well, I didn't
want people to think that I
was the Mormon pope and
that they had to kiss my ring."
He was a swell Grandpa,
without a swelled head.

was permitted and on the
color of the new car-black
versus red. (On that one,
Father Benson lost). The overriding theme was family participation, with everyone
acting in unity and cheerfully
going along-even if it killed
them!
There were organized
family activities galore: big
meals at Conference time and
other special occasions;
Scouting events; train rides on
the Heber Creeper; reunions
featuring T-shirts which
Ezra Taft Benson family photo that appeared along with a Washington
proudly proclaimed, "The
Star article titled, 'Majority Rules in Secretary Benson's Family." (L to R
knsons-we're all here."
on chairs: Reed, Barbara, Secretary Benson, Flora Benson, Lela [Mark's
~ h ,knsons
have a real
wife], Stephen, and Mark. On floor: Bonnie, Beth, and Beverly.)
FAMILY TRADITIONS
sense of identity and of loyGrandpafostered a proud,
alty And of confidentiality
The Bensonfamily voted on everythingfrom
loving, andfiercely loyalfamily.
Grandpa once cautioned me,
how much television to watch and the color
Bucking the system in the name
"Be very careful of what you
of the car to who the children could many.
of individual conscience was
say to others. . . . Confidentinot easy-or appreciated.
a l i t ~is very important to the
The overriding theme wasfamily participation,
family circle." I chose to break
NE tradition Grandwith everyone acting in unity and cheerfully
th,
resulting in signifigoing along-even it it killed them!
pa nurtured was that
cant consternation in Benson
of braMnn
circles. Contrary to the claims
- - about his
family He knew that some might consider such lavish praise of
of high Church leaders, I knew that ~ r a n d ~ aphysical
g
and
his own kin prideful; he pled guilty "We have a great family," mental infirmities were preventing him from participating in
he wrote me enthusiastically in August 1982. "The grandchilmeaningful Church leadership and decision-making. I had
dren are all marrying well and are performing beautifully as
seen him often enough in his last years to know that the cerethey face the responsibilities and problems of life. We are
bral hemorrhages he had suffered had severely impacted his
proud of all the children, grandchildren, their companions,
ability to speak and reason. He had an increasingly difficult
and the great-grandchildren. Of course, Grandma says they're
time canylng on conversations; his words were, more often
all 'great' and I know they are."
than not, fragmented and few Ultimately, he grew so weak and
Grandpa often singled out individual family members when
infirm that he spent his waking hours silently wrapped in a
extolling their "wonderful qualities." Of my father, Grandpa
blanket in his reclining chair. My young son asked, "Why do
said, "He is a great man, one of the outstanding sons of our
they call him 'prophet' when he can't do anything?" Many
Heavenly Father." He praised my mother for her "noble leaderfamily members refused to face nature's reality; still others inship." My siblings he called "remarkable," my wife "choice," sisted on silence. I was commanded not to talk to the press
and our children, "lovely" He made us all feel valuable, and
about Grandpa's situation. The media, I was reminded, was
expected us to express the same kind of love to each other.
"an enemy of the Churchn;besides, revealing too much might
Another cherished and time-honored tradition in our get"damage the faith of the members." But lying for the Lord-or
togethers was testimony meeting, presided over by Patriarch
for the Bensons-was no longer an acceptable option to me.
Breaking the code of silence prompted some family memBenson. Here, where family bonds were joyfully cemented and
firmly reinforced, we were all expected to participate. We gathbers to accuse me of betrayal and publicity-seeking; I was
ered in a big circle-dozens of us-to hear Grandpa say, "I
warned if I didn't keep quiet in the future, I would be excluded
know I will always be proud of you, grateful for you as we
from seeing Grandpa again. It was an unhealthy and dysfuncmove into eternity so united, without any vacant chairs."
tional situation, created and abetted by a Mormon culture that
Grandpa encouraged individual participation in family deseeks to control, manipulate, deny, and dominate.
cision-making. One particularly legendary tradition required
Eventually, because of fundamental disagreements over
that the immediate members of Grandfather's family vote on
doctrine, history, academic freedom, and the treatment of
who should be allowed to marry into the Benson circle. The
women, Mary Ann and I chose to leave the Church. That deciBenson family also voted on how much television watching
sion added immeasurably to the family's-and our own-

0
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pain, knowing how much Grandpa loved the kingdom. Even
today it is difficult for me to read certain letters from him, such
as the one he wrote in November 1980: "Keep close to the
Lord, close to His Church, and fully active in the Kngdom,
which is the greatest thing of all."
ON DATING, COURTSHIP, AND MARRIAGE
"Stephen, this is your grandfather I'm not calling you
as your grandfather I am calling as the president of
the Council of the Twelve Apostles. "

I

N August 1976, I spent nearly three hours with Grandpa
in his apartment, soliciting his advice on courtship and
mamage. As was often my practice in these situations, I
took copious notes as he dispensed his wisdom. First, he said,
observe how the women you date treat their families. "Look
for someone who always speaks well of her family Be wary of
those who apologize or make excuses for their own parents because they don't 'measure up.' Seek a girl who defends her parents and her standards and who never reveals confidences."
He recommended that I solicit opinions from other females
on those I was dating and urged me to associate with a wide
variety of young women "on a solid, friendly basis." "Don't go
steady" he warned, "until you've gone out with a lot. Going
steady too early is based more on emotions than love."
Refemng to young men going on missions and leaving girlfriends behind, Grandpa said, "Give a girl her freedom. Let her
date others. She may find someone she likes better. And both
of you might change." In the end, Grandpa's advice was
simple: "This is an eternal step you're taking, so take plenty of
time." On that score, Grandpa was an expert. It took him an
eternity to get mamed. He dated Flora Amussen for seven
years before he popped the question. He told me, "My first impression came quick, but I wanted to make sure. So I went on
a mission, and when I came back, she went on a mission. After
seven years we got mamed."
Grandpa further counseled that I date only those who are
"modest and neat in appearance." I should focus only on a
young woman who has "respect for her person and who never
indulges in liberties and intimacies reserved for the mamage
covenant." Avoid "leadheads," as he called them. "There is so
much frivolity in girls. Be wary of the girl who stirs your emotions, often deliberately You need one who is serious-minded
and who knows where she's going."
Personal morality was a strong theme in Benson family
councils. I remember a vivid analogy often made to the Benson
children. It compared kissing with eating a peanut butter and
jelly sandwich. We were told to imagine sitting in a circle,
where we passed around the sandwich, with everyone getting
a bite, or maybe just a lick, as it wound its way from person to
person. By the time it got to you, would you want to partake of
such an unholy mess? That image stuck to the roof of my
mouth, so to speak, with such force that I did not sneak my
first kiss until I actually asked the woman of my dreams to
many me, and then she had to teach me how to pucker.
When I moved past Grandpa's instruction and into the acPAGE 36
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tual world of courtship, I had one of the most traumatizing experiences of my life. Mary Ann and I met at BYU; we were
members of the same home evening group. Mary Ann was
from Mink Creek, Idaho; Grandpa hailed from Whitney, just a
cow's moo away I was immediately attracted to her. She was
solid in the things I cared about: genuine and fun, beautiful
and vivacious, intelligent and independent, a player of both
basketball and the piano-not the traditional, "well-bred" girl.
She came from a down-to-earth family of Democrats (a womsome point to my father). Mary Ann was truly my best friend.
It all spelled engagement. But we forgot one thing: we didn't
ask the Benson family for permission.
If my mother were a comet, she would have plowed into
Jupiter when she heard the news. For a variety of reasons, she
did not think Mary Ann was the appropriate focus of my love
and attention. I was reminded in no uncertain terms that no
one joined the Benson family without unanimous consent.
Here I was, twenty-two years old and facing my first real test in
independent decision-making. I flunked. Being raised in a tradition where we were trained to please, not to do as we
pleased, I called off the engagement. Mary Ann was dismayed;
I was miserable. But in a few months we were irresistibly
drawn back into re-engagement. Mom renewed her protest.
Mary Ann and I resolved to hold our ground. The conflict created all kinds of tension in the family Out of a sense of desperation, Mom went for broke and appealed to higher authority
On a cold February morning in 1977, I got a call at my
Provo apartment: "Stephen, this is your grandfather. I'm not
calling you as your grandfather. I am calling as the president of
the Council of the Twelve Apostles." I was all ears. "In that capacity, I am counseling you to break off your engagement." I
didn't know how to react. "Grandpa," I pleaded, "I love Mary
Ann." He replied gently, "I know how painful this is for you.
However, I think that family unity, particularly as far as your
mother is concerned, is vitally important."
To be sure, Grandpa had advised me a few months earlier
"to listen to and respect the counsel of your own parents"
when deciding on whom to many. "Your first obligation is to
them," he said. "You don't want to displease them. They won't
tell you whom to many but wisdom comes with age." He was
right in one respect. Mom wasn't telling me whom to many,
just whom not to many. Grandpa told me to have faith. Leave
it in the Lord's hands, he assured me, and I would be blessed.
I did as commanded. Mary Ann and I drove up into the
mountains where we prayed and cried and hugged. Through
freezing tears I told her, "I've got to do this because Grandpa is
a prophet of God." I saw it as a modem-day Abrahamic test.
Mary Ann, who by now was suffering from battered fiancee
syndrome, numbly went along. I dropped out of school, took
incompletes in all of my classes and went home to Dallas,
leaving Mary Ann behind in Provo.
Mom's prayers had been answered. She tried to get me to
date, but my heart wasn't in it. At April conference I went to
Salt Lake and asked Grandpa if we could talk. As always, he
was agreeable. I said, "Grandpa, I have broken off my engagement to Mary Ann twice, trying to keep Mom happy But Mary
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Ann and I aren't happy" He reacted with surprise: "Twice?
Why didn't you tell me this was the second time?" (It had
never occurred to me that Grandpa would not have known.) I
asked him what I should do. He said, "I can't tell you what to
do. Any young man who has filled an honorable mission, is
morally clean and attends the temple is entitled to personal
revelation on who he should marry."
I greeted his words with elation and confusion. "Why
couldn't we have avoided all of this the first time around?" I
thought. Then I began to worry. "But what about Mom?" I
asked. "Don't wony, I'll take care of things with your mother."
So we got engaged for the third time; it proved to be the
charm. Four months later, Grandpa married us in the Salt Lake
Temple. Mom, bless her heart, hit Jupiter. "What is the priesthood doing interfering in our family affairs?" she complained.
(Since when has it been any other way?) But I love Mom
deeply She and Mary Ann have, over the years, come to appreciate one another in their own way, for which I am grateful.
GRANDWS PASSING
"Let Me Call You Sweetheart."

G

RANDMAS passing was a touching, sacred experience. With the end approaching, Grandpa was
brought in to sit next to Grandma's bed, where he
clasped her hand. In a final family home evening, his children
joined him, gathering around their mother to sing favorite
songs the two used to harmonize together-"let Me Call You
Sweetheartnand "Springtime in the Rockies." They also recited
her favorite poem, Edgar A. Guest's "It takes a heap of livin' in
a house to make it home. . . ."
The night Grandma died, Grandpa did not go to bed early
as usual. He remained at her side, holding her hand.
Eventually, fatigue overcame him, and he was taken to his
room. When he was told of Grandma's passing later in the
night, he silently sorrowed in bed, unable to go back to sleep.
Some family members insist he could see beyond the veil. A
day after Grandma3 passing, they said Grandpa remarked quietly, "Flora is working very hard."
Filling the emptiness left by his beloved companion3 departure was difficult; the family took him to the homes of loved
ones for dinner and for drives up the canyon. He seemed to
adjust well.
GRANDPAS PASSING
He went peacefully.
HEN Grandpa was born, the doctor didn't think
he would make it. But the women in the room
passed him back and forth between basins of hot
and cold water until he let out a hefty squall. When he died
ninety-four years later, he went peacefully, with only the
nurses and his personal secretary present. At the time of his
death, family members were up in Whitney, Idaho, laying
Memorial Day flowers on Grandma's grave. I think Grandpa
would have liked it that way
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A LIFE OF LOVE AND COMMITMENT
First and last, he was my Grandpa.

P

EELING away the many cloaks Ezra Taft Benson
wore-of preacher, plower, politician, prophet, patriot
and patriarch-there was a man with a heart of gold
who loved and respected you unconditionally The stem
public image that so often portrayed him as the keeper of the
flame melted away in the warmth of quiet, personal moments,
revealing a gentle and compassionate man who, first and last
to me, was Grandpa.
He considered himself richly blessed to live a life in service
to his Lord, his family, and his nation. He was willing to make
whatever sacrifices necessary to fulfill the Divine Will in his
life. He mirrored an unsurpassed devotion to his Church as he
sought to help prepare the world for the return of its Savior
and King. He was a man unashamed to be called a flag-waving
patriot and proud to be known as a husband, father, and
grandfather. What he did in life he did with pure motives,
boundless zeal and unflinching courage. He was both human
and humane.
I pay tribute to Ezra Taft Benson as one who learned from
him and loved him, who pleased him and disappointed him. I
honor him for the glorious example of his life he set for me, for
his deeply held convictions to a church that I have chosen to
leave. Were he alive today, no doubt he would call me in for a
good, long talk, pulling no punches. But after it was over, we
would still be friends. We would still be family
V
He would still be Grandpa.

GOD TRANSLUCENT
In these towers, the persona of my God
casts shadows on each prayer, a tarot
image throwing scattered signs that harrow
light on still pillars, marble, cloth, and sod.
I stand in twilight outside the pale synod,
lifted into immanence: a starred, sapphire barrow
of eyes, sighted past this marbled pharaoh.
Here, in blackening night I see the rod:
Stars, in clear consumption burning white,
held in straight circumference facing northblack holes boring deep in hovering hands
that cup the water weighted in our pointed night.
I could kneel inside, caught up in the alabaster's worth,
but rather stand without to choose the winded spans,
made sheer by the single white and winking eye
of clear intent.
-VIRGINIAELLEN BAKER
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Second Place, 1990 Brookie & D. K. Brown Memorial Fiction Contest

By Larene Rowley Blaine

and hit a tree. Caleb lowered the rifle and looked over at Isaac
who was rubbing his sty "You said you wanted to watch me
shoot."
"I'm watching. You ain't hit nothing yet," Isaac said.
"I will this time." Caleb reloaded to try again.
"Cabe!" The call came from the house as he fired, and he
knew the shot went high. Both boys strode forward to look.
The bullet had nicked the rim of the flour barrel but missed
the target painted on the side.
"Damn! When Jane called me, I jerked. Look, I been shooting good. See all these holes?"
Isaac nodded. His uncombed hair was so thick he looked
like a porcupine. "She's coming to get you," he said.
Caleb glanced over his shoulder. Jane was picking her way
through the trees, trying not to step on apples with her new
pointed shoes. She held her skirts above her shoetops.
"Every time I come out here to practice, Ma sends her to get
me," Caleb said. "I don't know how you put up with four
sisters. I can't hardly handle having one."
Isaac broke a twig from the branch near his head and tossed
it aside. "Mine ain't big enough to boss me around. Anyhow I
didn't ask for them, did I? I think Pa hankers more after Ma
because she's younger than Aunt Eunice."
"He don't do no such thing! Everybody knows the first wife's
special. Ma lost some babies."
"I guess you're right." Isaac kicked a green apple with his
bare toes. "Maybe that's why he Qve you a rifle. When I asked
him for one, he said to ask Ma. She won't let me have one
unless I buy it myself, and I ain't saved but four pesos."
"Tell them you want one for your birthday Ma wouldn't
hear of me having a gun until he talked her into it. Womens
got funny notions." Caleb ran his hand in a long caress over
the rifle barrel. "Seems like I waited all my life for this gun."
"You deaf?" The shrill yell at their backs made them jump.
Caleb turned to face his sister and cupped a hand behind one
ear.
"Did you say something?"He dodged her slap and laughed.

LARENE ROWLEY BLAINE is a granddaughter of Mormon pioneers who settled in southern Utah and later helped to found
Colonia Diuz in Mezico. She has a M.A. in comparative literature
and a Ph.D. in French. She lives in Salt Lake City, Utah.
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"You're daft and deaf, too! Why don't you answer when I
call instead of making me come after you?" She brushed back
some hair that had come loose from her combs. "Ma wants you
to put on the blue shirt she made for your birthday You both
got to go see the bishop right away"
"Me, too?" Isaac asked.
"I just said so, didn't I? Better run tell Aunt Zina where
you're going."
"What's he want to see us about?"
"Who knows? Probably you're in trouble as usual."
Caleb picked up a green apple and hit a tree. "We ain't never
in trouble as usual. We're usually just in trouble."
'You idiot! Go wash and put on that clean shirt. And hurry
up about it." She turned to go, but Caleb caught her sleeve.
"Look here, Jane. See how many times I hit this target!"
She looked and smiled. "I see a lot of times you missed, too."
"At first I used to miss a lot, but look at this here shot.
Almost hit bull's eye."
"You're mighty keen on shooting,"Jane said. 'You know the
Saints ain't supposed to get mixed up in the revolution. Ma will
skin you if you so much as say, 'Pancho Villa.' "
"I won't never say it. Least not out loud. What I'm fucing to
be is a target shooter at the fair."
"A toeless target shooter if you don't be more careful how
you handle that gun." She turned and started back through the
orchard. "You come on now."
Caleb picked up another apple and took aim at Jane's back,
then reconsidered and dropped it. "I thought folks would treat
me like I was growed up when I turned fourteen," he told Isaac
as they followed Jane toward the house.
T H E skimpy trees along the canal made spots of shade
where Caleb and Isaac stopped to wipe sweat from their faces
and feel the soft dust between their toes. Off in the distance, a
volley of shots popped like corn over a hot fire, and a streak of
smoke smeared the sky.
"The rebels is at it again," Isaac said.
Caleb watched and waited for more shots. "Wouldn't it be
fun if we captured Pancho Villa? We'd be heroes."
"Us?" Isaac stared at him and laughed. 'You think of the
damndest things!"
"The famous Polk brothers. Colonia Juarez would give us a
big parade, and President Diaz would come and give us a
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"Hate's a sin," Ma said. "A destructive sin."
reward of ciento pesos."
'You better not let Aunt Eunice hear you say that?"
Caleb laughed. "You don't think I'd tell her, do you? She
takes everything serious." He plunked a pebble into the canal.
"After we done it, she'd say, 'I don't know why I never thought
to give you a gun sooner.' "
"You're crazy," Isaac said.
A cow, chewing her cud and switching flies in front of the
bishop's house, watched them open the gate, but she took off
toward the barn when the bishop came around the comer of
the house carrying a pitchfork.
"Don't mind me, boys. I'm not Lucifer. I'm just slow with
my chores today because that pesky cow keeps getting out."
He wiped his forehead with his sleeve and offered his hand as
if they were in church. "Why don't you two just go inside and
tell Sister Ogilvie to gve you some gingerbread while you're
waiting. I'll be there in a few minutes. Dan and Winnie are
there."
Caleb frowned when the bishop turned away toward the
barn. "Damn it! Why does he always ~ I Xit for us to do things
with Dan and Winnie? Dan's not too bad, but Winnie's a
donkey's turd."
"A donkey's turd!" Isaac fell laughing against the door. "If he
ever finds out you called him that, he'll kill you!"
DECEMBER 1994

Winslow and Daniel were eating gingerbread when the boys
followed Sister Oglvie into the parlor. Both looked up at the
same time when Caleb and Isaac came in. "Well, if it ain't the
Polka-dots," Winslow said.
Daniel looked as bow-legged when he was seated as he did
standing. His long toes splayed on the board floor under his
knobby ankles. He looked up without speaking.
Winslow sat with his ankles crossed in front of him. His
Adam's apple rippled as he swallowed the gingerbread. He was
taller than Daniel, and his voice had started to change. Girls
seemed to like him because they blushed when he looked at
them, and sometimes they giggled.
"How are Sister Eunice and Sister Zina?" Sister Ogilvie
asked when she brought Caleb and Isaac some gingerbread.
"Fine."
"And Brother Polk?"
"He went to El Paso to get a part for the mill. He ain't come
back yet," Caleb said. She nodded and went back to the
kitchen.
"What happened to your eye?" Daniel asked when they
were alone.
Isaac touched the red bead on his eyelid. "It's a sty Ma says
I caught cold in it."
"How'd you do that?" Winslow's teeth flashed in his tanned
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face. "You been peeking at Jane through a hole in the outhouse?"
The boys laughed.
"Impure thoughts is what done it." Winslow said. "They
poison the blood and make pus."
"You must be covered with boils then," Caleb said.
Daniel and Isaac laughed.
"I will be if your sister don't quit lifting her skirts to me.
Right there in church, every time I look up, she hikes her
petticoats a little higher."
The others laughed, but Caleb said, "Your face would make
a good rifle target."
The bishop walked in and gave them a hard look. "What's
that?"
No one answered.
He studied them for a minute. "Look here, boys, I have a
problem, and I hope I can count on you to help. How would
you like to camp on the mesa tonight and keep watch on the
colony?"
"Watch for what!"
"Anything suspicious, like somebody sneaking around our
houses and barns or lighting fires. Most of us are cutting hay,
and our fields are awfully dry"
"Setting fires? Who would do that?" Daniel asked.
"I got a rifle for my birthday, and I'm a crack shot," Caleb
said.
"Me and Dan could do it alone," Winslow offered.
"No, you don't! He asked all of us!"
"Wait a minute." The bishop held up his hand. "Bad enough
to have the Mexicans shooting each other without us doing it,
too. There's a rumor that the rebels want to drive us out of
Mexico, and I figure we best be prepared."
"Drive us out? Like Nauvoo!" Isaac asked.
"Could come to that, but I don't think we're in much danger
yet. All I want you to do is take turns staying awake and report
to me if you see anything suspicious. The moon's almost full,
so you'll be able to see things pretty good from the mesa."
The excited boys all began talking at once.
Again the bishop held up his hand. "Go home and talk to
your folks about it. If there's a problem, let me know."
M A let the stocking she was darning drop into her lap
and stared with her mouth open. The worry wrinkles deepened in her face. "What can the bishop be thinking of? I can't
believe he'd suggest such a thing. Are you sure this ain't one of
your wild stories?"
"It ain't, Ma. And don't worry. There's no danger."
"No danger? Then why keep watch?"
"We'll just be camping like always, only this time we'll keep
watch. You don't want rebels burning our house down while
we're asleep, do you?"
"Oh, my stars!" She got heavily out of her chair and went to
the window. "Why do these things happen when your pa's not
home!"
"He'd let me go, Ma."
"Yes, I expect he would, but that don't make it right."
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"I think Cabe wants to get mixed up in the revolution,"Jane
said coming from the bedroom.
"Shut up! Who cares what you think? You don't know
anything. I hate you!" He turned to climb the ladder to his
room in the loft, but Ma whirled, grabbed him, and slapped a
stinging blow that made tears start.
"What have I taught you about hate, young man? Answer
me!"
"It's a sin," he whispered.
You bet it's a sin! A destructive sin! Didn't I see it kill my
father? Didn't I see how families suffered? That's why we come
down here. Don't never let me hear talk like that again! In this
family we don't hate nobody."
"But she-" Caleb looked at Jane and stopped. "I said it
without thinking. I didn't mean it."
"And you." Ma turned to Jane with voice unsoftened. You
provoked him. Go fuc some vittles for him to take up there.
Maybe it will be a lesson for you, too."
Caleb spent some time in his room in the loft feeling his
cheek and thinking of how he'd change the world if he could.
He used to feel awfully attached to Ma, and used to like to tease
Jane, but now things were changing. Still, when he rolled his
rifle inside the old comforter that Ma always let him take
camping, he began to anticipate the adventure of keeping
watch on the mesa, and his spirit healed.
Jane was in the kitchen tying red yam around the packet of
food she had packed when he came in and leaned his bedroll
against the table. She didn't look up.
"Is that my food?"
She pushed the packet toward him and picked up a book.
'You didn't put poison in it, did you?"
She went to a chair near the window and sat down to read.
"I hope you put in something sweet for dessert." He felt the
packet of food and weighed it in his hands. It felt like she had
put in plenty for him to share.
"If that ain't a mighty interesting book, you must be sulking," he said. You ain't a bit pretty when you sulk. It makes
your eyebrows look like mesquite bushes." He walked back
and forth between the cupboard and the table. "Sure is good
not hearing you talk."
"Will you get out of here and leave me alone?"
"Oh, you are talking! Well, be careful what you say. I ain't
bothered if you hate me, but you better not let Ma hear you say
it."
She sniffed and turned a page.
"On the other hand, if you're nice, I'll bring you a pet lizard
from the mesa."
You do that and you'll get it back in your mush for
breakfast." Suddenly she snapped the book shut. "You and
your darned tomfoolery! The bishop don't know how we have
to pull you out of bed every morning. And you go to bed about
eight. If he knew that, he wouldn't ask you to keep watch."
"Nine," Caleb said picking up his bedroll.
"What?"
"Nine. In summer I go to bed at nine."
You clown!" She almost smiled and threatened to throw the
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book. "Too bad you won't be gone but one night. Too bad it
ain't forever."
T H E boys were hot and out of breath when they reached
the top of the mesa and found a patch of shade under a scrubby
tree. They dropped their bedrolls, and Isaac fitted a pebble into
his slingshot and attacked the lizards that slid over the rocks.
"Put your toy away and hunt up some firewood," Winslow
told him.
"It ain't a toy. It's a weapon," Isaac said.
"Just because he don't have a gun don't mean he can't
shoot," Caleb said.
Winslow looked at Caleb. "You're right. He can probably
shoot better than you."
Isaac looked at the two rifles near the bedrolls. "Where is
your gun, Cabe? Didn't you bring it?"
Caleb unrolled his quilt and picked up his rifle.
"Was you keeping it warm or did you have to sneak it out
of the house?"Winslow asked. "Don't your ma think you're a
crack shot?"
Daniel reached for it. "Let me see it." He turned it in his
hands. "Can I shoot it?" He cocked it and shot, chipping the
tip of a large rock.
"I bet you can't hit the side of a barn on a clear day,"
Winslow said.
"I can outshoot you." Caleb knew it was a rash boast.
"When? In the millennium? See that knobby branch over
there? Go ahead and hit it."
It was bad luck for Caleb that he felt so unsteady, and
unlucky for him that the instant he missed, two other shots
cracked, and the knobby branch exploded.
"Now what do you say?"Winslow asked.
"It was Dan's shot that done it."
"It sure as hell wasn't yours."
Caleb walked away and sat down on a large boulder. The
rock burned through his breeches almost hot enough to fry his
skin, but he had a good view of the settlement in the valley.
The mud brick and log houses clustered around the meeting
house like a picture in a book. Rows of trees divided the
wheatfields and pastures and lined the canal. He could follow
the canal to where the two Polk houses, with their identical
white fences, faced each other across the road. Clothes still
hung on the line behind Aunt Zina's house. It looked like
somebody was stimng around Brother Potter's barn, doing
evening chores. A string of cows was trailing home to be
milked. Caleb watched the color deepen in the sky over the
hills and resolved not to let anything bother him. Nothing was
going to spoil his nightwatch under the stars.
"You going to help me gather firewood!" Isaac asked.
D A N I E L fried the salt pork and scrambled some eggs in
the grease while the beans warmed. Caleb and Isaac chased
lizar;s, and Winslow sat on a rock and whittled a point on a
long stick. When Daniel said it was ready, they sat on the
ground in a circle and remembered to bless the food before
they ate. It tasted a little burned but still good. Caleb shared
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his combread and honey, and Isaac gave each of them one of
Aunt Zina's apple dumplings.
When he had finished eating, Daniel stood up and began to
do a redskin war dance. He claimed he learned it from some
Indians up in Saint George when he visited relatives last
summer. With his bowed legs, his seat bobbed close to the
ground as he shuffled in a toe-heel skip around the camp fire.
They all caught the warpath spirit of it, and from then until
after dark, they crept through the mesquite, hiding and attacking from ambush to scalp each other. The fire dropped to
embers, and the full moon rose before they called a truce and
went to sit on their beds to scare each other with stories of
bloody murders and supernatural beings. Daniel told a long
saga of crossing the plains. A boy became lost from his company and was chopped to pieces by savage Indians.
"My grandpa saw a ghost ship when he was coming from
England," Caleb said. "It was a stormy night with fog so thick
you couldn't see two inches in front of your face." As the story
progressed, he adapted it to one that he had read in a book and
was gratified by the reaction of his audience. When the ghost
ship mysteriously disappeared in the mist, the boys sat without
speaking. Isaac squirmed and looked around at the bushes.
"Did you make that up?" Daniel asked.
"Course not. It's gospel truth. Ain't it, Isaac?"
"I ain't never heard it before," Isaac said.
"It ain't as good as the story you told the bishop today about
you being a crack shot," Winslow said. He stood up and
stretched. "I'm taking first watch. Dan's second, and Isaac's
third. We'll each watch about two hours."
Caleb stabbed the dead fire with a stick. "Why don't I be
first and you last?"
"Why don't I mash your face in them ashes?"
"Can't you two quit quarreling? I'm sick of hearing it all the
time. What does it matter who's first or who's last?"Daniel said.
Caleb went to his bed and lay down. The night was warm,
and mosquitoes whining around his ears kept him awake long
after Isaac and Daniel were sleeping. Besides that, Winslow
tramped around, mashing dry twigs and tossing rocks down
the hill.
Caleb woke with Isaac shaking his shoulder.
"Huh? My turn?" He got up, yawning, and walked around
trying to wake up. Isaac went to sleep, leaving only the crickets
to keep him company. The settlement below was quiet. The
colony was sleeping. The mesa, too. So this was what soldiers
on sentinel duty did. They stood with rifle ready and kept their
eyes open for enemies. He stood with rifle ready and surveyed
the dark huddle of houses, barns, and sheds far below. The
adobe buildings glowed with a faint sheen in the moonlight.
The immense sky was spangled with stars. He walked a short
distance away and let his urine splash like a waterfall into the
silence. Even the crickets seemed to listen for a second before
they went on singing. In a way, it felt good to be the only one
awake. He thought of Winslow, asleep a few yards away and
amused himself with the idea of dropping a rock on him. It
would be funny to hear him wake up yelling.
The time began to seem long so he whistled a couple of
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tunes that he knew. The bushes looked a lot darker and thicker
than they had in the daylight. If he could keep from imagining
things, he would be all right. He rechecked his rifle to be sure
it was loaded, and, when he grew tired of standing, he went to
sit on his bed.
There was a stir in the bushes. A flash of foreboding brought
him to his knees. He knew the Mexican password. He lifted his
rifle and choked out a hoarse "Que pasa?"
The bush exploded, knocking him backward. A snarl. Hot
breath brushed his face. He wrestled with his rifle in a tangle
of quilt.
"What is it?" Isaac screamed.
"A wolf"
"It bit me! The damned thing bit me!" Winslow shrieked.
"It's a coyote!" Daniel was on his feet. "There he goes!" They
huddled together and peered into the bushes. "He's gone,"
Daniel said. "I'm sure it was a coyote. Where'd it bite you?"
"Here. My face." Winslow's voice broke. ''Who the hell was
keeping watch!"
"Cabe," Isaac said.
"You! I could have guessed! Why the hell didn't you shoot
the damned thing before it bit me!"
"It happened too fast." Caleb said.
"Liar! You told the bishop you was a crack shot. Crack shot,
my ass! I knew you couldn't shoot wonh a damn. I got a mind
to beat hell out of you."
"Did you fall asleep!" Isaac asked.
"No!"
"Let's see the bite," Daniel said. He and Isaac moved closer
to look, but Caleb went back to his bed.
"Whew! Almost got his eye," Isaac said.
"I can't tell how deep it is without more light." Daniel said.
"Not a lot of blood though. I guess you're lucky."
"Lucky!" Winslow's voice grated to a squeak. "That lying
little bastard's the one that's lucky. He didn't even fire the gun."
M A turned from the cupboard and studied Caleb darkly
when he came down the ladder. "We'll, I'm glad you're up. Jane
fured your favorite breakfast. Sit down and eat."
He took his place at the table.
"I can't believe anyone really blames you, Cabe. One thing
I do know though. If you keep on moping and sweating all day
up in that loft, you're going to make yourself mighty sick." She
came and put her hand on his forehead. "You got a fever?"
"No."
As hot as it was up under the eaves, he wanted to climb back
up there where he wouldn't have to talk or think about
Winslow.
"Some young folks do blame him," Jane said. "They ask me
why he just stood there holding the rifle and let the critter get
away. At first, I tried to explain, but now I tell them to mind
their own business."
"Gossip! I got no patience for gossip," Ma said, "but if you
don't pay no mind to it, folks soon forget. Soon as that little
bite heals, they'll find something else to talk about."
"If you'd shot the gun, nobody would blame you,"Jane said.
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"That cursed gun!" Ma threw a stick of wood in the stove
and turned a flushed face. "What's caused all this talk if it ain't
that gun? It's poisoned folks' minds with hate is what it's done.
If I'd knowed what you was up to, you wouldn't have taken it
up there."
"When's Pa coming home?" Caleb asked.
"I don't know. Soon as he gets done with his business."
"What you need to do, Cabe, is stand up in church and
explain things,"Jane said.
"I ain't going to do that."
"Course he ain't!" Ma said.
Caleb climbed back up to his room and spent the day
sleeping and looking out of the window. He watched a magpie
feed on a dead rabbit. He watched a dust devil form and skirt
across the fields. It was so hot, it was like burning in hell there
under the eaves. He stripped off his clothes and lay limp in the
wet smell of his own sweat, getting up only only to use the slop
jar.
"Cabe!" Ma called the next day from the foot of the ladder.
"This foolishness has gone far enough. You come down right
now. I need you to go to the store. I'm baking, and I'm out of
molasses." When he was slow to answer, she started up the
ladder.
"I'm coming." He dressed and went down.
He went to the store and returned with the molasses which
he dropped on the kitchen table and turned, with new defiance, to face Ma.
"It ain't going to do you no good to ask me to set foot in that
store again. Brother Harvey's a filthy skunk."
Ma stared at him open-mouthed and watched him climb
back to the loft.
Voices camed through the house. He could hear plainly
everything that was said below even when he tried not to. It
was the urgency in Aunt Zina's voice that roused him to listen
when she dropped in that afternoon.
"Eunice, you here?"
"Where else would I be!" Ma said.
Aunt Zina opened the door and came into the kitchen. "I
just come from talking to Ruthie."
'You listen to me, Zina. If you've come here to repon gossip,
you can just get out. I'd think you'd be more loyal to your
family than to listen to what folks say,"
"My goodness! I am loyal. That's why I come. Folks is saying
the coyote that bit Winnie was mad."
"What?"
Caleb rolled from his bed and crept to the top of the ladder.
He could see Aunt Zina fanning herself and breathing fast.
"Winnie's awful sick."
"Summer complaint. That's what he's got. Everybody's had
it." Ma's voice was sharp.
"It ain't summer complaint, Eunice. You don't howl like a
critter with summer complaint. You don't have to be tied down
or grab the dipper and slop water all over the bed."
"Lord, have mercy!" Ma signaled toward the loft and wiped
her eyes on her apron. "If only his pa would come."
Aunt Zina put her arms around Ma and patted her shoulder.
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"I know. I know. We'll just have to pray,"
Caleb didn't pray. Nor did Pa come in time to help him
before Winslow died. Caleb guessed what Ma was coming to
tell him when he heard her heavy steps on the ladder. She came
and sat on the edge of his bed and hugged him to her, wetting
his cheek with tears.
"Don't cry, Ma."
"It's about Winslow," she said.
"I know. He's dead."
"How did you know?" She drew back and studied his face.
"He's still close to you, Cabe. He knows how much you loved
him so he's still close, telling you not to grieve."
"I ain't grieving, Ma."
"You been up here too long, Son. The Bible tells us the Lord's
ways ain't our ways. We can't always understand why loved
ones die, but He called Winnie to the Other Side. And we
know if we're worthy, we'll be with Winnie again for all
eternity."
Caleb squirmed and looked through the window.
"The veil's very thin, Cabe. The Lord knows what you think
and how you feel."
When she had climbed back downstairs, Caleb lay like a
rock and studied the cobwebs in the rafters.
Sleep came heavily but in snatches. Sleep was a desert of
endless dunes where lizards ran over his toes. Sleep was the
orchard where he saw Isaac shooting the rifle and hitting the
target every time. Sleep was the mesa where a coyote leaped
out of the bushes and clamped its teeth into his throat. He
choked and fought for breath. Its eyes burned red with hate.
"Hate's a sin," Ma said. "A destructive sin."
She was there, bending over his bed and shaking his shoulder. "Was you having a nightmare, Cabe?" She brushed wet
hair from his forehead. "Come down to the kitchen and see
who's waiting to see you."
Pa was a stranger, a stranger with a rough beard who smiled
and caught him close. He smelled of sweat.
"How you been, Cabe?"
"All right."
"Your ma told me about Winnie."
"Uh-huh." Caleb pulled away.
"I guess it's been hard on you."
"I'm all right."
"You bet, Son. You're going to be fine. It's trials like this that
test our faith and make us men. Tell you what we'll do, Cabe.
Soon as I get things settled at the mill, you and me and Isaac
will go fishing. How would you like that?
"Fine." Caleb started for the ladder. He felt Pa watch him go.
When Caleb reached the loft, he looked down. Pa was
standing with his arms around Ma. "You'll never guess who I
saw in El Paso," he was saying.
T H E R E was a cooler breeze stirring the curtain the moming Caleb woke and smelled the apples ripening in the orchard. He lay for some time seeing in his mind the flour barrel
under the trees and remembering the dull pock the bullet
made when it hit the soft wood. He felt slightly sick and dizzy
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when he got out of bed to use the slop jar. Through the
window, he could see light over the eastern hills, but somewhere an owl still hooted. He took his rifle from the comer
where he had left it and ran his hands again along the smooth
metal barrel. The gun trembled when he cracked the chamber.
It was still loaded with the bullet that might have captured a
rebel or killed a coyote. He stood, counting the days since he
was up there on the mesa. It could be five days or maybe six.
It seemed like lots more.
Nobody, not even Isaac, ever guessed how much he hated
Winslow. Always had hated him and always would. He hated
even the name, Winnie. Sometimes, if he'd dared, he'd have
spit on him or pounded his face in a cow turd. It felt good to
think those thoughts. Somehow, it made things easier.
The house was quiet when he crept down the ladder.
Neither Jane nor his parents stirred when he passed the bedrooms on his way to the kitchen. Only the latch grated when
he lifted it and stepped out the back door into the morning.
The barn, the chicken coop, and the outhouse still looked the
same. The garden, too. He stood breathing the dewy stillness
until the first rooster crowed. Then he shouldered his rifle and
headed for the orchard.
Jane found him later that morning when Ma sent her to the
orchard to look for him. He was lying by the flour barrel, and
she ran to turn him over which was why they couldn't tell
exactly how it happened. Apparently he had slipped on an
apple or something while canying the loaded gun. Too bad he
didn't know how to handle it better.
B

MAN OF CORN
I am but fruit
to the Crows of Misfortune
that hunt on jeering wing.
Their dark forms swarm above me
with reaping hook frowns,
and purple tongues writhing
with caustic caws of derision.
Yet I am beyond them,
when I shelter within,
nurturing,
as a seed takes life,
from the flames at its heart.
I'll leave no footprints fleeing,
in the dust of your hard earth.
But in the shadows of netherwhere,
where the heart only sees,
I'll mend myself
in a secret fire.
-DAVE

WOLVERTON
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Ten years ago, SUNSTONE
published a compilation of LDS organkations and periodicals;
needless to say, much has changed since then. While the interveningyean have seenfascinating
and explosive expansion in Church-related humanitarian organizations, Latter-day Saint
computer networks, and other areas, audience-specific publications and organizations
in the gay and lesbian Mormon community have experienced the greatest growth.

A GUIDETO THE MORMONUNIVERSE:
MORMON ORGANIZATIONS & PERIODICALS
Compiled by Bryan Waterrnan

I

N THE JUNE 1985 SUNSTONE, CECELIA WARNER
compiled a list of LDS organizations and periodicals under
the title "A Guide to the Mormon Network." Since that
time, SUNSTONE
has announced new forums in its Sunstone
Calendar section. In April 1993, I began the comprehensive
revision that appears here.
The year-long process of updating old entries, creating new
ones, and eliminating those organizations and publications
now defunct has proved to be a fascinating endeavor. One
point of particular interest has been noting trends in the types
of organizations developed in the last nine years. One area experiencing much growth since 1985 is Church-related humanitarian organizations. From the Church-wide fasts for Ethiopia
in 1985 to the present, a number of groups with LDS interests
have come into existence, and in 1992 many of them began to
meet under the umbrella of the International Action Group.
Another development in Mormon networking since 1985relates to the expansion of the information highway Beginning
with "the original" LDS-Net and the popular MORMON-L, which
formerly operated from BYU, electronically predisposed Latterday Saints could cany on conversations with friends and colleagues on campus or across the continent. Other electronic
discussion groups have followed in droves, carving for
Mormonism a comfortable niche on the Internet. While I have
listed in the section at the end of this guide as many open-access
electronic groups as possible, another set of "invitation onlyn
mailing lists exists as well. Still, listed or unlisted, electronic discussion seems to be the future wave of Mormon communication (see Sheldon Greaves, "Cybersaints: Mormon Settlements
on the Electronic Frontier," SUNSTONE,
Sept. 1994).
The area experiencing the greatest increase in numbers of
audience-specific publications and organizations is the gay
BRYAN WATERMAN, a Ph.D. student in American studies at
Boston University, is an associate editor of SUNSTONE.
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and lesbian Mormon community While the 1985 list includes
only the forerunner group, Affirmation, and a parents' support
group, HELP, this list contains fifteen organizations or publications directed at the gay community (not counting Legacy's
sporadically incarnated Gay RMS and Gay Y Alumni). These
range from Evergreen International, which aims to change
same-sex orientation, to Reconciliation, the goal of which is to
increase spirituality in the lives of gay Saints. Support groups
also exist designed specifically for friends and families of homosexual Mormons.
As might be expected, other groups' increases in numbers
reflect the larger society's growing awareness of multicultural
and pluralistic issues. In 1985, only the Exponent 11 specifically
targeted a female LDS audience. Today the Mormon Women's
Forum has chapters across the United States and Canada, the
members of which receive a feminist quarterly More mainstream women are the intended audience for Latter-day
Women, a new, Reader's Digest-like publication. UpLgt, a small
newsletter, attempts to address the massive issues involving
LDS people of color. Aside from domestic U.S. innovations, independent LDS periodicals have recently begun in Europe and
Japan, providing international members with alternative forums for reflecting on Mormonism's place in their lives.
Aside from changes in types and numbers of entries, this
catalogue differs from Warner's in three major ways. First, I
have separated the list of periodicals from the organizations,
necessarily making the entire list much longer. This has been
done mainly to allow easier access to information on groups or
periodicals about which searchers know little more than a particular name. Second, I have included subscription and/or
membership fee information where it has been available.
Third, I have chosen to include information on RLDS and other
non-Utah Mormon organizations and publications, at least
those for which information was readily available. Of course,
information in this area is not exhaustive-such a list would
require a separate catalog-but I have sought to include major
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contributions to the Mormon network. I have also provided
information on the leading anti-Mormon groups, since such
groups are-whether or not they want to be-part of the
Mormon and Mormon-watching communities.
In as many places as possible, I have quoted descriptions
directly from informational material provided by the organizations. In all other cases, I alone stand responsible for what informational errors may exist. In the year I have been compiling
and revising this list, groups have sprung into existence (the
Orson Hyde Gesellschaft in Germany and the James E.

Talmage Society at BYU, for example), and others have passed
away (Association of Latter-day Media Artists [ALMA]); some
have sprung and withered during the interim (LDS
Entertainment magazine). It is possible that some groups or
publications listed here may dissolve between the time this article goes to press and when it reaches readers. A list of this nature is, after all, constantly in flux. Information readers might
have on new or changing organizations is needed in order to
keep this project up to date. SUNSTONE will continue to publish updates in the Sunstone Calendar news section.

+

IGANIZATIONS, PERIODICALS, & NETWORKS IND

- For titles oelow m italics see the periodical section on page 56, for those in SMALL CAPITAL LETERS see electronic nerworKs on page or.
1

ACTMST. By Common Consent, Mormon Alliance. Mormon Peace
Gathering.
AFRICAN-AMERICANS. Latter-day Saints for Cultural Awareness, Uplift.
ANTI-MORMON AND FORMER MORMON. Evangel, Gospel Truth
Ministries, Heart and Mind, Mormonism Researched. Saints Alive in Jes
Salt Lake City Messenger. Transition Support Group, Utah Lighthouse
Ministry, Utah Missions.
ARTS AND LITERATURE. Association for Mormon Letters (and Newsletter),
Center for the Study of Christian Values in Literature, Dialogue: AJournal
of Monnon Thought, Inscape, Insight. Kula Manu. Latter-day Foundation
for the Arts, Leading Edge, Literature and Belief. Staff Notes. Sunstone,
Wasatch Review International, Zarahemla.
BOOK OF MORMON. Insights. Foundation for Ancient Research and
Mormon Studies, Foundation for Research in Ancient America,]ourn
Book of Mormon Studies. Review of Book on the Book of Mormon, SAMU-,,
Society for Early Historic Archaec
2 Record,
Zarahemla Research Foundation.
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY. B'YU Managernent Society, Brigham Young
* ,____..._.
PL.,:~.
mugcumr:
, Brigham Youna Universirv >ruule>.
LUU~AK-NK A, Counar S w v Daily Unliverse, Evcha nge, Inside C
t. Student Review.
F

L.

-.,-... .-

.ALMA-L, A1dERlCA ONLIINE, COMPU!SERVE, COUC3R-NET,

(IOMPUTER

Cumorah eloumal, EYRING-L, GAY MORMON L1 ST, GENIE, JIDSEPH.
L.A.M.P.S.,IDS-NET, LDSSNET, MORMON, MORMON NETNEWS GROUP,
MORMOhI-L. MORMONET, MORMONISM AND SCIENCE, MORONI,
NIFTYSERLVE(Japan), [NONAME], PRODIGY, Q.-SAINTS. SAINTS-BEST, SA
L, WORLl) WIDE WEB. ZION.

FAMILY. Family Perspective.
(2ENERAL

M IORMON IPJTEREST (s
x also c o mluter
~ networks). B. H.
..
--

Roberts sFociety, Brigham Young University Stualies. Dialogut::AJournal q
Id..-....
..^ hT".^r
7%.
tvLUr,,,v,, Thought, Ensign. Latter-day Digest, lavc
LvuLr>,
is People.
Sunstone: Foundation. Sunstone,
I-1ISTORY. Australian Mormon Studi~
es Associatic)n. Beehive History, Brighan
n Mormon SNtudies Association. Charle
Young Un iversity Studies, Canadia~
Redd C ~nter
I for Western Studies, uansKa Mormon Historie, Daughters
of Utah Pioneers, Dialogue: Alournal of Mormon Thought, Early M o m
Research Institute, Iowa Mormon Trails Association (and Newsletter).
John Whitmer Historical Association (andJoumal), Joseph Fielding
Smith Institute for Church History, Legacy, Mormon Heritage Magazir
Mormon History Association (and Joumal and Newsletter), Mormon
Pacific Historical Society, Mountain Meadows Association, Mormon
Pioneer National Historic Trail Newsletter, Nauvoo]oumal, O n o n Hyde
Gesellxhaft, Pioneer, Restoration Research, Rrstoratia, Restoration 'Iirail
rounaatl
' ' o n , Restoration Trail Forum, Sons of the Utah Pioneers. Sunstone.
Utah Hisr:oricaf Quarterly, Utah State Historical Society (and Newsletter).
Wasatch Westerners, WORLD-WIDE WEB.

- ..
1

-

h u ~ u s c n c l A L Affirmation,
.
Aflnity, Evergreen International. Family
Fellowship, Gamo-Newsletter. Gamofites. GAYLA,
GAY MORMON LIST, Homosexual Education for Latter-day Parents, Legacy
Foundation, A New Direction, Q-SAINTS, Reconciliation. Reunion.
neocentric.
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HUMANITARIAN. Academy of LDS Dentists, Alliance, BeehiIve Foundation.
Center for Humanitarian Outreach and Intercultural Exc,hange
(CHOICE), Deseret International Foundation, Enterprist:Mentors,
Helping Hands, Intemational Action Group, News and Vie"..Wb.
Ouellessebougou-Utah Alliance, Outreach International, Thrasher
Research Fund. Veterans Association for Service Activities Abroad.
INTERNATIONAL. Australian Mormon Studies Association,
Y"
(Reflections). Canadian Mormon Studies Association (and ~ewsletter),
Danska Mormon Historie, International Magc
m Forum.
Mormon Pacific Historical Society, NIFIYSER'
NO NAME]
(Europe), O n o n Hyde Gesellschaft.
MISSIONARI WORK. ALMA-L.
NATIVE AMERICANS. Eagle's Eye.
NEWS (see also computer networks). Beehive Newspaper (NV and M I .
LDS Church News, San Diego Seagull, Standard Evaminer Church News,
Study and Faith, Sunritone.
OFFICIAL CHURCH PIJBLICATIO?US. Ensign. F:denti, Intern
Magazine, W S Chun:h News. N oY Era.

POLITICS. 1Mormon PeaIce Gathering, ..---...
MUKUNI. National Center for
Constituitional Studi~
es.
-

.,.

INAL ASSO(SIATIONS. I4cademy of LDS Dentist
n
. ,
tor Mormon Counselors ana rsychotherapisrs
tana nMmr NOVS and
journal), Association for Mormon Letters, B'I'UManagerrlent Society,
Collegium Aesculapium. Exchange, James E. Talmage Socciety, J. Reulben
Clark Law Society, Society for the Sociological Study of 1dormon Life
(and Newsletter).
1

..a-

PUBLISHERS. Aspen Books, Bookcraft, BYU Studies, Charles Redd Center,
Collier's Publishing, Covenant Communications, Daughters of the Utah
Pioneers. Deseret Book, Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon
Studies, Gold Leaf Press, Grandin Books, Hatrack River Publications,
Herald F'ublishing House, Horizon Publishelrs, LDS Boo1csellers
Association, Mormon Miscellaneous, Nation al Center f or~Constitutia~nal
us Studies Center, Signala r e
Studies, Pioneer Press, Publishment, Religio~
Foundation
, University of
Books,
s
imith
Research
Associates,
Sunstone
-..
.
.. . .
..
Illinois Press, University of Utah Press, Utah Lighthouse Ministry, Utah
State University Press.
REORGANIZED LATTER DAY SAINTS. GAYLA,jonn wnltmer nlstonca~
Association (andJoumal), Restoration Voice. Saints Herald.
SCIENCE AND MATH.

lmes E. Taln]age Society,

MORMOlWSM AND SC

SINGLE ADULTS. Dayb
n--l- P.
~lnglc
~ctints,Touchsiuur.

t Singles, Latter-day Ide;

SPORTS. COUGAR-NET, Cougar Sports. Inside Corigar Report.
WOMEN. Daughters of Utah Pionet
Y! worn,
Legacy, Mormon Women's Forum \anu bGurrrrrv). v v l i E . Voices.
Women's Research Institute.
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ORGANIZATIONS

ACADEMY OF LDS DENTISTS
109 HCEB
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNlVEFSl2Y
PROVO, UT 84602
8011378-4851
Founded in 1977 as the B
w Academy of
Dentists, this independent organizatio; exists to instruct and support LDS dentists
within a Mormon framework. Members have
also volunteered service in Africa, China,
Israel, Mexico, South America, the Republic
of Georgia (formerly in the Soviet Union),
Thailand, the West Indies, and the United
States. The organization's 250 members meet
annually
AFFIRMATION:
GAY AND LESBIAN MORMONS
PO. BOX 46022
LOS ANGELES, CA 90046
213/255-7251
"Affirmation is a non-profit educational fellowship group serving gay and lesbian Latterday Saints, their families and friends since
1977. It is a place for open, honest dialogue,
friendship and support. All are welcome, regardless of gender, orientation, or religious
affiliation." Affirmation chapters meet as
often as twice monthly in many metropolitan
U.S. areas. The organization holds an annual
conference, usually in October, and publishes a monthly newsletter, Afinity.
Membership is around 400. (See subgroup
Gamofites.) Affirmation members also operate the computer network Q-SAINTS.

AMCAP
ASSOClATlON OF MORMON COUNSELORS
AND PSYCHOTHERAPlSTS
2500 EAST 1700 SOUTH
SALT LAKE C W UT 841 17
8011583-6227
Since 1975, A M W has sought to "promote
fellowship, foster communication, enhance
personal and professional development and
promote a forum for counselors and psychotherapists whose common bond is membership in and adherence to the principles
and standards of The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, both in their personal
lives and professional practice." With a mem-
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bership of 1200, AMCAP meets twice annually (April and October), and publishes a
semiannual newsletter and a journal containing articles on psychotherapy with an
LDS emphasis.
-~-

AML
ASSOCIATION FOR MORMON LE27ERS
do]OHN BENNION
916SOUTH 1375EAST
SPRlNGVlLLE, UT 84663
8011489-8841
With 250 members, AML is now a well-established group, organized to "promote creation
and study of literature within a Mormon cultural framework." The association sponsors
an annual symposium, readings, and recognizes the achievements of LDS authors.
Members receive a quarterly newsletter and
symposium proceedings.
ASPEN BOOKS
621 1 SOUTH 380 WEST
MURRAY, UT84107
801/268-1199
FAX: 8011'268-0992
Aspen Books considers itself a literary
Mormon alternative press. Founded in 1990,
Aspen aims to transcend the "fluff," or low
quality literature, that has been released by
traditional LDS publishers. Recent titles include The ms Speakerk Source Book andJohn
Lave Butler: Biography of a Mormon.
AUSTRALIAN MORMON STUDIES
ASSOCIATION
c/o MARJORIE NEWTON
18 HANDLE STREET
BASS HILL, NSW 2197
AUSTRALIA
PHONE: 61-2-727-9679
Founded in 1989, AMSA meets monthly to
discuss "general L D ~topics . . . in the
Australian context. with the how of encouraging more research and scho~rshlpon aspects of the Church in Australia." The p u p
welcomes U)S, U S , and non-LDS
interested in constructive conversation.

THE B. H. ROBERTS SOCIETY
d o BRIAN KAGEL
3494 WEST CROWN
SALT JAKE CITk: UT 841 18
801/966-8856
Since 1980, the B. H. Roberts Society has
provided a forum for the discussion of current Mormon issues. Governed by a rotating
board of directors, the organization sponsors
public lectures and panel discussions in Salt
Lake City on a
basis.

+"*)V*
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BEEHIVE FOUNDATION
1011 WEST MERMOD
CARLSBAD, NM 88220
505/885-21 78

FAX: 505/887-2671
Beginning with a 1983 trip to Mexico to deliver surplus clothing, the Beehive
Foundation has grown to include well over
500 volunteers who supply more than three
million pounds of clothes to Mexico and
Central America each year. The Foundation
has also planted a half million gardens and
supported orphanages and children's hospitals. Although the Foundation is not officially
connected to the LDs church, its organization
was prompted by "principles of Christian
charity" and its guiding principle is the LDS
emphasis on self-reliance. The Foundation
seeks volunteers-"people who want to give
their time, their money, their efforts or all
three in order to help wipe out poverty and
sickness around the world."

BOOKCRAFT
1848 WEST 2300 SOUTH
SALT W ( E C I n UT 841 19
8011972-6180
FAX: 801/972-6184
Founded in 1942, Bookcraft was the first independent L D ~ publishing company
Bookcraft claims to publish some of the
"most sought-afternLDS books, such as Bruce
R. McConkie's Mormon Doctrine. Spencer W
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Kimball's The Miracle of Forgiveness, and
Gerald Lund's series 2-he Work and the Glow.
BYU MANAGEMENT SOCIETY
MARRlOTT SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
490 TNRB
BRIGHAM YOUNG U N I V E R S I ~
PROVO. UT 84602
8011378-5791
Since 1975, the BW Management Societythe membership of which technically - includes all management school alumni-has
assisted graduates in their professional endeavors. The society operates under the auspices of the Mamott School (changed from
the BW School of Management in the mid80s) and has thirty-four U.S. and ten international chapters. Members receive the
semiannual Exchange magazine and a
newsletter containing information on annual
meetings.
CANADIAN MORMON STUDIES
ASSOCIATION
do GEORGlA G. FOOKS
1909 7TH AVENUE, SOUTH
LETHBRIDGE, ALBERTA
CANADA TI] 1M4
Founded in 1987, the Canadian Mormon
Studies Association currently consists of fifty
members dedicated to researching and publishng aspects of Mormonism's Canadian experience, past and present. Members receive
a newsletter, published somewhat irregularly
CHOICE
CENTER FOR HUMANITARIAN OUTREACH
AND INTERCULlUFL4L EXCHANGE
643 EAST 400 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84102
8011363-7970
Organized out of the Andean Children's
~oundationin 1988, CHOICE is a non-profit,
nonsectarian (though principally LDS in
membership) organization dedicated to "improving people's lives through active, enduring humanitarian service." CHOICE
sponsors "volunteer expeditions" in which
families, organizations, groups of associates,
or singles-trained
or previously untrained-"work side by side with the rural
poor to develop projects which the villagers
request and will be able to sustain after the
expedition departs." CHOICE volunteers have
worked with water supply systems, greenhouses, schools and literacy, and have provided health and medical assistance. CHOICE
also funds humanitarian research.
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CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF
CHRISTIAN VALUES IN LITERATURE
3076-EJKHB
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
PROVO, UT 84602
8011378-3073
In 1980, the Center for the Study of
Christian Values in ~iteratukwas established
at BW by the College of Humanities. The
Center exists to "encourage the reading and
writing of quality literature that presents affirmative values and themes," to "develop
and promote a sound critical theory of literary analysis that is based on religious principles," and to "cooperate with other
individuals and groups whose concerns are
congenial to those of the Center." The Center
sponsors a variety of symposiums, lectures,
writing contests (including BW'S annual
David 0. McKay Essay Contest), and publications, including the journal Literature and
Belief. The Center also publishes a monograph series. Inquiries about the Center or its
activities are welcome.

Revelations of the Prophets and Presidents of the
Church ofJesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
The Teachings of President Brigham Young, Vol.
3, 1852-1854 (vols. 1 and 2 not published).
-

--

-

- -

COLLEGIUM AESCULAPIUM
THE BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
PO. BOX 7424
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNNERSIN
PROVO, UT 84602
8011378-6748
8011378-2513
In 1980. the Center for the Study of
Collegium Aesculapium was independently
organized to meet the needs of L D physi~
cians and their families, as well as those of
the Church and world communities. The BYU
Alumni Association publishes the ]atma1 of
Collegium Aesculapium which features articles
of interest to students and professionals in
the medical field. Members also meet in
semiannual conferences. Membership in
Collegium Aesculapium is $75 for practicing
M.D.s; $50 for "friends" with non-M.D. status;
and $10 for students and students-intraining.

- -

-----

COMMUNICUIONS. LNC

CHARLES REDD CENTER FOR
WESTERN STUDIES
4069 HBLL
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
PROVO, UT 84602-1001
8011378-4048
The Charles Redd Center, established at BW
in 1972 by Charles and Annaley Redd, conducts and funds research on various aspects
of the Intermountain West, some of which
include Mormon mearch. The center has
conducted oral history interviews dealing
with Mormon history topics. Those interested in the experiences of Mormons in the
West can apply for fellowships. The center
also publishes a monograph series, with titles
selected through a competition.
COLLIER'S PUBLISHING
OLD GREEN CHURCH
HANNA, UT 84031
Fred C. Collier, a Mormon fundamentalist,
compiles and publishes teachings of early
Mormon leaders, such as Unpublished

COVENANT COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
920 EAST STATE ROAD, SUITE F
PO. BOX 416
AMERICAN F O W UT 84003-0416
8011756-9966
FAX: 8011756-1049
Covenant was started in 1958 with the singular purpose of producing audio scripture
readings. Later, musical recordings were
added to the product line. In the 1980s the
company started publishing mainstream fiction and nonfiction. Covenant says one of its
goals is to develop and nurture new authors.
Popular recent cassette titles include Neal A.
Maxwell's Being a Celestial Partner and Chris
Heimerdinger's Tennis Shoes among the
Nephites (also a book). A current best-selling
book is The Belle of Nauvoo by Peggy Paget.
DANSKA MORMON HISTORIE
SOBREDDEN 47
SVOGERSLEV
DK 4000 R0SKK.DE
DENMARK
In the fall of 1994, this association was
formed for the study of Mormonism in
Denmark.
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DAUGHTERS OF UTAH PIONEERS
300 NORTH MAIN STREET
SALT LAKE C I n UT 84103
8011538-1050

According to its constitution and by-laws,
Daughters of Utah Pioneers is a non-sectarian organization. Anyone is eligible for
membership who is descended from a Utah
pioneer from the period 1847-1869,
"whether they be Mormon, non-Mormon,
white, black or other race." However, the majority of members and the majority of pioneers whose histories, pictures, and relics
they collect and preserve are LDS. DUP operates a historical museum in Salt Lake City
and publishes an annual book series,
Chronicles of Courage. Members meet in chapters throughout the U.S. and Canada.

DESERET BOOK
40 E. SOUTH TEMPLE
SALT LAKE CIfl UT 84130
8011534-1515
FAX: 8011578-3267
Tracing its origins to 1866. Deseret Book
company, a sibsidiary of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, is the oldest
existing Latter-day Saint publisher. Books
and tapes are generally religious in nature
and cover inspiring history, biography, doctrine and theology, and fiction. Popular recent titles include the biography Howard W
Hunter by Eleanor Knowles, Twelve Sisters by
Leslie Beaton Hedley, and The Papers ofJoseph
Smith edited by Dean Jessee.
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tional charity whose goal is to provide surgical and dental assistance primarily for children in emerging nations." The Foundation's
board of directors is composed of medical
professionals who are, for the most part, LDS,
and who seek to "promote international
goodwill, as well as Christian ideals of brotherly love." The Foundation strives to help
local medics establish adequate health facilities, to perform surgeries that enable dramatic lifestyle changes, to treat people of all
races and faiths, and to keep overhead costs
low by soliciting medical and dental supplies. Volunteers and donations are welcome
and appreciated.
DESERET SINGLES
PO. BOX 705
4151342-8260

Deseret Singles exists to provide opportunities for LDS singles in the greater San
Francisco Bay area to meet and fellowship
with each other. Aside from regular meetings,
the group plans large-scale activities, such as
an upcoming trip to the Hill Cumorah
pageant in New York.
EARLY MORMON RESEARCH
INSTITUTE
433 EAST 300 SOUTH
HYRUM, UT 84319
Organized in 1989 to coincide with the
150th anniversary of the founding of
Nauvoo, IL, the Early Mormon Research
Institute began issuing a quarterly journal,
Nauvoo journal. Since 1992, the journal has
been published semiannually Current membership is seventy-five and growing.

Enterprise .Wentors

ENTERPRISE MENTORS
1NTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
510 MARYVILLE COLLEGE DR., SUITE 210
ST. LOUIS, MO 63141
DESERET INTERNATIONAL
FOUNDATION
1282 EAST CAMBRlDGE COURT
PROVO, UT 84604
8011374-0167
FAX: 8011374-8961
Started in the Philippines in 1986, and now
operating in at least thirteen countries
throughout Central and South America,
Africa, Asia, and the Pacific, Deseret
International "is a private, nondenomina-
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3141453-0006
3141453-9700

Founded in 1990 by a mostly LDS "group of
individuals with extensive international business experience in developing countries."
Enterprise Mentors is a human development
foundation designed "to build self-reliance
and entrepreneurial spirit within those who
struggle for sufficiency in developing countries." Working primarily in the Philippines
(but expanding to Latin America and other

areas of the world), Enterprise Mentors establishes local boards of directors and indigenous staff, allowing the formation of
self-reliance. "Some charge is always made
for services based upon ability to pay, transforming the donor-receiver, dependency relationship into a character building,
consultant-client relationship." A non-profit,
tax-exempt organization, Enterprise Mentors
depends on individual, foundation, and corporate donations to achieve its goals.
EVERGREEN INTERNATIONAL
PO. BOX 3
SALT LAKE CITE: UT 84110
8011535-1658
According to its mission statement,
"Evergreen attests that individuals can free
themselves from same-sex attraction and homosexual behavior, and is committed to assisting individuals who wish to do so."
Evergreen was organized in July 1989 in Salt
Lake City, Utah, by eleven men who felt a
need for a transition group to assist them in
their process of individual healing. From this
small group, Evergreen has grown into an international organization with chapters
throughout the United States and many
other countries. The Salt Lake headquarters
provides information and guidance to these
&lf-governed chapters. ~iergreen,a nonprofit organization, is not a clinical therapy
program. It is not directed by any public or
private mental health care agency or individual, nor does it claim to have professional
training or licensing.

FAMILY FELLOWSHIP
PO. BOX 3930
SALT LAKE CITE: UT 84110
8011582-2348
Family Fellowship is "a volunteer service organization, a diverse collection of Mormon
families engaged in the cause of strengthening families with homosexual members.
We share our witness that gay and lesbian
Mormons can be great blessings in the lives
of their families, and that families can be
great blessings in the lives of their gay and
lesbian members." The organization sponsors meetings and firesides, and publishes
the newsletter Reunion.
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FOUNDATION FOR ANCIENT
RESEARCH AND MORMON STUDIES
(EA.R.M.S.)
PO. BOX 7113
UNIVERSITYSTATION
PROVO, UT 84602-7113
800/327-6715; FAX 801/378-3295
This independent, DS-oriented association
was organized in 1981 to promote, coordinate, and finance research on Mormon scriptures, particularly the Book of Mormon. In
addition to publishing a quarterly newsletter
with a circulation of 1,380, F.A.R.M.S. makes
available a wide variety of reprints and other
publications, most of which are stored at
Brigham Young University

FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH ON
ANCIENT AMERICA (FRAA)
210 WEST WHITE OAK
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64050
8161461-FRAA
FAX: 8161461-5850
"The Foundation for Research on Ancient
America (FRAA) is a nonprofit corporation
comprised of individuals who desire to advance the knowledge of Jesus Christ and The
Book of Mormon." Founded in 1966, this
RLDS organization has expanded to produce a
regular publication, The Witness, and also
sponsors regular series of Book of
Mormon/Archaeology lectures. Membership
is granted as a result of any financial contribution.
GAMOFITES: GAY MORMON FATHERS
PO. BOX 3104
ONTARIO. CA 91 761
8191369-1280
Conceived in 1991 and formally established
:
in 1992 as a subgroup of ~ f f i k t i o n Gay
and Lesbian Mormons, Gamofites is designed for "fathers united in the joy of being
both gay and associated with Mormons."
Since January 1992, the group has planned
and executed semiannual retreats where, in
informal group conversation, participants
can "respond to the general, collective needs
of our members." With no elected or official
leadership, Gamofites depends on volunteers
to devot; time and reso&es to planning retreats and maintaining an informational network.
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GAYLA
393 SOUTH TUSTIN AVENUE
ORANGE, CA 92666
314/77] -3919
Founded in 1987. GAYLA is an independent
RLDS organization for homosexual members,
their families and friends. Currently with
about 200 members, GAYLAis "dedicated to
the celebration of diversity, education of gay
and lesbian issues, and enhancement of personal and corporate spiritual awareness."

@OLD L E A F P R E S S
GOLD LEAF PRESS
2533 NORTH CARSON STREET, SUITE 1544
CARSON C I X NV 89706
8001748-4900
FAX: 801/268-0992
Gold Leaf Press, and imprint of Aspen Books,
publishes titles targeted at a national, nonMormon audience. Recent titles include
Betty J. Eadiek Embraced by the Light, and
Nobody Don't Love Nobody: Lessons on Love
from the School with No Name by Stacey Bess.

GOSPEL
M I N I S T R I E S

GOSPEL TRUTHS MINISTRIES
1340 MONROE, NW
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505-4622
Gospel Truth Ministries publishes Heart C
~ i n seasonally
d
to refute 'Mormon claims to
truth and to "promote faith in Jesus Christ
and His exclusive claims as Savior and Lord."
GRANDIN BOOKS
PO. BOX 2125
OREM, Ur 84602
8001292-2003
Organized in the late eighties, Grandin Books
publishes primarily Mormon history titles,
such as Lyndon Cook's Joseph Smith and the
Law of Consecration, and Thomas Bulloch's
Nauvoo]ouml, edited by Greg R. Knight.

HATRACK RIVER
HATRACK RIVER PUBLICATIONS
PO. BOX 1415
OREM, UT 84059
FAX: 99101288-5470
According to Hatrack River's godfather,
Orson Scott Card, "Great LDS fiction must

begin by rejecting the world's lie that there
are two kinds of writers, one that tells stories
that are 'entertaining,' the other that tells stories that are 'true.' The great Il)S stories will
be those that are at once fascinating and illuminating: stories that, in the old phrase, give
their readers both sweetness and light-both
entertainment and understanding." Hatrackk
first piece of IDS fiction is Kathryn Kid& humorous Paradise Vue; its most recent title is
DeAnne Nielson's Perfect Neighbors.
HELP
HOMOSEXUAL EDUCATION FOR
LATTER-DAY PARENTS
PO. BOX 3315
SAN RAMON, CA 94583
4151829-8528
This group meets the first Sunday of each
month at Peace Lutheran Church, 888 Podva
Road, Danville, California. Begun in 1984,
and originally accepted by The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints as an Il)S
Social Services program, HELP, now independent of the Church, is a chapter of the nationwide PIFLAG
(Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays) and serves as a support
network for parents, relatives, and friends of
homosexuals. The group provides understanding and support as well as the latest educational information on homosexuality and
provides speakers to groups who would like
to know more about this topic.

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE
3225 SOUTH NOLAND ROAD
PO. BOX 1770
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64055-0770
8161252-5010
FAX: 816/252-3976
Herald Publishing House, a division of the
Reorganized church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, is now in its 135th year. Herald
House publishes mostly scriptures, church
school cuniculum, tracts, and periodicals,
including the R L D ~church magazine, Saints
Herald. Recent titles include a hymnal, Sing
for Peace, and Legacy of Faith, a history of the
RLDS church, by Richard Howard.

HORIZON PUBLISHERS AND
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
50 SOUTH 500 WEST
BOUNTIFUL, UT 84011-0499
8011295-9451
FAX: 801/295-0196
Started in 1971, Horizon produces books
and audiotapes for traditional Latterday
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Saints. Horizon publishes fiction and nonfiction with a special emphasis on LDS children's books. Unlike many LDS publishers,
Horizon does its own printing and binding.
Recent titles include Aliens and UFOs:
Messengers or Deceivers? by James L.
Thompson and Biblical Mormonism by
Richard R. Hopkins.
-

-

--

INTERNATIONAL ACTION GROUP
do LDS HLJMANITAW SERVlCES
50 E. NORTH TEMPLE, 7TH FLOOR
SALT LAKE C I n UT 84105
The Salt Lake-based International Action
Group, an umbrella for LDS-affiliated and
other humanitarian organizations, first met
in the spring of 1992. Independent of the
Church-with LDS Humanitarian Services as
only one of many members-the
group
meets semiannually to discuss developments
and new ideas and to consolidate resources.
Beginning spring 1994, the group established a rotating chair, allowing each of the
various groups an opportunity to head the
informal council.

IOWA MORMON TRAILS
ASSOCIATION, INC.
500 EAST TAYLOR
CRESTON, k4 50801
Organized in 1992-93 by historians and
lanldowners in Iowa (principally non-LDS),
IMTA is a non-profit corporation "dedicated
to the
and development of the
Mormon Trails across Iowa." The corporation
works with the National Parks Service and
other organizations, hoping to establish
"consistent nationwide signage," to "design a
state of Iowa historic trails map [and] a
statewide directow of Mormon Trail historic
resources," and to develop communications,
public relations, and fundraising efforts.
Membership dues range from $5,000
(founder) to $10 (individual). The general
membership meets annually in June. IMTA is
currently working toward a 1996 sesquicentennial commemoration of the Mormon pioneers' departure from Nauvoo.

JAMES E. TALMAGE SOCIETY
LATTER-DAY ASSOCL4TlON OF
MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL
SCIENnSTS (ZA.M.PS.)
1147 TMCB
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
PROVO, UT 84602
801/378-4290
Founded near the close of 1993, the James E.
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Talmage Society, sponsored by the BYU
College of Physical and Mathematical
Scientists, is open to professional scientists
and students in chemistry and biochemistry,
computer science, geology, mathematics,
physics and astronomy, and statistics.The society aims to "develop a sense of community
~
[by] publicizing awards
among L D scientists
by LDS scientists, answering questions and
publishing essays on issues important to LDS
scientists, and highlighting important research being done by LDS scientists, both at
BYU and elsewhere." Information and a
newsletter are available upon request. The
society also hosts the computer network
lamps.

John
Whitmer
H istorical
Association
JOHN WHITMER HISTORICAL
ASSOCIATION
do GRACEIAND COLLEGE
LAMONI, IA 50140
The John Whitmer Historical Association is
an independent organization dedicated to
the study of ~eorgnizedChurch of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints history. The 450
members meet annually to foster historical
research and writing among people interested in the history and thought behind the
beginnings of Mormonism. Membership
rates ($15 annually; $12.50 students; $5
spouse; $27.50 joint membership with
Mormon History Association) include a subscription to an annual journal.
JOSEPH FIELDING SMITH INSTITUTE
FOR CHURCH HISTORY
127 KMB
BRIGHAM YOUNG UMVERSITY
PROVO. UT 84602
8011378-4023
In 1980, Church Historian Leonard
Amngtonk Church History Division was
transferred from Salt Lake to BYU and renamed the Joseph Fielding Smith Institute
for Church Historv. Since that time. members
of the Institute have continued to produce
groundbreaking works in Mormon history,
often while teaching university classes as
well.

J. REUBEN CLARK LAW SOCIETY
do SCOTT CAMERON
342JRCB
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNlVERSITY
PROVO, UT 84602
801/378-6386
Membership in the J. Reuben Clark Law
Society is
to all graduates of BWLaw
School, as well as to any interested individuals holding a law degree. The society exists
to "encourage high moral and professional
standards throughout the legal profession; to
serve the professional needs of its members;
and to assist the J. Reuben Clark Law School
in fulfilling its educational and professional
mission." Its 3,700 members live in every
U.S. state and in thirty foreign countries.
Organized chapters exist in many major
American cities.

LDS BOOKSELLERS ASSOCIATION
PO. BOX56

801/254-1933
Over 200 retailers of LDS books belong to the
LDS Booksellers Association. ~ e m i e r s h i ~
($35 annually) includes a subscription to
quarterly newsletter with updates on the industry. The association also sponsors an annual convention in August.

LATTER-DAY IDEALS
205 WEST 700 SOUTH, SUITE 402
SALT LAKE CITX UT 84101
801/531-9888
Latter-dav Ideals is a "confidential dating
" service . . . designed specifically for selective
Latter-day Saint single, divorced, or widowed
men and women who are seeking compatible
companions with mutual high standards and
goals." Membership and payment plans can
be obtained by writing to the above address.

LATTER-DAY SAINTS FOR CULTURAL
AWARENESS
498 EAST 630 NORTH
UNDON, LJT 84042-1555
"Latter-day Saints for Cultural Awareness is a
growing, evolving group of members of the
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Lord's Church whose goal is to provide fellowship, brotherhood, and understanding to
other members of the Lord's Kingdom on
earth." The group grew out of earlier organizations such as Genesis groups and the
Latter-day Saint African-American Cultural
and reached
Awareness Group (LDSAACAG),
its current incarnation in 1991. While the
LDSCASmain emphasis has been on AfricanAmerican Latter-day Saints, it hopes to expand to reflect the Church's cultural diversity
The group publishes a monthly newsletter,
UpLift, and sponsors an annual meeting.

LEGACY
LEGACY FOUNDATION
PO. BOX 50024
PROVO, UT 84605-0024
801/373-0515
The Legacy
- . Foundation is an educational,
support, and service organization for people
concerned with gay issues, but primarily for
gay people, their families and friends.
Subgroups have organized on a less-regular
basis. These include Comerstone-an educational group-and
the Reconciliation
Program, which deals with spiritual issues.

MORMON ALLIANCE
6337 HIGHLAND DRIVE
PO. BOX 215
SALT LAKE CITI: UT 84121
The Mormon Alliance was organized in 1992
to "uncover. identifv.
,. define. name. chronicle,
resist, and even combat acts and threats of
defamation and spiritual abuse perpetrated
on Mormon individuals and institutions by
Mormons and non-Mormon individuals and
institutions." Its trustees "wish to stress that
the Alliance is not anti-Mormon or antiChurch. It is anti-spiritual abuse. It does not
profess to provide alternate ecclesiastical
structure, only an alternate view of spiritual
and ecclesiastical power within the divinely
authorized structures of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints." The Mormon
Alliance prints a newsletter, By Common
Consent, and an annual report.
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Mormon

HIS~O~Y
A \ \ O C IATION

d

MORMON HISTORY ASSOCIATION
2470 NORTH 1000 WEST
UYTON, UT 84041-1236
Founded in 1964, the Mormon History
Association exists to promote rigorous study
of the Mormon past. The group holds an annual conference and publishes the]ournal of
Mormon Histoly in the spring and fall. The
800 members also receive a quarterly
newsletter.
MORMON MISCELLANEOUS
8912 SOUTH 700 EAST

FAX: 801/562-9686
Organized in 1980, Mormon Miscellaneous
cassette recordings
("Van
Hale-Walter Martin Debate"), pamphlets
("What About the Adam God Theory?" and
"Are Mormons Christian?"), and reprints of
almost all early Mormon publications and
periodicals by the Church or Church members from 1830 to 1845.

MORMON PACIFIC HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
c/o LANCE CHASE
BOX 1887 BYU-HAWAII
W E , HI 96762
808/293-3837
Since 1980, MPHS has existed to research and
publish material relative to Latter-day Saints
in the Pacific Basin, maintain bibliographic
and reference information relative to these
Saints, hold conferences and workshops to
teach and learn from those interested in
Pacific LDS history, and teach the skills required to continue gathering information on
the Church in the Pacific Basin. The Society
holds annual conventions for its eighty members and publishes the proceedings. Every
third year the annual convention is held "offisland." at a location other than Hawaii.
MORMON PEACE GATHERING
709 6TH AVENUE
SALT LAKE CIT'I: UT 84103
801/595-8226
The Mormon Peace Gathering was organized
in 1992 with the intent to bring about an end
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to nuclear weapons testing and to secure that
end with a comprehensive test ban. Its members are "inspired by the efforts of many
people throughout the world who, recognizing the presence of evil and injustice
around them, have heeded the spiritual
prompting to be anxiously engaged in a good
cause, and do many things of their own free
will, and bring to pass much righteousness."
(D&C 58:27.) The Peace Gathering sponsored a Mormon Weekend at the Nevada test
site through the Nevada Desert Experience in
1993, and will continue to promote activities
that help IDS people "renounce war and proclaim peace." (D&C98: 16.)
MORMON WOMEN'S FORUM
PO. BOX 58281
SALT LAKE C I n UT 84158-0281
801/297-2120
801/370-3839
FAX: 801/364-4256
Mormon Women's Forum, founded in 1988,
"invites all people to examine women's issues, particularly within the context of
Mormonism. It makes no formal demands
on any organization or system of belief. It
does, however, examine and question traditional interpretations of women's roles, their
history, and their relationship to deity"
Chapters of MWF exist in California,
Pennsylvania, Arizona, Ohio, and Utah. MWF
publishes Mormon Women's Forum: An WS
Feminist Quarterly. The Forum is also featured in Salt Lake on KRCL 91 FM, on the
final Thursday of each month from 12:30 to
1:00 PM.
MOUNTAIN MEADOWS ASSOCIATION
c/o RONALD E. LOVING
731 FLETCHER ROAD
NORTH KINGSTOWN, RI 02852
401/885-1688

VERNE LEE
6550 AUBURN-FALSOM ROAD
LOOMIS, CA 95650
916/652-0998
Since 1989-90, descendants of LDS perpetrators and non-LDs victims of the Mountain
Meadows Massacre have worked together to
preserve the memory of those involved in the
event. The group's activities culminated in a
permanent memorial at the Massacre site,
but members of the group continue to gather
information to increase general understanding and to inform family members. The
numbers listed above represent both the
Fancher and Lee families.
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dent of the Council of Twelve in 1979 as
Outreach International. Although Outreach
is independent of the RIDS church, its origins
and development are closely tied.

CErVTER FOR
CONSTITUTIOW

Ouclcsscl~ougc~u
Alliance

NATIONAL CENTER FOR CONSTITUTIONAL STUDIES
PO. BOX 841
801/565-1787
"The National Center for Constitutional
Studies (formerly the Freemen Institute) is a
non-profit educational foundation created to
teach the U.S. Constitution in the tradition of
America's founding fathers." The NCCS
"gratefully acknowledges . . . that America
and its Constitution were established by the
hand of God; and thus [they] advocate
morality and religion as essential foundations
of human happiness and freedom." The
NCCS continually launches "a positive, constructive campaign of education to help our
country get back on its constitutional track."
~

~

ORSON HYDE GESELLSCHAFT
PETER WOUUER
AHORNSTR 9A.
D-93333 NEUSTmT/DONAU
GERMANY
TEUFAX 08402/7498
C/O

BERNDJANEKE
HERMANNSBURGER WEG 48
21079 HAMBURG
GERMANY
TEL 0401768 7315
Founded in 1993, the Orson Hyde
Gesellschaft (Society) eldsts "for the fostekng
of the history of The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints in Central Europe."
Named for the apostle who, in 1841-42, was
the among the first Church leaders to travel
the group hopes not only
in Central~uro~e,
to document Church history in Germanspeaking and neighboring countries, but to
record the experiences of contemporary witnesses "in order to preserve the memories
and experiences of older members for following generations." The group hopes also to
"promote the development of a feeling of
European identity among members of the
Church in the area of Central Europe." The
group intends to begin a yearly symposium
for members. Current information on the
OHG can be obtained through the independent European publication, Bertrachtungen.
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OUELESSEBOUGOU-UTAHALLIANCE
212 WEST 1300 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY; UT 841 15
801/486-2136
Although not officially or unofficially connected
with
the
IDS
church,
Ouelessebougou-Utah Alliance began in
1985 when seven Utahns traveled to Mali, an
African country, to search for a "community
or group of villages with which they and the
Salt Lake community could begin a longterm relationship to help and learn." The
Utah group eventually forged that relationship with the Ouelessebougou region, comprised of seventy-two villages and 35,000
struggling people. The Alliance undertakes
projects requested by the villagers, who define their own needs, contribute labor to projects, and provide their own leadership "so
that when the Alliance has completed its
work, the projects will continue independently" To succeed in its projects-constructing wells, fencing gardens, providing
basic health care training, and teaching literacy-the Alliance depends on individual
and community support.

PIONEER PRESS
7285 HIGHLAND DRWE
SALT LAKE CITY; UT 84121
801/943-5651
Independent Mormon
fundamentalist
ogden Kraut has authored and published
over thirty titles, includingJesus Was Mamed,
United Order, and Blood A t m e n t . Pioneer
Press also publishes journals, biographies,
and autobiographies of obscure and wellknown Mormon historical figures.

Reconciliation was founded "to create a safe
haven for Mormon gays, lesbians, their families and friends to study the gospel and develop relationships with Christ. To enhance
the meeting's spirit, there is no bashing of any
organization, people, or individuals. The
purpose is not to change anyone's sexual orientation but to come together to love and
heal one another."

OUTREACHINTERNATIONAL
PO. BOX 21 0
221 WEST LWCMGTON
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64051-0210
81 6/833-0883
FAX: 816/833-0103
Outreach International is a humanitarian
organization with affiliates worldwide (fortysix programs in sixteen countries). Based on
a model of "Participatory Human Development," Outreach empowers developing
communities to set their own priorities,
locate resources, and eventually solve their
own problems. In 1969. two RIDS officials
and an Independence physician founded
Missions Health Foundation, a health ministry with some emphasis on community development. In 1972, three RIDS apostles
recognized the need for separate funds for
human development and founded Outreach,
Inc., which was reorganized by the First
Presidency, Presiding Bishopric, and presi-

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CENTER
270 ISB
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNNERSIN
PROVO, UT 84602
801/378-2706
The Religious Studies Center at BYU was
founded i n 1975 to "facilitate not only the
University's commitment to religious studies
but . . . to serve those same interests among
the general membership of the IDS church."
While the center's primary function is "to
bring researchers with common interests in
religious studies together," leading to publication of special projects, "one basic objective . . . is to improve the teaching
effectiveness of participants and to support
the classroom presentation of the message of
the restored gospel." RSC publishes a
newsletter three times a year and sponsors
symposia on subjects such as "Old Testament
Prophets," "Mormonism and Islam," and
"The Pearl of Great Price," from which selected papers are also published. RSC
also publishes several books each year for the

RECONCILIATION:
GAYS, LESBIANS, AND MORMON
FAMILIES SEEKING SPIRITUALITY
80
- - -1/596-83
. - - - - - -1 -5
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serious researcher of Mormon studies, such
asjoseph Smith: The Prophet, the Man, edited
by Susan Easton Black and Charles D. TateJr.
RESTORATION RESEARCH
d o STEVEN SHIELDS
123 OAK AVENUE, #308
EL SEGLINDO, CA 90245-2385
310/322-0449
Restoration Research is not sponsored by or
connected with any church or organization.
Its irregularly published journal, Restoration,
focuses on more than fifty churches and
other Latter Day Saint groups but concentrates on history and issues of interest to
RLDS and I D S church members.

w

RESTORATION TRAIL FOUNDATION
1034 WEST LEXINGTON
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64050
816/836-4671
FAX: 816/833-1000 EX?: 307
The Restoration Trail Foundation is a nonprofit corporation sponsored by the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints. Its mission is to "maintain, develop, and preserve the physical heritage of
the Church through its historic sites."
Historic properties maintained and developed through contributions to RTF include
the Kirtland Temple, the Nauvoo Mansion
House, the Nauvoo House, the Red Brick
Store, and other properties in Independence,
Lamoni, Beloit, Plano, Far West, and Haun's
Mill. Membership to RTF is tax deductible to
the extent provided by law. Annual fees for
membership are available in varying categories: Pacesetter ($2,500), Leader ($1,000),
Patron ($500). Century ($100). and
Contributing ($25). All members receive a
subscription to Restoration Trail Forum.
SAINTS ALIVE IN JESUS
PO. BOX 1076
ISSAQUAH, W A 98027
206/228-0175
FAX: 206/228-0235
Formerly known as Ex-Mormons for Jesus,
this group publishes a monthly newsletter
and has been influential in the production of
the Godmakers film series. Other focuses for
the group concern Masonry and the threat of
a New World Order.
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SAINTS' SALON
c/o BRUCE BAKER
301 HILLTOP ROAD
TAKOMA PARK, MD 20910
301/587-7684
Saints' Salon is an informal monthly gathering in the Washington, D.C., area-to-discuss-~ormonissues i n an open exchange of
ideas and values. The group meets in participants' homes and discusses topics such as
theology, history, contemporary issues, women's issues, sexuality and general conference
addresses.

SIGNATURE BOOKS
564 WEST 400 NORTH
SALT LAKE CITE: UT 84116-3411
801/531-1483,800/356-5687
FAX: 801/53 111488
Signature Books was founded in 1981 to
scholarly works and contemporary
literature relevant to the American West,
with emphasis on Mormon studies. President
George Smith says Signature Books is "committed to expanding the scope of Mormon
history, as well as enhancing the opportunities for expression by scholars and writers
within the local community" Signature titles
include D. Michael Quinnk Mormon
Hierarchy: Origins of Paver, Levi Peterson's
The Backslider, and Calvin Grondahk Utah:
Sex and Travel Guide.
SMITH RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
CONTACT THROUGH SIGNATURE BOOKS
Associated with Signature Books, a publisher
of historical works relating to the Mormon
chapter in American history, Smith Research
Associates' 1994 titles include The Truth, The
Way, The Life, An elementary Treatise on
Theology: The Masterwork ofB. H. Roberts, The
Mysteries of Godliness: A History of Mormon
Temple Wonhip by David John Buerger, From
Historian to Dissenter: The Book of john
Whitmer by Bruce N. Westergren, Inventing
Mormonism: Tradition and the Historical Record
by Michael Marquardt and Wesley Walters.

SOCIETY FOR EARLY HISTORIC
ARCHAEOLOGY
d o BRUCE WARREN
1147 SOUTH MAIN
OREM, UT 84058
801/224-2218
Founded in 1949, S.E.H.A. is an independent
LDS organization designed to investigate the
archaeology of the Hebrew-Christian and
Latter-day Saint scriptures. The organization
publishes a newsletter several times a year.

SONS OF UTAH PIONEERS
3301 W T 2920 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITE: UT 84109-4260
801/484-4441
The National Society of the Sons of Utah
Pioneers is open to descendants of pioneer
settlers of early Utah. Chapters meet in locations throughout Utah and other states. The
group publishes a bimonthly magazine,
Pioneer:
SSSML
SOClETY FOR THE SOCIOLOGICALSTUDY
OF MORMON LIFE
d o PERRY CUNNINGHAM
RESEARCH INFORMATION DMSION
50 E. NORTH TEMPLE, 18TH FLOOR
SALT LAKE CITE: UT 84150
801/240-3210
Since 1978, SSSML has existed to encourage
sociological research on Mormon life. The
group sponsors sessions on Mormon life at
national symposia and conferences and publishes an occasional newsletter.

SUNSTONE FOUNDATION
331 SOUTH RIO GRANDE, SUITE 206
SALTLAKE CITE: UT84101-1136
801/355-5926
Founded in 1974 as a non-profit corporation, the Sunstone Foundation publishes
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SUNSTONE
magazine and sponsors symposiums across the United States to further independent
discussion
of
Mormon
"experience, scholarship, issues, and art." the
foundation also occasionally publishes
books, including Calvin Grondahl's Freeway
to Perfection, Faith Promotin Rumors, and
Sunday's Foyer.The foundation is governed
by a rotating board of trustees. Donations to
the Sunstone Foundation are tax exempt.

cial support through special programs; raise
awareness in the LDS community concerning
the experiences unique to LDS divorced
women and their children; provide resource
and referral information available within the
LDS church and the larger community."

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS
1325 SOUTH OAK STREET
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
800/545-4703
THRASHER RESEARCH FUND
Founded in 1918, the University of Illinois
50 E. NORTH TEMPLE STREET
Press began publishing Mormon titles in
SALT LAKE CITr: UT 84150
1965 with Robert Flanders's Kingdom on the
801/240-4753
Mississippi, followed ten years later with
FAX: 801/240-1417 or
Carthage Conspiracy by Marvin Hill and
801/240-5526
Dallin Oaks. Gradually the press began pubIn 1973, E. W "Al" Thrasher, a non-LDS lishing more Mormon titles, such as Stanley
Utahn, provided a substantial endowment to Kimball's Heber C. Kimball (1981), Richard
be administered through the LDs church for Bushman's Joseph Smith and the Beginnings of
humanitarian, child-related research pro- Mormonism (1984), and Jan Shipps's
jects. Since the first grants were made in Mormonism: The Story of a New Religious
1978, the Thrasher Fund has reviewed re- Tradition. This year, seven out of its 120 titles
search proposals annually for two separate have Mormon subjects, including The Angel
categories, the Scientific Fund and the and the Beehive by Armand Mauss, and
Innovative Fund. The former exists to fund Contemporary Mormonism: Social Science
academic research focusing on "novel ap- Perspectives, edited by Marie Cornwall, Tim
proaches to the solution of problems in nu- Heaton, and Lawrence Young.
trition and pediatric infectious diseases." The
latter fund serves to "bridge the gap between
formal research and field applications"by encouraging projects appropriate to local cultures that, through careful documentation,
can be transferred to other cultures. Through UNIVERSITY OF UTAH PRESS
these funds, Thrasher Research "will con- 101 UNIVERSITY SERVlCES BUILDING
tinue to support research and field applica- SALT LAKE CITY; UT 841 12
tions that seek to improve the well-being of 801/581-3365
children worldwide."
FAX: 801/581-3365
Since its establishment in 1949, the
University of Utah Press has published books
TRANSITION SUPPORT GROUP
from a variety of disciplines and perspectives,
C/O SLC FIRST UNlTARlAN CHURCH
including Mormon history, culture, and phi569 SOUTH 1300 EAST
losophy; "emphasis is given to
of
SALT LAKE CITY; UT
scholarship, academic integrity and value to
Transition Support Group is designed to helv the community" Over the years, University
former and disaffected ~ o r m o &make tie of Utah Press has published titles including
transition from Church membership. Onin Porter Rockwell: Man of God, Son of
Discussion panels and speakers are spon- fiunder by Herold Schindler, and Kidnapped
sored regularly
from That Land: The Government Raids on the
Shortcreek Polygamists by Martha Sonntag
Bradley
TOUCHSTONE
1078 EAST 700 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
UTAH LIGHTHOUSE MINISTRY
801/265-2062
PO. BOX 1884
801/582-3008
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 841 10
Touchstone is a support network for L D di~
801/485-8894
vorced women, the purposes of which are to Since 1964, Jerald and Sandra Tanner have
"promote a lifetime commitment to LDS published numerous anti-Mormon books
values; provide spiritual, emotional, and so- and issued the Salt Lake City Messenger under
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the name Modem Microfilm Co. In 1983
they changed to a non-profit organization titled Utah Lighthouse Ministry in an attempt
to inform the LDS people of the historical and
doctrinal problems of Mormonism and to
help them "turn to the Lord."
UTAH MISSIONS, INC.
PO. BOX 348

FAX: 405/658-2867
"Utah Missions. Inc., is a non-profit, religious
organization, established to educate
Christians about the LDs church. . . .
Exposing Mormonism since 1954," UMI publishes the monthly Evangel and offers a yeark
subscription free to anyone who inquires.

UTAH STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
300 SOUTH N O GRANDE
SALT LAKE CITk: UT 84101
801/533-5755
Founded in 1897, the Utah State Historical
Society has been sponsored by the state of
Utah since 1917. Over 3,000 members meet
annually and are dedicated to "collecting,
preserving, and displaying Utah historic and
prehistoric artifacts, documents, and other
materials." The society administers the
National Historic Preservation Act for the
state of Utah and produces three publications: Utah Historical Quarterly, begun in
1928; the bimonthly Utah State Historical
Society Newsletter begun in 1950; and an illustrated annual, Beehive History, begun in
1974. All publications are funded by the
state of Utah.

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
LOGAN, UT 84322-7800
8011797-1362
FAX: 801/797-0313
Founded in 1972, the Utah State University
Press regularly publishes titles on Utah, folklore, and Mormonism. USU Press recently re-
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published West from Fort Bridger: The
Pioneering of Immigrant Trails Across Utah,
1846-1850, edited by J. Roderic Koms and
Dale L. Morgan.

VASAA
VETERANS ASSOCIATION FOR SERVICE
ACTIVITIES ABROAD
PO.BOX 17815
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84117-0815
801/278-7674
Organized in 1983 by LDS Vietnam veterans
and originally called Veterans Assisting Saints
Abroad Association, VASAA has provided humanitarian service to LDS members and
others for over a decade. With the name
change in 1990, VASAA further shifted its emphasis from retrieving Saints left behind in
Vietnam to more general humanitarian service. All current and retired military personnel are eligible for membership, as are
any who have served in Southeast Asia in
military or civilian capacities; friends and
family of veterans and others with humanitarian interests are eligible for associate membership. Members receive the newsletter Lost
0 Found.

VOICE
BYUS COMMITTEE TO PROMOTE THE
STATUS OF WOMEN
445 ELWC
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSIN
PROVO, UT 84602
Since 1989, VOICE has challenged BwS traditionally conservative campus with feminist
activism that has gained national attention.
Members meet weeklv to discuss feminist issues or to listen to guest speakers from the
BYU community and beyond. Membership
fluctuates, but has been as high as 150.

WASATCH WESTERNERS
c/o JEFF JOHNSON
717 5TH AVENUE, #I07
SALT LAKE C I Z UT 84103
801/364-9735
Since the mid-1980s. Wasatch Westerners
has sponsored monthly dinner discussions in
the Salt Lake area on various topics of
western U.S. history, frequently including
Mormonism. Membership has remained
steady at about fifty with yearly dues of $15.
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The group normally remains inactive during
summer months.

WOMEN'S RESEARCH INSTITUTE
970 SWKT
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
PROVO. UT 84602
801/378-4609
Founded in 1978, "The Women's Research
Institute at Brigham Young University encourages the scholarly investigation of women's lives and experiences, women5 issues,
and gender studies by conducting research,
promoting the publication of scholarship
about women and gender, and sponsoring
conferences and proceedings." The institute
sponsors an interdisciplinary Women's

Studies minor, and offers various fellowships
and research grants to students and faculty
Each year the institute also publishes a
volume of selected addresses delivered at the
relief Society Women's Conference.
Inquiries about the institute or its activities
are welcome.
ZARAHEMLA RESEARCH
FOUNDATION
do RAYMOND TREAT
PO. BOX 172 7
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64055
816/46] -9406
The Zarahemla Research Foundation is a
"non-profit, tax exempt corporation dedicated to Book of Mormon research. The
Foundation is not associated with any specific religious organization, and membership
is open to anyone interested in Book of
Mormon research." The foundation publishes a bimonthly magazine, Zarahemla
Record.

Seeking A
Intellectual
Freedom?
... Well then you've cane to the right place - because we have about as /Me as anywhere on
earth! But all of that is about to change as HR proudly present CELESTIAL ROULETTE - the
intellectually stimulating, viscerally invigorating new board game that provides more good oldfashioned fun than the founding fathers ever intended! CELESTIAL ROULETTE gathers together
all of your favorite Utah characte~(from Arch-Conservative Constitutionalists to more Gentle
General Authorities) and lets you live their lives! Perfect for parties, ideal for individual
edification, the most uniaue and deliahtful aift of the season, CELESTIAL ROULETTE is pre
destined to be the hottest conversation topic of the year! &
d for the super scholasticdly inclined, ure enthusiastically offer much of the comedy in the original Refonned Egyptian
check or money order for
language! Very Limited Availablity - Don't Be Left Out - Only
each game (tax, postage, handling included) to:
G 8 M Enterprises, 869 East 4500 South Ste. 430, Salt Lake City, Utah 84107

$m

CELESTIAL ROULE77E - The Only Game In Town!
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AFFINITY
PO. BOX 46022
LOS ANGELES, CA 90046
2131255-7251
Affinity is a monthly newsletter published by
Affirmation: Gay and Lesbian Mormons.
Subscriptions are included with membership, or individual copies can be purchased
at the $2.50 cover price.

ALLIANCE
ALLIANCE
OUELLESSEBOUGOU-UTAH A W C E
212 WEST 1300 SOUTH
SALT LAKE C l n UT 841 15
8011486-2136
Alliance is an annual ~ublication of the
Ouellessebougou-Utah Alliance, appearing
in the fall. It contains progress reports, announces upcoming events, and lists with
thanks contributors to the organization. The
newsletter is mailed to Alliance members.

AMCAP NEWS
ASSOCIATION FOR MORMON
COUNSELORS AND PSYCHOTHERAPISTS
249 EAST 160 NORTH
OREM, LJT84057-5518
AMCAP News is an official publication of the
Association for Mormon Counselors and
Psychotherapists, published in February and
August of each year. Subscription comes with
AMCAP membership.

AMCAP JOURNAL
ASSOClATlON FOR MORMON
COUNSELORS AND PSYCHOTHERAPISTS
d o P SCOTT RICHARDS, EDITOR
320D MCKB
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNNERSlTY
PROVO, UT 64602
8011378-4868
Published semiannually, the AMCAP Journal
prints scholarly arti~lesklatin~
to counseling
theory, psychotherapy, family therapy, social
work, the application of LDs doctrine to psychological processes, or other topics of in-
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BERTRACHTUNGEN (REFLECTIONS)
do H. WElSSMANN
I64 RUE ALBERTJOLY
terest to the interdisciplinary membership of 78000 VERSAIUES
the Association for Mormon Counselors and FRANCE
Psychotherapists. Subscription comes with Since its first issue in January 1993,
Bertrachtungen, a ~ u r o p e a i DS. journal
AMCAP membership.
printed in English, French, and Gennan has
sought to "deal with the culture and intellectual world of Mormonism and Latter-day
Saints in Europe." Subscriptions are $15 U.S.
(one year).

BEEHIVE
HISTORY

BEEHIVE HISTORY
c/o UTAH STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
300 RIO GRANDE
SALT IAKE CITE: UT 84101
8011533-5755
Beehive History has been published annually
by the Utah State Historical Society since
1974. Subscriptions are available with membership.

BEEHIVE NEWSPAPER
1916 SOUTH MARYL4ND PARKWAY
IAS VEGAS, h'V 891 04-3106
7021732-1812
The Beehive Newspaper is the largest free LDS
publication in print. Founded in 1975 in Las
Vegas, until January 1993 the Beehive was
available only in Southern Nevada. Since
January, the paper has been available in convenience and grocery stores throughout
Utah. The readership base is 75,000 to
80,000 per each monthly edition. Mail order
subscriptions can be received for $12 per
year. The Beehive plans to debut the quarterly
Beehive Singles News in the summer of 1994.

BEEHIVE NEWSPAPER (ARIZONA)
c/o LINDA LEAVITT
550 NORTH CHERRY STREET
MESA, AZ 85201
602/844-9328
In 1993, the Las Vegas-based Beehive
Newspaper started a separate publication for
Arizona Latterday Saints. Similar in content
and design to its predecessor, the Arizona
Beehive also drew many of its resources from
the remains of the defunct Latter-day Sentinel,
an earlier Arizona publication. Subscriptions
are $ 12 (one year).

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
STUDIES
403 CB
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNNERSIN
PROVO, UT 84602
8011378-6691
Founded in 1959, B
W Studies "is dedicated
to the correlation of revealed and discovered
truth and to the conviction that the spiritual
and the intellectual are complementary and
fundamentally harmonious avenues of
knowledge. This periodical strives to explore
scholarly perspectives on Ds topics. It is
committed to seeking truth 'by study and
also by faith' (D&C 88:118) and recognizes
that all knowledge without charity is nothing
(1 Cor. 13:2). It proceeds that faith and
reason, revelation and scholarly learning,
obedience and creativity are compatible; they
are 'many members, yet but one body' (1
Cor. 12:20)." With a circulation of 4,000, the
quarterly journal publishes refereed articles
as well as poetry, personal essays, and short
stories. Subscription rates are $15 for one
year, $28.50 for two years, and $40.50 for
three years.
BRIGHAM YOUNG MAGAZINE
208A UPB
BRlGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
PROVO, UT 84602-1001
801I3 78-7321
The BW Alumni Association has published
BW Today (changed to Brigham Young
M a g d n e in 1993) since 1971 to keep its
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graduates informed of campus events. The
quarterly magazine, composed mostly of feature articles, circulates to 130,000 graduates
of Brigham Young University

BY COMMON CONSENT
THE MORMON AUJANCE
6337 HIGHLAND DRIVE
BOX215
SALT LAKE CIW UT 84121
The quarterly newsletter of The Mormon
Alliance, By Common Consent, is designed to
provide an unsolicited catalogue of spiritual
abuse cases to LDs general authorities, auxiliary leaders, key Church officials, and to inquirers. A $30 annual subscription entitles
subscribers to By Common Consent as well as
to the annual Mormon Alliance Report.
CANADIAN MORMON STUDIES
ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
c/o KEITH PARRY
DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY
UNlVERSIN OF REGINA
SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA S4S 0.42
3061585-4181
The CMSA Newsletter is mailed to dues-paying
members of the Canadian Mormon Studies
Association on an irremlar basis. The
newsletter informs members of meetings and
current research topics.

.,

Cougar Sports
M A G A Z I N E
COUGAR SPORTS
MOUNTAIN PUBLISHING, INC.
PO. BOX 375
PROVO, UT 84603-9941
800/93-COUGS
In 1993, two sports editors from ~ w ' Daily
s
Universe launched this publication, dedicated to bringing insider looks at a variety of
men's and women's BYU sports to a large community of fans. Cougar Sports magazine is
available at newsstands across the Wasatch
Front, or by subscription ($29.95 for 10
monthly issues).
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THE DAILY UNIVERSE
538 ELWC
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
PROVO, UT 84062
8011378-2957
The official Brigham Young University student newspaper provides news and information to students and faculty, and functions as
a lab for journalism and advertising students.
The Universe publishes 18,500 copies daily
during the fall and winter semesters and
10,000 three times a week during spring and
summer terms.

DAYBREAK
PO. BOX 705

415/342-8260
Daybreak, an IDS singles newsletter in the
greater Bay area, keep;l>eseret Singles members and others aware of activities and other
pertinent information.
THE DEFENDER
d o EBORN BOOKS
PO. BOX 2093, DEPT: R
PEORIA, AZ 85380
With the appearance of Volume 1, Number 1
in fall 19-93, Rush Utah's newsletter, The
Defender;began its mission of "watching, reporting and commenting on anti-Mormon
and Utah-bashing activities." The newsletter
takes L.imbaugh&ue jabs not only at antiMormons, but at Dialogue, SUNSTONE,
Signature Books, and Mormon feminists.
subscription rate is $10 for four issues (quarterly). Rush Utah also lambastes
"Sunstoners" in a "SUNSTONE Joke Book,"
available
from
Ebom
Books.

A JOURNAL OF

MORMON THOUGHT

DIALOGUE: A JOURNAL OF MORMON
THOUGHT
PO. BOX 658
SALT LAKE CIT1: UT 84110-0658
801/363-9988
Founded in 1966, Dialogue: A Journal of
peer-reviewed
Mormon Thought is a
academic journal examining Mormon history
and culture. Dialogue seeks to present a diversity of perspectives to more than 4,000
readers. Subscription rates are $30 per year,
$25 for students and senior citizens, $35 foreign surface, $30 foreign studentslsenior citizens, and $55 foreign air.

EAGLE'S EYE
EAGLE'S EYE
STUDENT LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
128 ELWC
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
PROVO, UT 84602-1001
Eagle's Eye, published quarterly by Bw's multicultural office and Student Leadership
Development, is primarily directed to Bw's
Native American population. The publication has a circulation of 3,000.

ENSIGN

ENSIGN
50 E. NORTH TEMPLE
SALT LAKE CIT1: UT 84105
801/531-2851
At its inception in 1971, President Harold B.
Lee described the Ensign magazine, the official publication of the LDs church, as designed "to help individuals and families stay
closer to the Lord." Subscriptions are $10
(one year).
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THE EVANGEL
c/o UTAH MISSIONS, INC.
BOX 348
MARLOW OK 73055
405/658-5631
8001654-3992
FAX: 4051658-2867
"Exposing Mormonism since 1954," the
Evangel is published monthly by Utah
Missions, Inc., and is distributed to "contributors and friends." The goal is to "educate
Christians about the LDS church." A year's
subscription is free to anyone who inquires.

EXCHANGE
BYU MANAGEMENT SOCIETY
MARRlOTT SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
588 TNRB
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNNERSIN
PROVO, UT 84602
8011378-2182
Beginning in 1978, Exchange magazine has
been published semiannually by the Mamott
school of Management. ~kicles,written by
faculty graduates, and others, address the international diversity of the school's alumni.
Current circulation is 30,000.

EXPONENT I1
PO. BOX 128
ARLINGTON, MA 021 74-0002
6171868-3464
Exponent 11 is an independent, volunteer or-ganization that publishes a quarterly. paper
- addressingwomen's issues in an LDS context.
Founded in 1974, Exponent I1 has a readership of approximately2,500. The editors solicit and publish fiction, poetry, book
reviews, and readers' responses; however, the
newspaper's foundation is the personal
essay-the written description of the author's life journey in her own voice. Exponent
I1 is committed to providing a forum for
women to exchange their experiences in an
atmosphere of trust and acceptance, and sees
itself as a forum for the celebration of the
strength and diversity of women.
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FAMILY PERSPECTIVE
d o STEPHEN 1. BAHR
CENTER FORSTUDIES OF THE FAMILY
922 SWKT
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNlVERSlTY
PROVO, UT 84602
801/378-2948
Founded in 1966, Family Perspective is a
quarterly, multidisciplinaryjournal that publishes articles for those who work with and
study families. Articles include original research, evaluation of programs, reviews of research, discussions of policy, and theoretical
essays. The journal is particularly interested
in articles on current issues, social policy, and
values. Each year at least two special issues
are prepared on topics of current interest.
Subscription rates are $50 per year for institutions, $25 for individuals. Add $10 for
subscriptions outside the U.S. Single issues
are $12.

50 E. NORTH TEMPLE
SALT LAKE C I X LJT 84150
801/531-2951
Founded in 1971 along with the Ensign and
the New Era, the ~ r i & dis the official LDS
publication for children. The magazine publishes monthly to a circulation of 194,000.
~ubscri~tionsare
$10 (one year).
GAMO-NEWSLETTER
GAMOFITES: GAY MORMON FATHERS
PO. BOX 3104
ONTARIO, CA 91761
8191369-1280
Gamofites publishes pre- and post-conference newsletters preceding and following
each of its semiannual retreats. Submissions
relevant to gay Mormon fathers are welcome.

HEART & MIND
d o GOSPEL TRUTHS MINISTRIES
1340 MONROE, NW
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505-4622
6161451-4562
"Heart G Mind is published to promote faith
in Jesus Christ and His exclusive claims as
Savior and Lord as revealed in the Bible." The
anti-Mormon Gospel Truths Ministries, the
publisher, believes that "faith requires us to
go beyond reason, but not against it," and so
they "encourage the reader to let the mind
examine what the heart believesn as they attempt to "exposenMormonism.

HELPING HANDS
BEEHIVE FOUNDATION
1011 WEST MERMOD
CARLSBAD, NM 88220
505/885-2178
8001524-2799
FAX: 505/887-2671
Although the Beehive Foundation was oxanized
1983, it had no newsletter until
Helping Hands began to be published in
1994. Issues contain reports of the humanitarian organization's achievements and inform members of upcoming events and
activities. The newsletter is mailed to members and contributors.

INSCAPE
HUMANITIES PUBLlCATION CENTER
CRANDALL HOUSE WEST (CRWH)
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
PROVO, UT84602
8011378-4455
BYU has published a student literary journal
for year', but since 1981 the title has remained Inscape. The publication comes out
twice a year, in fall and winter semesters,and
contains student personal essays, poetry, literary criticism, short stories, and plays.

INSIDE COUGAR REPORT
925 NORTH MAIN STREET
SPRINGVILE, UT 84663-1051
8001759-2665
FAX: 8011373-5489
Since 1992, Inside Cougar Report has utilized
a network of subscribers to gather up-to-theminute insider information. analisis. and
opinion about BW sports. The four-page
weekly newsletter is not officially affiliated
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with BYU and is edited and produced by
Provo's Daily Herald sports editor, Dick
Harmon. Subscriptionscost $49.95 a year or
$11.95 a quarter.
INSIGHT
186 HGB
BRIGHAM YOUNG U N N E ~ 1 l - Y
PROVO, UT 84602
8011378-3553
This student journal publishes nonfiction
and scholastic articles -on all topics. Since
1985, Insight has been distributed free of
charge to the BYU student body at least two
times a year.

-.

Ih-l.

AN ANCIENT WINDOW

INSIGHTS: AN ANCIENT WINDOW
EA.R.M.5
PO. BOX 7113
UNIVERSIN STATION
PROVO, UT 84602
8001327-6715
FAX: 8011378-3724
Insights, the newsletter of the Foundation for
~ncient Research and Mormon Studies
(EA.R.M.s.),keeps readers informed concerning the latest developments in Book of
Mormon studies and scholarship. The
newsletter announces publication of Review
of Books on the Book of Mormon andJournal of
Book of Mormon Studies as well. Subscription
is $12 per year (six issues), $6 for students.

INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE
50 E. NORTH TEMPLE
SALT LAKE CITI: UT 84150
8011240-2490
Beginning
- in 1945 with the semi-official,
Spanish-language Liahona magazine, international ~ a t t e i d a Saints
i
have kceived translated versions oi what has come to be known
simply as the International Magazine. Now
fully official, the magazine is printed
monthly in Chinese, Danish, Dutch, English,
Finnish, French, German, Italian, Japanese,
Korean, Norwegian, Portuguese, Samoan,
Spanish, Swedish, and Tongan; bi-monthly
in Indonesian and Thai; and quarterly in
Bulgarian, Czech, Hungarian, and Icelandic.
~ a c language
h
has its o& title and subscriptions range from $9 to $14, US., per year.
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IOWA MORMON TRAILS
ASSOCIATION, INC. NEWSLETTER
500 EAST TAYLOR
CRESTON, lA 50801
This quarterly newsletter keeps those interested in the preservation of ~ o r m o npioneer
trails updated on cumnt projects.
Subscriptions are available with membership
in the association.

Historical Association Journal

JOHN WHITMER HISTORICAL
ASSOCIATIONJOURNAL
PO. BOX 1485
GRACELAND COLLEGE
LAMONI, JA 50140
An annual publication since 1981, this RLDS
historical journal has a subscribership of
450. Subscriptions are included in the $15
membership fee ($27.50 joint membership
in MHA).
JOURNAL OF BOOK OF MORMON
STUDIES
EA.RM.S.
PO. BOX 7113
UNrvERSIN STA27ON
PROVO. UT 84602
8001327-6715
A semiannual soft-bound publication, the
Journal includes scholarly essays about Book
of Mormon topics. Subscription information
and release dates are available through
Insights, the EA.R.M.S. newsletter.
JOURNAL OF COLLEGIUM
AESCULAPIUM
THE BRlGHAM YOUNG UNIVEFSIN
ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
PO. BOX 7424
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
PROVO, Ur 84602
8011378-6748
8011378-2513
A semiannual publication, the Journal of
Collegium Aesculapium features articles of interest to LDS students and professionals in the
medical field. Subscriptions are available
with membership.

JOURNAL OF MORMON HISTORY
PO. BOX 7010
UNIVERSITY STATION
PROVO, UT 84602
The Journal of Mormon History is published
twice a year by the Mormon History
Association. Articles focus on all aspects of
LDS history from a variety of perspectives.
Single copies can be purchased for $8, but
subscriptions are included in the $15 membership fee (or $27.50 with joint membership in J\NHA).
KULA MANU
DIVISION OF LANGUAGE, LITERATURE 6
COMMUNICATlONS
BYU-HAWAII
BOX 1964
W E , HI 96762-1294
Since 1962, Kula Manu has been the journal
of student literature and fine arts at BYUHawaii. The journal is published annually at
the end of each semester and distributed free
to students.

LDS Clrurclr News
LDS CHURCH NEWS
PO. BOX 1257
30 EAST 100 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITI: UT 841 11
80112.37-2141
The ws C'hurch News is published by the
Deseret News each Saturday as a section of the
newspaper and has been since 1930. It is
available throughout Utah where the Deseret
News can be obtained through home delivery
or single-copy purchase. Approximate circulation is 65,000. In addition, L D ~Church
News is mailed to a subscription base of
160,000 throughout the world each week.
Cost of a yearly subscription (outside Utah)
is $16. The LDS Church News reports on the
growth and occurrences of the LDs church
and its leadership throughout the world
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LATTER-DAY DIGEST
PO. BOX 1510
OREM, UT 84059
8011221-0893
Published monthly since 1992, Latter-day
Digest has grown to a circulation of over
6,000. Modeled after the ReaderS Digest, this
magazine publishes feature articles, short
stories, and personal essays from and for
mainstream Mormons. One yeark subscription (twelve issues) is $29 ($30.81 for Utah
residents).

LATTER-DAY WOMEN
PO. BOX 1510

LEGACY
DAUGHTERS OF UTAH PIONEERS
300 NORTH MAIN STREET
SALT LAKE CITE: UT 84103
8011538-1050
Legacy is the officialpublication of Daughters
of Utah Pioneers, published quarterly and
available to dues-paying members. The
newsletter keeps members posted on upcoming events and publications, as well as
significant news and obituaries from local
chapters.
LITERATURE AND BELIEF
3076-EJKHB
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
PROVO, UT 84602
8011378-3073
BYU's Center for the Study of Christian Values
in Literature has publihed Literature and
Belief since 1981. The journal is comprised of
academic articles on the intersection of world
literature and religious life. Produced annually, individual issues cost $5 ($7 outside the
U.S.).

@ mFound
t
vawA

8011221-0893
Since its premiere in November of 1993 as a
"sisternmagazine to Latter-Day Digest, Latterday Women has hoped to be "a voice for
mainstream LDS women." Aside from featuring profiles on prominent LDS women, the
monthly magazine publishes features, short
stories, and poetry. Subscription rates are
$29 for twelve issues ($30.81 for Utah residents).

THE LEADING EDGE
3162JKHB
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
PROVO, UT 84602
8011378-4455
Since 1981, BYU students have edited and
published the Leading Edge, a journal of science fiction and fantasy writing. Published
three times a year, it has a circulation of
around 400. Subscription rates are $8 per
year.
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LOST & FOUND
VETERANS ASSOCIATION FOR SERVICE
A C T N I T I S ABROAD
PO. BOX 17815
SALT LAKE ClTY UT 84117-0815
8011278-7674
Lost C Found is the official newsletter of the
Veterans Association for Service Activities
Abroad. Published on a slightly irregular
basis, copies are sent to members and associates of v&, updating them on the organizationk progress and upcoming events.
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LOVE NOTES
d o THOMAS D A V I S
96 SOUTH 1000 WEST
OREM, UT 84058
Love Notes is a New Age journal intended to
provide a forum for the emloration of the effectivenessof love in resolving personal, marital, religious, social, political, and
international conflicts. subscriptions are free.

MORMON FORUM
1441-4 KAMITOKIMUNE
KLJDAMATSU SHI
YAMAGUCHI KEN 744
]APAN
Mormon Forum, an eighty-two page semiannual magazine in Japanese, is modeled after
SUNSTONE
and Dialogue, but produced entirely by Japanese LDs scholars, many employed at Japanese universities. It deals with
~
such as
current issues in the L D community,
racial discrimination, evolution, women and
the priesthood, and cultural "religious baggage." A two-year subscription is $25.
MORMON HERITAGE MAGAZINE
924 N. MAIN
SPRINGVILLE, UIT 84663
8011489-4084
Since February 1994, Mormon Heritage
Magazine has provided readers with "feature
articles about prominent Latter-day Saints,
great events, [and] heart breaking sacrifices"
in articles that explore Mormon history A
one-year subscription (six issues) costs $18.
MORMON HISTORY ASSOCIATION
NEWSLETTER
PO. BOX 7010
UNIVERSITY STATION
PROVO, UT 84602
This newsletter, sent quarterly to MHA members, keeps readers up to date in the field of
Mormon history, posts research queries, and
announces upcoming meetings.

MORMON PIONEER NATIONAL HISTORIC TRAIL NEWSLETTER
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGIONAL OFFICE
RMR-PP
12795 WEST AlAh4ANDA PKWY:
PO. BOX 25287
DENVER, CO 80225-0287
3031969-2834
Once a year the U.S. National Parks Service
prints a newsletter containing updates and
information on the project of preserving and
administering the Mormon Pioneer Trail.
Interested persons can request to be placed
on the mailing list.
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MORMON WOMEN'S FORUM: AN LDS
FEMINIST QUARTERLY
PO. BOX 58281
SALT JAKE CITY, UT 84158-0281
801/297-2120
801/370-3839
FAX: 801/364-4256
Mormon Women's Forum: An WS Feminist
Quarterly is published by the Mormon
Women's Forum. Articles, letters, and reviews focus on feminist issues in a Mormon
context. A one year's subscriptionis $12 ($17
outside the U.S.).
MORMONISM RESEARCHED
MORMONISM RESEARCH MINISTRY
PO. BOX 20705
EL CAJON, CA 92021-0955
TELJFAX: 619/447-3873
A quarterly anti-Mormon publication,
Mormonism Researched compares U)S doctrines with traditional ~iblicalChristianity,
hoping to prove the former's falsehood.
Subscriptions are free.

NAWOO JOURNAL
433 EAST 300 SOUTH
HYRUM, UT84319
Since 1989 the Early Mormon Research
Institute has published this journal, which
has evolved into a semiannual publication
with issues in spring and autumn. The
Journal was established "to make available in
one source a wide variety of information to
the researcher of individuals and families belonging to the Mormon Church in the United
States and Canada during 1830-1850."
Subscription rates are $18 per year (two issues).

NEW DlRECTlONU

With its NovemberAecember 1993 issue,
the magazine took on a more professional
look, including color photography, highquality paper, and more room for feature articles. It still affirms the mission set forth in its
first issue: "to promote the spirit and courage
of the pioneers of the West." A year's subscription (six issues) is $12.50.
NEW ERA
50 E. NORTH TEMPLE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84150
801/531-2951
The Church established the New Era in 1971
in order to appeal to people ages twelve to
eighteen. The New Era is to provide "a positive, uplifting voice for young people" and
show them that "righteous living is the only
source of peace and happiness." The New Era
is published monthly and has a circulation of
over 200,000. Subscriptions are $10 a year.

NEWS AND VIEWS
ENTERPRISE MENTORS
510 MARYVIUE COLLEGE DR, SUITE 210
ST LOUIS, MO 63141
314/453-0006
3 14/453-9700
News and Views is published by Enterprise
Mentors, an organization to assist community development. The newsletter contains
reports on the organization's progress, information on upcoming events, and articles related to the organization's mission. It is
mailed to members and contributors.
OUTREACH
PO. BOX 50833
PAL0 ALTO, CA 94303
415/321-7118
Outreach is the official singles newsletter of
the Menlo Park region of the D S church.
keeping IDS singles in the greater Bay area up
to date on activities and relevant information.

A NFW D1RFTTIT)N

Mormonism and being gay or lesbian; religion and homosexuality in general; and informative articles on various aspects of the
gay and lesbian identity" Subscriptions are
$25 for one year, $45 for two. Sample copies
are $5.
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PIONEER
3301 W T 2920 SOUTH
SALT JAKE C l n UT 84109
801/484-4441
Founded in 1936, Pioneer is the bimonthly
publication of the Sons of the Utah Pioneers.

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CENTER
NEWSLETTER
270JSB
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNlVERSITY
PROVO, UT 84602
801/378-2706
The Religious Studies Center Newsletter is published three times a year-in January, May,
and September-and provides updates on
symposiums, books, and research sponsored
by the center. Your name can be added to the
mailing list by calling the above number.

-

RESTORATION
c/o STEVEN SHIELDS
123 OAK AVENUE, #308
EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245-2385
2 13/322-0449
The occasional journal Restoration focuses on
more than fif6 churches and other Latter
Day Saint groups, but concentrates on history and issues of interest to RLDS and LDS
church members.

RESTORATION TRAIL FORUM
THEJOURNAL OF LATTER DAY SAINT
HISTORY
1034 WEST LEXlNGTON
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64050
816/836-4671
Restoration Trail Forum is the semiannual
publication of the Restoration Trail
Foundation and is devoted to information
about R L D ~history and the preservation of
RIDS historical sites. Original articles are solicited, but the Forum welcomes submissions
and comments from readers. Subscriptions
are available with contribution to the
Foundation.
RESTORATION VOICE
915 EAST 23RD STREET
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64055
Restoration Voice is published six times a year
by Cumorah Books, Inc., a non-profit corpo-
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ration composed of RLDS members and independent of the official NDS church. The
magazine "proclaims the Gospel of Jesus
Christ and its restoration to the earth; affirms
the divinity of the Inspired Version of the
Bible, Book of Mormon, Doctrine and
Covenants, and promotes the establishment
of Zion-the Kingdom of God on earth."
Restoration Voice is mailed free to inquirers
and is supported entirely by free-will donations.

REUNION
PO. BOX 9451
SALT LAKE CITY, LJT84109
8011272-3806
The newsletter of Family Fellowship, this
publication features essays and news by and
for individuals who are supportive relatives
of gay and lesbian Mormons. A one-year subscription (six issues) is $10.

REVIEW OF BOOKS ON THE BOOK OF
MORMON
EA.RM.S.
PO. BOX 7113
UNlVERSIN STATION
PROVO, UT 84602-7113
8001327-6715
A scholarly, soft-bound, annual publication,
Review of Books on the Book of Mormon prints
reviews of recent books that have content
concerning the Book of Mormon, whether
they treat the text as an ancient document or
as a nineteenth-century work. Subscription
information is available through the
EA.R.M.S. newsletter.

SAINTS HERALD
3225 SOUTH NOLAND ROAD
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64055
8OOff67-8181

Saints Herald is the official magazine of the
t Latter
Reorganized Church of Jesus ~ h r i s of
Day Saints. The monthly magazine is comprised mostly of feature stories and updates
on the worldwide church. Subscription rates
are $20.80 per year.
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SALT LAKE cIn MESSENGER
PO. BOX 1884
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84110
8011485-8894
This free anti-Mormon publication was established in 1964 by Modem Microfilm Co.
Since 1983 it has been published by Utah
Lighthouse Ministry with the intent "to inform readers on the latest research on new
and old Mormon documents and to inform
of the latest developments in research." The
Salt Lake City Messenger is published three or
four times yearly and has a readership of
18,000.

SAN DIEGO SEAGULL
5628 DEL CERRO AVENUE
SAN DIEGO. CA 92120
619/286-9711

An independent DS publication serving San
~ i e ~ o - a r emembers
a
bf the LDs church, the
Seagull was founded in 1981 and has a circulation of 6,000.
SINGLESAINTS
16104 128TH AVENUE, SE
RENTON, W A 98058
206/235-6422
Singlesaints is a quarterly newsletter "for
single, divorced, a i d widowed LDs church
members," featuring articles, stories, and
classified ads.

SSSML NEWSLETTER
SOClETY FOR THE SOClOLOGICAL STUDY
OF MORMON LIFE
c/o PERRY CUNNINGHAM
RESEARCH INFORMATION DlVISlON
50 E. NORTH TEMPLE, 18TH FLOOR
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84150
The SSSML Newsletter is a sporadic publication of the association with the same name. It
lists information on upcoming events, professional conferences and publications related to religious studies, and bibliographic
information on books and articles relevant to
the study of Mormonism. The newsletter is
sent to members.

STAFF NOTES
c/o LAVONNE VAN ORDEN
PO. BOX 3281
SALT LAKE C I X UT 84110-3281
Staff Notes is an independent bi-monthly
newsletter for LDS musicians and choristers,
featuring suggestions for congregational and
choir singing, hints for organists, information
on new hymns, and idea exchanging. It is
mailed to inquirers free of charge, but donations are appreciated and $5 postage is required of international subscribers.

STANDARD EXAMINER CHURCH
NEWS
PO. BOX 951
OGDEN, UT 84412
801/394-7711
This publication, a separate section of the
ogden-based ~tandard'Examinernewspaper
since 1981, covers news of local churches in
U t a h Box Elder, Weber, Morgan, and Davis
counties. Published each Saturday, it has a
circulation of close to 60,000.

S m R m
An Independent Forum (or Qludenl Thought

STUDENT REVIEW
FOUNDATION FOR STUDENT THOUGHT
PO. BOX 221 7
PROVO, UT 84603
801/3 77-2980

Student Review is an independent student
magazine at BYU. Since 1986, SR has published weekly during fall and winter semesters, and monthly during spring and summer
terms. "Because Student Review is an open
forum, all students are equally eligible to
submit articles . . . [which] should examine
life at BYU-sometimes humorously, sometimes critically, but always sensitively" The
Review welcomes submissions from LDS college students at schools other than BW.
Subscription rates are $15 for one year
(roughly thirty issues).
-

STUDY AND FAITH
BYU STUDIES
2246 SFLC
PROVO, UT 84602
8011378-6691
FAX: 801/378-5254
Study and Faith is a small newsletter included
with each quarterly issue of Brigham Young
University Studies, keeping subscribers posted
on upcoming projects and events.
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published four times a year with a circulation
bf 20,000. oneyear subscriptions are
$11.95 (foreign $16.95).
SUNSTONE
331 SOUTH RIO GRANDE, SUITE 206
SALT We: C I X UT 84101

FAX: 8011355-4043
Since 1974, when a group of LDS graduate
students decided to create a journal for
Mormon thought, scholarship, and arts and
letters. SUNSTONE has grown to become one
of themost widely disLbuted independent
Mormon publications. SUNSTONE is published eight times a year by the Sunstone
Foundation, a non-profit corporation with
no official connection to the L D church.
~
An
eight-issue subscription (U.S. or foreign surface mail) is $32, $59 for sixteen issues, or
$83 for twenty-four issues. International air
mail subscriptions are $64 for eight issues,
$123 for sixteen issues, and $179 for twentyfour issues. Bona fide student and missionary
subscriptions are $10 less than the above
rates.

UPLIFT
LATTER-DAY SAlNTS FOR CULTURAL
AWARENESS
498 EAST 630 NORTH
UNDON, UT 84042-1555
UphJt is a quarterly newsletter published by
Latter-day Saints for Cultural Awareness,
whose mission is to "proclaim the gospel of
Jesus Christ through personal testimony and
perfect the Saints by increasing their awareness of other ethnic groups through cultural
awareness and faith-promoting history."
Subscriptions are free.

Theocentric
THEOCENTRIC
1724 DREXEL DRIVE
LEMON GROVE, CA 94945
6191465-7520
Theocentric is the unofficial publication of the
San Diego chapter of Affirmation: Gay and
Lesbian Mormons. Aside from printing original or previously published articles of interest, Theocentric keeps its readership
informed of activities in the San Diego area
and elsewhere.

THIS PEOPLE
PO. BOX 2250
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84110
801/581-0881
Founded in 1979, This People is a privately
owned, independent LDs magazine published by ~ t a hAlliance publishing, I&. Its
goal is tb enrich the lives of its readers in a
manner consistent with L D ~values yet
uniquely different from other media, with
columns. articles. and ~rofileschosen for
their ability to 'stimulAte, uplift, inform
andlor entertain its readers. This People is
-~

-

-

~~
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EISTORICAL QUARTERLY

UTAH HISTORICAL QUARTERLY
C/OUTAH STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
300 RIO GRANDE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84101
8011533-6024
Utah Historical Quarterly has been published
by the Utah State ~iitoricalsociety since
1928, producing "articles, documents, and
reviews contributing to a knowledge of
Utah's history." Subscriptions are available
with membership fees: $20 for individuals
and institutions; $15 for students and senior
citizens.

UTAH STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
NEWSLETTER
c/o UTAH STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
300 RIO GRANDE
SALT lAKE CITY UT 84101
801/533-5755
Since 1950, the Utah State Historical Society
has published its newsletter bimonthly.
subs&iptions are available to members.

Vigor
VIGOR
ADVICE AND COMMENTARY ON
MORMON LIFE
HATRACK RIVER
PO. BOX 18184
GREENSBORO, NC 2 7419-81 84
Vigol; a publication of Orson Scott Card's
Hatrack River since 1993, is "an open conversation among the Saints about the
common problems, challenges, and opportunities that we face in ordinary Mormon life in
our wards and stakes. . . . Activites that
worked well; problems you faced and overcame; problems you're still facing and would
like to have advice about; anecdotes about
funny or wonderful things that happened in
your ward; tips and tricks for handling
common situations from basketball to ward
dinners, from printed sacrament meeting
programs to Sunday School lessons-just
write it down and send it in!" Subscriptions
to Vigor are $12 (12 issues).

VOICES
A FORUM FOR FEMINIST THOUGHT
AT BYU
445 ELWC
PROVO, UT 84602
Voices, a journal for student feminist thought,
is published irregularly by VOICE: BW5
Committee to Promote the Status of Women.
Inquiries and submissions dealing with feminist issues are welcome.

WASATCH REVIEW INTERNATIONAL
PO. BOX 1017
OREM, UT 84059
Wasatch Review International, founded in
1992, seeks to explore Mormon culture
through short stories, poetry, personal essays,
drama, and book reviews. The literature they
publish does not seek to affirm or disaffirm
Church doctrine or policy, but to explore
Mormons as human beings and their -relationshi~to the world thev live in. Published
semiannually with a circulation of 500,
Wasatch Review is $10 for a year's subscription.
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THE WITNESS
FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH ON
ANCIENT AMERICA
210 WEST WHITE OAK
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64050
The Witness is published quarterly by the
Foundation for ~esearch on Ancient
America, an independent RLDS organization
dedicated to Book of Mormon research.
Subscriptions (and FRAA membership) are
available to those who make a tax-deductible
contribution to the foundation.
ZARAHEMLA
A FORUM FOR LDS POETRY
do MICHAEL R COLUNGS
1089 SHEFFIELD PLACE
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91360-5353
Zarahernla, a journal for poetry, deals with
poems that are implicitly LDS in tone, theme,
treatment, or content, and is published irregularly by Callings. Subscription rate is $3 per
issue.

Z A RAHEMLA

RECORD
ZARAHEMLA RECORD
PO. BOX 1727
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64055
816/461-9406
Zarahernla Record is the bimonthly vublication of the Zarahemla Research ~huAdation,
a non-profit, non-sectarian organization dedicated to research on the Book of Mormon.
The magazine is sent to anyone who contributes to the foundation.
ZION'S ADVOCATE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
200 SOUTH RlVER BOULEVARD
PO. BOX 472
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64051-0472
816/833-3995
816/833-3914
"Zion's Advocate is the official publication of
the Church of Christ, with hiadquarters at
the Temple Lot." The magazine, which features personal articles by members, is published monthly, and subscriptions for
members are paid for by church funds. Nonmembers may subscribe at $4 per year (foreign add 50 cents).
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ALMA-L
<majordomo@netca.com
HELP: Shane Ywkum &aveln@nrtcomcm
"As members of the Church," according to
the organizers of ALMA-L, "we are all missionaries. This list is a place where members
can come to learn and grow in missionary
work. From this list we hope that people will
take the knowledge gained to their individual wardslbranches and help move the
gospel forward."
AMERICA ONLINE
800/827-6364
To use this commercial computer subscription service with a nation-wide network, access the keyword: Religion; Heading:
Christian Fellowship; Folder: Mormonism
(LDS).This is a low-key message board on
gospel topics and answers to
Under keyword: Religion; Heading:
Christian Doctrine & Theology; Folder: IDS
Topics & Discussion, a more "heated discussion" takes place.
Also on America Online, Kathryn Kidd
monitors an invitation-only group called
Nauvoo, and Orson Scott Card referees a
public forum called Hatrack.
COMPUSERVE
800/554-4079
To find discussionsof Mormon issues on this
national commercial billboard, type: GO RELIGION, section 13.
COUGAR-NET
<listserv@bol~.sf-bay.org>
HELP: Newell Wright
awright@wcuvaxl.wcu.edw
POSTINGS: amgar-net@ bo1is.q-bay.0~
This billboard consists of news and discussion of BYU sports.

~ A L
1 requesrjor

inyonnanon w <rcqwnm.cc.

This quarterly, electronic, peer-reviewed
journal hopes to see its first issue on-line
shortly CUMORAHeJOURNAL is now looking
for writers, reviewers, and other volunteers:

EYRING-L
<listserv@netcom.com
HELP: Colin Robertson <eying-Iowne#netcom.corn>
POSTINGS: <eying-l@netcom.wm
EYRINGL, a Mormonism and science list,
provides "a forum for open discussion of
topics that relate to both Mormonism and
science; to discuss scientific matters within
the context of the gospel and gospel matters
within the context of science. This listk
namesake, Henry Eyring, was a noted LDS
scientist and earnest seeker after truth and
knowledge; we mean to a n y on that tradition here."
GAY MORMON LIST
aephi@netcom.com>
This ~ o u consists
p
of "gay
- Mormons with
varying degrees of involvement in the gay
community and/or the LDS church and their
friends. It is meant to serve as a safe space for
gay Mormons who may feel isolated."
GENIE
HELP: <bob-walker@pie.geis. c m
To access discussions. go to the L D category
~
in the Religion ~ o u n d g b l network.
e
JOSEPH (JUSTORDINARY SAINTS
ENDEAVORING TO PROMOTE
HARMONY)
<listserv@bolu.sf-bay.orn>
- - <joseph@bolis.sf-bay.~~
Accordine
"the tone of the
" to its oreanizers,
"
list is moderate-neither liberal nor conservative fringe issues are appropriate. Topical issues are gospel related. This is not a forum
for political or social issues."
-

-

L.A.M.ES. (LATTER-DAY SAINT
ASSOCIATION OF MATHEMATICAL
AND PHYSIl
<came@csoJice.cs. byu.edw
sponsorea ~y tne lames E. lallllaE
&is group p;blish& a newsletter (available at
<ftp://physcl.byu.edu/lamps>) and maintains
an e-mail database of those studying or
working in chemhiochem, math, computer
scien~e;~eology
physidastronomy, or statistics.
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LDS-NET
<listserv@mainstream.com
HELP: David B. Anderson <anderson@merl.
com
POSTAWGS: <Ids-net@mainstream. c o m
Established in 1988, this is the first LDS
Internet group. It is generally moderate in
tone and volume.
LDSSNET
Cy Welch (FidoNet 1:2031122) Mike D m e y
(Fido~et1:114/93) OTCNet 85:823/103) LDSSnet is "a network of LDS SysOps of
Computer Bulletin Boards whose goal is expanding the fellowship and communication
between LDS members anywhere this network will reach through telecommunications. This network is not a place for
showing off knowledge or questioning the
Brethren. We ask that respect be shown for
those things that are sacred and the Lords
anointed."
MORMON

cmalin,jacobs@f438.n104.~1
.fidmet.otp
Mnrmnn
s a Fidoner
-. - - - - - - - - - i- .-- ..- - discussion
-- - .
.- - ...
.

~

0- -

U
--r

dealing with topics of general Mormon interest.-~e~uest
subscription information at
the above address or at 1:1041424.0.
MORMON NETNEWS GROUP
a l t .religion.mormon>
This anything-goes netnews group
. is accessible through h o s t Internet news servers.
Generally very high in volume, the group includes many non-Mormons.
MORMON-L
cmajordomo@tefeport.com
HELP: Arden Eby <arden@teleport.com
POSTAWGS:<&rmon-l@tele;rt.corn>
Perhaps the best-known LDS electronic discussion group, MORMON-L has survived a
number of relocations and remains as busy
and unrestrained as ever. To request information, post a message at the first address
above.
MORMONET
8011752-5059.

MormoNet is a small FidoNet discussion network between Bountiful and Logan. To subscribe, get an account directly on "Dan
Bachman's BBS (Zion's Cache).
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MORMONISM
AND SCIENCE
- HELP: John Beck <beck@noac.edw.
As the name would indicate, this electronic
discussion group focuses its conversationson
the interface between science and Mormon
theology.
-

-

-

-

MORONI
HELP:Joe Fasbinder $usbinder@delphi.com
3 10/392-3981.
This BBS in Santa Monica, CA,has over 100
documents on LDS topics and runs twentyfour hours a day.
MORONI
cmajordorno@zilkernet>
HELP: Lance W Bledsoe <wb@cs.utexas.edw
POSTMGS: <rnoroni@alkerneb
This list, "named after Captain Moroniwho was both political and &ligious-is for
patriotic, believing LDS and others."
NIFTYSERVE (JAPAN)
HELP: Shigeyuki "Shige" Tsuchiya
D<eab03664@nifhrserve.o1:i~>.
~ - - - - This is a private group accessible only by
password. All conversations are in Japanese.
For more information, Internet users may
connect via telnet to <r2.niftyserve.or.jp>.
-

[NO NAME]
HELP: SamJam M i c o t t
<phudI@csv.waMick.ac.uk
Lddicott manages a list for members in the
U.K. (and Europe). For more information,
contact him directly.

Lesbian Mormons, membership
Affirmation is not required.

in

SAINTS-BEST
<listserv@mainstream.com
HELP: anderson@merl. c o m
This is a low-volume magazine (5-10 messages a week) with news stories and selected
messages from other lists. SAINTS-BEST is the
most popular of the Internet lists, with over
500 subscribers.
SAMU-L (STUDIESIN ANnQUmES AND
MORMONISM-UNCONTENTIOUS),
qacaI@bin~mb.cc.binghamton.edu>
edw

the spiritual descendent of
MORMON-ANT,
is' a "closed-subscription,
moderated-forum for thoughtful and informative discussions of Mormonism and antiquities." Prospective subscribers are added to
SAMU-L only after they have read and agreed
to abide bv a list of euidelines. includine
friendlines; to The i&a of the Book ovf
Mormon as an historic record and a ban on
character assassinations and insults.
Messages not meeting guideline requirements will not be posted.
SAMU-L,

is a good place to start on
the Internet. This web page has pointers to
online scriptures and other archives of ms
information, genealogy resources, and historical LDS texts.

WORLD WIDE WEB

ZION
cmajordomo@zilkernet>

PRODIGY
8001776-3449

To get to the Mormon section of this popular
commercial computer network service, jump
to "God of the Book," then select "Latter-day
Saints."
Free-for-all
discussion
on
Mormonism can also be found in "Not the
Party Line."

lab. alaskaedw
POSTINGS: don@zilkernet>
ZION is a conservative list "for those who find
joy in following our Savior,Jesus Christ, and
those whom He has sent to lead us, the apostles and prophets of the LDS church." Its
owners consider it a "refuge from discussions
of feminism, homosexuality, etc."

Q-SAINTS
cdec 15@aol.com>
or csharic@microsoft.corn>
This list is for "an own and welcoming community of lesbian, gay, and bisexual people
and their friends and family from L D ~and
RLDs backgrounds."Although the list is operated by members of Affirmation: Gay &

-
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THIS SIDE OF THE TRACTS

By Rebecca Chandler

I am sad for the children of cowe2ation and consolidation. In the name of
"Primary" they endure inordinately long blocks of time
on metal folding- chairs in a sterile multipurpose room.
d

J

d

L

0 . . . how was Primary today?" I
asked Alexis, my nine-year-old
daughter, on that long ride home
from the consolidated meetings one summer
day "Oh . . . about the same," came the characteristic reply I was tempted to let it go at
that, but we were alone in the car that day, so
I pressed. "The same as what?"
"The same as it usually is."
"And how is it usually?"
Well, it was usually pretty boring. Her
teacher hadn't been there . . . again. She
wasn't actually sure who her teacher was because she had had three that year. There were
only two or three kids her age left in the
class, and apparently her teachers had been
having a hard time taking such a small class

"S

REBECCA CHANDLER is a writer and English
teacher living in Shaker Heights, Ohio.
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seriously Most of the Primary presidency was
out of town as well, and for the past three
weeks the kids had been watching Saturday's
Wamor during what must have been
"sharing time." She might have enjoyed the
video if we hadn't been given a copy for
Christmas two years before that was practically worn out now.
She wasn't complaining-merely
responding to my questions. She had never
asked permission to stay home as her older
siblings did routinely And it was summer . . .
maybe things would improve in the fall.
I must have sighed.
"Why did you do that?" she asked.
"Oh, I was just remembering summer
Primary when I was a kid. It wasn't much
like what you just described."
It's a long drive home, and she was curious, so I launched into a reverie that star-

tled me, partly because I hadn't thought
about the Primary of my childhood in
decades, and partly because of what I found
myself remembering.
"Summer Primary," I told her, "was the
best. We went on ~ u & d mornings
a~
at 10 0'clock. It was okay to wear shorts if you
wanted to as long as you remembered to be
reverent."
"Tuesdays?Really?"
"Um hmmm. We had winter Primary on
Tuesdays, too. At 3:40. North Zlst Ward was
next door to Longfellow School, and we just
walked across the grass after school let out.
The other ward went on Wednesdays. We always met in the chapel, but we had to line up
in the hall first and walk in quietly Being reverent was a big deal, and someone was always reminding us how lucky we were to be
using the chapel. We felt lucky, too. It was
quieter on Tuesdays than it was on Sundays.
We had the building all to ourselves, and we
were very reverent."
It was nice, I told Alexis. I liked being
there with my friends in all that quiet. The
benches were hard, but solid. They didn't tip
or make clanging noises. The chapel was cool
with pale green walls and white woodwork.
There was a balcony in the back and inspiring paintings of the First Vision and Jesus
Christ hung about halfway down the aisles
on the sides. You had to earn the right to look
at the paintings by growing up enough to
move back a few rows.
I loved opening exercises. White-haired
Florence
led the msic. She had
fair powdery skin and ample arms. There
were peppy opening songs like "Father, Thy
Children to Thee Now Raise," "The Golden
Plates." and "Shine On." and there were silencing prayer songs like "Reverently,
Quietly" and "I Thank Thee, Dear Father in
Heaven Above": all arms folded, every head
bowed, feet stilled.
I loved practice singing, too. We learned
seasonal songs like "My Grandmother's Old
Fashioned Garden" and "Westward Ho" in
the summer time. We prepared for fall by
singing "Autumn Day, Bright and Gayn We
also previewed hymns from the grownups'
book, such as "I Stand All Amazed," W e
Love Thy House, Oh God," "Oh, How Lovely
Was the Morning," and "How Great the
Wisdom and the Love." We weren't permitted in Sunday School opening exercises
until we had been baptized, and Sister
Rasmussen's Primary children always went
there knowing at least some of the hymns. I
enjoyed Primary music even when I became
old enough for it to be fashionable to complain about the "baby songs." It was fun to

ussen sen
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watch the little kids learn to sing, and we
older girls were made to feel important by
helping out with our strong voices. I don't
think the older boys were required to stay for
practice singing-they would have mined it
for sure. It seems to me that they left early to
get on with their knot tying and trail blazing
or whatever it was Trekkers and Blazers did.
"Called to Serven was one song that always stirred my blood. It made me feel as if I
were part of a significant corps of young
workers in the kingdom of God going forth
to defend the faith. I loved that bass chord
that comes in just before the chorus. I also remember the songs that taught me gospel
principles far more eloquently than I have
heard since:
Help me, dear Father, to freely forgive
All who may be unkind to me
Help me each day, Father, to live
~ e a r eand
r nearer to Thee.
And:
I am thankful today for the sunshine
For the skies of grey or blue
For within my heart
Is a song of love
I'll live. I'll work. I'll DO!
Life k s as simple as those little melodies.
In many ways, so was Primary I knew, from
week to week, whom to expect at the pulpit
conducting the opening exercises and who
would be teaching my class. I also knew, to a
surprising degree, who my teachers would be
as I got older. Sister Kaliwias taught Seagulls,
and you had to wait a long time to be in her
class, but, all the older girls assured me, she
was worth the wait.
Our classes must have been an hour long,
and they were full of serious instruction and
lots of activities. 1know we learned about the
Bible. and Church histow and doctrine. I can
still recite, on command, every one of the
thirteen Articles of Faith, complete with key
words. (Article #1, key word, "Godhead":
"We believe in God the Eternal Father. . . .")
We also learned useful arts. Cross-stitch
when we were nine, crocheting (around a
pale peach wash-cloth with sage green
thread) the next year, and knitting before we
turned twelve. Judging from what I have
saved over these thirty-odd years since that
time, I must have valued my Primary lessons
enormously. I still have my Co-Pilot/TopPilot
pin and thk complete set of pictures we were
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given, one at a time, to keep in our bedrooms. Somewhere in a drawer is a motheaten, light green bandelo with tacky plastic
birds and notes signifying my progress
through the three-year "Homebuilder Girlsn
program. I suppose I should be offended by
the sexism implied by the program, but I
loved it then, and, frankly, "Homebuildersn
sounds more important to me even today
than "Meme Missn does. (My friend Lynn
Arnold suggests that we try calling the boys
of corresponding ages "Jolly Joesn and see
how that flies.) The cross-stitched sampler I
made the summer I was a Lark said: "Greet
the Day with a Song / Make Others Happy 1
Serve GladlynIt hangs, recently re-framed, in
a second-floor hallway along with more recent and rather more sophisticated examples
of my stitchery
Summer Primary often included neighborhood walks or picnics at Lindsay
Gardens. I don't remember missing a day We
didn't have a car until I was older, and most
of the time my little sister and I walked the
four Salt Lake City blocks with our mother,
who was the sunbeam teacher. Mom taught
four-year-olds for most of my life. I think we
were sometimes jealous of her commitment
to those little kids. She spent hours on her
lessons and on activities and prayer charts
and little crowns for their birthdays. For as
long as I can remember, her "Primary sackn
lived behind her bedroom door, and it was
strictly off-limits to the family. We knew
better than to even ask to use the scissors
(that actually cut), the fresh sets of crayons,
the uncoagulated glue. These things were sacred. It was, however, consoling to contemplate that other mothers in the neighborhood
also had Primary sacks they kept away from
their children because they were preparing
lessonsjust for us.

I

REALIZED, with a start, that I was getting canied away. Surely by now I had
put my poor daughter to sleep. But I was
wrong. She was listening as attentively as I've
ever known her to, and finally commented
wistfully, "Oh, I would love to have Primary
be like that."
I am sad for her that it never has been.
Alexis is a child of the mission field, and,
more significantly, a child of correlation and
consolidation. In the name of "Primary" she

has endured inordinately long blocks of time
on metal folding chairs in a sterile multipurpose room. The Primary staff, most of them
hamed young mothers who are missing out
on Relief Society to serve in the Primary,
struggle, sometimes heroically, sometimes
half-heartedly, with young families, part- or
full-time employment, pregnancies, husbands who are in school or training programs, and their Primary callings. Many of
the manuals and programs seem unnecessarily restrictive and unimaginative compared to what I remember. And there are the
added difficulties of sharing space with the
rest of the ward and of the everpresent need
to keep all activities well within the bounds
of what is "appropriate to do on the
Sabbath." My daughter goes to church willingly enough-she doesn't like the alternative of being left home alone for an entire
morning or afternoon-but that may well
change as she gets older.
I can't say, for a fact, that I gained my testimony during those cool, quiet hours of
summer Primary. A child's testimony is an
ephemeral concept to deal with, in retrospect. But I do know that my experience
there was so overwhelmingly positive that I
wanted to go back every chance I had-to
Sunday School where we met upstairs and
sat in miniature green wooden pews and had
the sacrament administered just to us-and
later to MIA and seminary and eventually to
sacrament meeting on my own, without any
particular encouragement from my family,
because I, myself, wanted to be there.

I

REALIZE that my longing for the IDS
world I remember so fondly is, in many
ways, part of a more comprehensive national nostalgia for a simpler world that made
Church auxiliaries like summer Primary possible. Weekday Primary (and Relief Society
and Cub Scouts and Girl Scouts and, to an
extent, even MIA) depended on a willing
cadre of full-time wives and mothers who
had the freedom in their schedules to make
major commitments to the youth of Zion. I
know of few wards in which that kind of
work force would even be available today As
a people, despite prophetic admonition, we
have not remained significantly apart from
the economic realities that have created a nation of working wives and mothers.
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Consolidation seemed like a good solution to
the problems thus created, and to what was,
at that time, a national energy crisis; but solutions do tend to breed new problems, and
some of those problems warrant our attention.
Of particular concern to me are children
of non-member, part-member, or less active
families who once made up a substantial portion of Primary rosters. Plenty of kids in my
Primary classes came from families like mine.
They were sent, rather than taken, to Sunday
School, and they attended Primary regularly
Many of us had never actually been to sacrament meeting. Our families did not have
Family Home Evening, regularly or otherwise, and no one ever suggested that the
gospel should be taught in the home. That's
what Primary and Sunday School were for.
We have created a situation now that virtually excludes all children who do not come
from reasonably committed, generally active
families who are willing to spend a large
block of the weekend attending church
meetings. IDS church activity is now pretty
much an all or nothing proposition, and the
kinds of compromises that were once possible in religiously divided families are far
more difficult to achieve. My mother, who
had moved her career as a Sunbeam teacher
to California when the consolidated schedule
went into effect, noted that Primary attendance in her ward dropped by at least a third.
A fair number of Primary board members
asked to be released at that time as well.
My mother may not have been aware at
that time we were growing up, and I didn't
realize until later, that she was typical of
many Primary workers a generation ago in
one particular respect: her husband was not
active in the Church. For any number of
women in her situation, Primary (and, I suppose, weekday Relief Society for many) was
the extent of their Church activity It was
their consecration, and it was one they embraced with a degree of fervor I have never
seen since. A weekday commitment made it
possible for them to contribute to the ward,
set an example of service for their children,
and, in some cases, keep from rocking the
boat at home. Any number of families may
have been deemed "partially active," but partial activity seems preferable to dropping out
of sight altogether, and the children of such
households could remain completely involved with their peers in the ward.
The new schedule, with its stripped down
auxiliaries, doesn't help active families as
much as we might hope either. We now have
a generation of young parents who are trying
to raise their children "in the Church" as they
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Many know of Benchmark's lave selection of used, out-of-print,
and rare LDS books (including our popular out-of-printbook search service).
But what some may not know is that we also stock new and in-print
titles which can be ordered by mail or phone. Here are just a few examples:

The Angel & the Beehive:
The Mormon Struggle
with Assimilation
$29.95

Differing Visions:
Dissenters in Mormon
History
$32.50

The Millenanan
World of Early
Mormonism
$29.95

The Truth.The Way,
The Life
Strm Lamm,Ed.
$28.95

The Truth,The Way,
The Life
John W Welch, Ed.
$25.95

In Their Own Words:
Women and the Story
of Nawoo
$14.95

We also ham many titles reduced 40-90% off the oriainal orice: here are a few exam~les:~

Building the City
of
Orig. $1 6.95
Sale $4.95

Studies of the Book of
Mormon
Orig. $24.95
Sak $8.99

The Seer
(reprint with inda)

Orig. $29.98
Sak $9.99

These and many other bodrs may be onlered by phone with Mastercard/VISAIDiscowr or by mail with check
or money order. Please add $2.50 for the first book and $1.00 for each additional book for postagehandling.
Utah residents please add 6 1/8% sales taw. If p u are looking for had-to-find wS books
(inprint or out-of-print),call, write, or visit our shop at 3269 S. Main, Ste. 250, SaR Lake C& UT
Monday-Fddax 10-6, or Saturdax 10-4.
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themselves were raised, but who are often
getting a good deal less help from effective
Church programs than their own parents
did. No one would say that parents today
need less help than they did a generation
ago. Just about anyone would concede that
it's a good deal harder to grow up and maintain Mormon standards now than it was for
their parents. Yet, as Primary (and later
Young Men and Young Women) become less
effective, less and less help is available to
young people or to their parents.
SOME SUGGESTIONS
T i e Primary out of the consolidated schedule
CANT understand why no one seems
concerned about this situation. Are these
the Last Days or not? Is it part of the
winnowing process-the separating of the
wheat from the chaff to have whole families,
whole categories of families, excluded from
participation in Church programs? Are the
children of less active or part-member families deemed spiritually inferior and not deserving of religious training if it is not being
proffered by "goodly parents"? Perhaps we
misunderstand the timetable, and it's just
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about up, leaving no particular need for another strong generation of young Mormon
adults?
If your own responses to these (clearly
rhetorical) questions are as disquieting as my
own, it may be time for some evaluation. If
the threefold mission of the Church truly divides our endeavors in thirds, I respectfully
suggest that a good measure of our
"Perfecting the Saints" attention needs to be
directed toward our own children. It is hard
for me to get excited about yet another name
extraction program for our kindred dead
many generations removed, about yet another missionary frontier that has been
opened-another
brand new culture to
"Mormonizen-when we seem so willing to
let our own children,who have every right to
share in their Mormon heritage, their own
birthright, slip through our fingers because
Primary programs are too inaccessible or not
engaging.
Could we make a commitment to address
the needs of a contemporary American culture and still create a Primary that will be appealing to children? Could we take a hard
look at a schedule that was clearly not designed with the needs of actual children in

"Do you think this policy of taking temples to the people has gone a little toofar?"
DECEMBER 1994

mind, and find responsive and creative ways
to plan time? Does the Sunday block, in fact,
have to be three hours long? (Is there something moral or metaphori&l we are trying to
teach about "enduring to the end" here, or is
it time to be more realistic about the teachability of children within a given time frame?)
Do Primary meetings have to be held in such
aesthetically drab surroundings? If we retain
a Sunday format, is there any way we could
"lighten up" some of the restrictions so little
children could get some much needed rest
from sitting still for so long? Is there any way
individual wards could assess their m
needs in matters of scheduling and formatting, and design programs that better address
their own children?

S

TAFFING is a related area of concern.
Within the existing schedule, a woman
who accepts a call to work in Primary
is automatically excluded from regular attendance in Relief Society-often at a time in
her life when she is most likely to benefit
from that auxiliary. It is hard for a woman to
joyfully accept a calling in Primary if she really misses attending Relief Society or if she
feels that she needs the Relief Society lessons
or the supportive sisterhood that would be
available to her there. A reluctant Primarv
board is not going to do much of a job for the
children.
Some wards have extended Primary callings to sensitive and nurturing men, on the
grounds that parental responsibilities such as
teaching young children ought to be spread
around a little. There are, undoubtedly, some
wards in which priesthood holders have contributed a great deal to their ward Primaries.
But Primary presidents I've spoken with generally complain that, for the most part, when
the priesthood comes to Primary, including
the bishopric members who have direct responsibility over Primary, these brethren generally have a hard time taking such
responsibilities seriously and seem to invest
little effort on behalf of the children they
have been called to serve. Where do we go
with that one? Give in to it? Find a way to
force fathers to face up to their mponsibilities?
One thing that might help in some wards
is to hold off dividing the ward until there is
truly a large enough congregation to fully
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staff two complete organizations with
enough sisters left over to attend Relief
Society rather than simply hoping that division will, in and of itself, promote growth. It
is often the sense of being spread too thin
that takes the joy out of a Primary callingor any other calling for that matter. Similarly,
wards whose memberships have dwindled
(for whatever reason) need some boundary
readjustments to prevent core families from
becoming discouraged, or new families from
hearing that this is a ward to avoid if they
care about the experience their children will
have.
In her article, "Jesus Wants Me for . . .
Lavina Fielding Anderson makes a number
of suggestions that would significantly improve Primary within the existing meeting
schedule. She advocates that children be a
priority on the ward's agenda and that callings be issued to ward members who have
the most to offer children, rather than to individuals, who, themselves, need develop
ment. She suggests that administrative,
music, and teaching talent be concentrated
where it is most urgently needed-on our
young people-and that (sometimes radical)
steps be taken to ensure that ward members
be made aware of such priorities. My personal favorite is her suggestion #8:
The counselor in the bishopric
should, in my opinion, be the
standby substitute teacher whenever a teacher doesn't show up. I
think this would create new motivation to find reliable, competent
teachers. Similarly, if a classroom is
inadequate, that class should meet
i n the bishop's office until a satisfactory solution is discovered.'
Anderson's suggestions all presuppose a
pool of potential Primary workers whose energies and priorities simply need redefinition
and redirection. Wards like mine that are too
small to adequately staff four auxiliaries
scheduled concurrently and have any adults
left over to attend probably should stop
trying to do the impossible. I agree with
Anderson that the children's needs ought to
be considered before the convenience of
adults. Perhaps it would make better sense in
some wards and branches to abolish Sunday
Primary and other auxiliaries altogether in
favor of a streamlined but more effective
Sunday School. The meeting block could be
shortened to two hours with the usual seventy minutes or so for sacrament meeting
and then Sunday School classes for all.
Children could have some kind of "closing
exercises" for ten minutes or so with opportunities to learn Primary songs and perhaps

."
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have short talks and a closing prayer.
Primary could exist as a non-Sunday vehicle for children's activities, perhaps twice a
month on Saturday afternoons or in the early
evening on a weeknight. One activity could
be for small p u p s of children within a given
age p u p , and another could include all the
children for a Halloween Party, sledding, or a
ward Christmas party I also suggest (respectfully) that we might be willing to try something like the successful vacation Bible
schools our neighborhood churches offer
every summer. Existing Primary programs
could be modified to run for a large block of
time-say all morning-for two or three
weeks in the summer. We could go back to
having the building all to ourselves and letting the kids wear shorts and teaching them
to be reverent. The girls could go back to
learning the old fashioned arts of knitting
and sewing (and as Claudia Bushman suggests in her "Modest Proposals," the boys
could be taught how to milk cows and drive
ox teams and so on to preserve their pioneer
heritage as well). I, for one, would find it
much easier to make a commitment to a concentrated Primary program like this than to

try to balance a complicated life with a
Primary calling on the weekends. There may
be others who feel the same way, especially if
Primary were, once again, to become genuinely enjoyable, and if it didn't come at the
price of essentially foregoing Relief Society
Meanwhile, I am trying, I don't know
how valiantly, to raise my children in the
Church. My daughter Alexis comes to a
school in our neighborhood with me and her
sister Lindsey every day and has a fine time
learning to use computers, tennis racquets,
and balance beams, while I teach a young
writers' workshop. She goes on field trips
twice a week, and daily snacks are provided.
She has friends in the neighborhood, a bike
to ride, and a neighborhood pool to swim in.
She's happy enough with her life. Except on
Sundays. All things considered, she has a lot
more going for herself than I did at her age.
So why do I have this nagging feeling that in
the long run-perhaps the very long runshe's really losing out?
V
NOTE
1. Lavina Fielding Andemon. 7ems Wants Me for . . . ,'
Dtnloguc A Jmournal of Momm T h g h t 25 (Summer 1992): 104.

PURGED
dark rises from me like steam
lifting from my head
in a mushroom cloud.
my intention steers it
toward a polluted place;
may poison rain on poison,
someday turning medicine again.
still i smoke here, a fired pistol
absorbing silence, ignorant of my
trigger. i ask, born into the race
that honors words and reason,
what word, which reason freed
the dark at last?-despite the drugs
we take to numb acid, hurt, distress.
lacking a sweat lodge or the vision vine,
we track a tortured trail through books,
music, talk, and symbols, unearthing
our lost ways, our shards and ruins.
and finally that sweat, too, alerts
the spirits we can't hail, who trip
the trigger, and let our bodies pray.
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REVIEWS

TOWARD A COMMONGOAL
MORMONS AND JEWS: EARLY MORMON
THEOLOGIES OF ISRAEL
by Steven Epperson
Signature Books, 1992
228 pages, $18.95

Reviewed by Jacob Newner

Evverson nas grven us a small wlasterpie,ce in di.scussing
.stian theology
0f Israel that accords toJudaism the
xlid routd to Goc
I I

r

Jewish peoplen (viii). That conception would
compete with the more conventional one of
an Israel rejected by God, Judaism superseded by Christianity and the Jews as a
people lacking a religion at all. What is surprising is not the conventional but the fresh:
What emerges from these assembled texts and sketches is a picture
both clear and strange. On the
American frontier in the 1840s, a
Christian religious leader was
editing a newspaper which featured articles on modem Jewry and
its concerns. . . . At the same time,
this leader was affirming in the
scriptural language available to him
a renaissance of Jewish institutions
and national life independent of
any necessary connection to the
Church of Christ. By focusing on
such notions as a city, a temple, a
renewed priestly order, and acts of
sacrifice, and by insisting on their
literal restoration, Smith calibrated
his rhetoric to jar assumptions
about present-day Israel and the assumed homogeneity of the coming
millennia1 kingdom ruled by the
universal church. At the heart of
Smith's vision was an affirmation
"that the election of the promised
seed still continues. . . . That
promise had room for both the
Israelite whose 'election was pertaining to the flesh' and the
gentile. . . . It was the vindication
of God's promises, not the Saints'
presumptions, which Smith sought
in this work" (132-33).
Joseph Smith's tradition, renewed and enhanced by Brigham Young, competed with
views of Orson Pratt, who sought the conversion of the Jews as a precondition to the end
of days: "[Tlhe ultimate destiny of the Jewish
people was identity with the Saints through
their conversion to the Church of Christ and
its gospel message as taught to them by
Mormon elders" (193). Epperson finds that
those who took this other position-the
Pratts, Oliver Cowdery, Sidney Rigdon-"inherited exegetical principles and prejudices
from those sources" of conventional
Christianity that they brought with them to
the Latter-day Saints: "These hopes and expectations [for Israel's conversion], shorn of
their Mormon particularity, were of a piece
with both the rapt theologies of revivalists
and the dispassionate systems of the seminary professors who were their contemporaries" (196). Smith, Young, and Hyde
innovated, bringing to the Latter-day Saints

-

B

RILLIANTLY CONCEIED AND elegantly executed, this examination of
nineteenth-century Mormon thinking
about Israel, the Jewish people, uncovers
Joseph Smith's, Orson Hyde's, and Brigham
Young's hitherto unappreciated, affirmative
conception of the enduring validity of Israek
vocation. A mind of extraordinary independence and originality, Smith himself defied
the conventional attitudes of his day, which
took as definitive the ancient supersessionism and dismissed the Jews as cursed by
God. Prophetically, he envisioned a return of
Israel to its land. Also, Orson Hyde's pilgrimage to and prayer on the Mount of

JACOB NELJSNER, distinguished research professor of religious studies at the University of
South Florida in Tampa, Florida, is the author of
numerous book on religion and Judaism, including The Glory of God Is Intelligence (BW
Religious Studies Centet; 1978).
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Olives, commemorated thirty years later by a
rite of the next generation. gave concrete expression to that same prophecy. Here is a
Christian theology of Israel that accords to
the Jewish people dignity and to Judaism the
status of a valid road to God, long before centuries of anti-Semitic teaching culminating in
the Holocaust persuaded Christian churches
to reconsider the matter. Other contemporary millennialists, for example, returned to
the scriptures of ancient Israel without reconsidering the living community of Judaism
in the way Joseph Smith and Brigham Young
did. So far as 1 know, Orson Hyde must rank
unique as the first Christian to pray for
Israel's return to Zion; and it was Joseph
Smith who sent him on that mission to Israel.
Epperson summarizes his findings a: the
outset: "The sum of Smith's contribution was
the creation of an independent Christian theology of Israel, which affirmed the autonomy
integrity, and continuity of covenant Israelembodied in the life and witness of the
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ideas and attitudes quite opposed to the conventions o f the day, forming a theology o f
Israel akin to that o f Vatican 11, but nearly a
century and a half earlier. In this regard,
Brigham Young took a position that
Christianity in general w o u l d attain only in
the aftermath o f the Holocaust: "Jews and
gentiles will n o t b e obliged t o belong t o the
Church of Jesus Christ o f Latter-day Saints"
(200). Epperson describes Young's construction o f human, religion, and cosmic orders as
"eternally pluralistic. . . . [Mlembership in
the church was n o t the inexorable, universal
goal o f humankindn (200). I t was only w i t h
the formation o f such a theology o f difference
that the pluralistic character o f relationships
among religions w o u l d become plausible.
Epperson's o w n view o f matters emerges
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when, commenting o n his findings, he reflects,
There persists in the IDS community to this day an elective affinity
with the Jewish people, an affinity
forced b y a comparable quest for a
territorial patrimony, an autonomous state, and a unique culture. Latter-day Saints recognize
the enduring debt owed to Israel's
historical, covenantal heritage.
Without i t there could have been
n o "restoration of all things," n o
temples, n o community, n o abiding
quest for Zion o n this earth (213).
N o t only so, but Islam, Judaism, and
Mormonism share the conviction that the
Bible as we k n o w it, O l d and N e w

Testaments, forms a flawed o r imperfect
revelation, requiring a further, perfect
revelation in the Quran (for Islam), the
excision of the N e w Testament and the
inclusion o f the Oral Torah (Judaism), and
the provision o f the Book o f Mormon and
other revealed writings o f
provenience.
The points of comparability and
commensurate character prove n o t only
mythic o r political b u t substantive in a
structural, religious framework as well.
That is all the more reason to deplore the
predominance o f the other theory of Israel,
n o t the theory o f Smith, Young, and Hyde.
Whether o r n o t Roseanne BarrS widely circulated memoir o f growing up Jewish in
Mormon, anti-Semitic Salt Lake City accords
w i t h h o w things were o r are, Jews
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throughout the country find themselves besieged by Mormon missionaries, who persist
in asking them to give up God's revelation in
the Torah in favor of apostasy to another religion. The offense unperceived, the impertinence unacknowledged, the insult to an
ancient and vital faith most sincerely intended, the missionary message conflicts
with the doctrines Epperson lays out with
the authority of scholarship and the passion
of faith. He writes with craft and care; he
speaks with humility; in the framework of
his subject and his sources, he has given us a
small masterpiece.
PERSONAL word may prove illuminating. The first time I lectured
at Brigham Young University, my
topic, Pharisaism in the first century, spelled
out in four academic lectures, interested only
a few. The question periods after each lecture
provided an exercise in practical missiology
ior young Mormons. I was the designated
candidate, they, the aggressive proselytizers,
and the protracted question periods, for four
successive days, concerned only, what does a
Jew say to this argument? and how can we
devise a compelling answer to that negative
response? In the end I wondered why my
hosts had gone to so much trouble to bring
me to undergo so sustained and demeaning a
public roast. I left with the impression that all
the Mormons wanted to know about the
Jews was why we were not Mormons. When
the Mormons sought permission to build
their center in Jerusalem, I therefore took
note, in the Jerusalem Post, that they have
written a long record of persistent missions
to Israel, the Jewish people, marked by an
utter absence of regard for our religion, the
Torah.
But God does not leave us standing still.
People change, and God changes us. So I
hasten to add that subsequent visits to Provo
have proved far more productive,with the tradition here expounded by Epperson coming
to the surface, and the possibility of a genuine
religious dialogue among people who share a
single reading of religon and a common
reading of what scripture has delivered to us,
but also what scripture has left for other writings to hand on as well. Epperson's definitive
work, both the historical and the theological
chapters, lays sturdy foundations for the construction of a two-way street, one that both religious communities, each a pilgrim people,
stubborn in its faith, eternal in its quest to
serve and love God with and through intelligence (which is God's glory), may share as
they trek toward that common goal that
Israelite prophecy has defined for us all.
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ONE BRAVEAND
BEAUTIFUL VOICE
CRAZY FOR LMNG
by Linda Sillitoe
Signature Books, 1993
56 pages, $10.95

Reviewed by Virginia Baker
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Sillitoe holds nothing back in this book;
she writes about lije, itsfabric coarse
andfine and as wildly diverse as truth
itself--which is, perhaps, why the
whole cloth rings so true.

ferent and, more important, where we are
not.
Linda Sillitoe's Crazy for Living succeeds
best at exactly this. Speaking with a voice
that runs over a broad emotional landscape
(from lullabies to the keening of true sorrow;
from sophisticated intelligence to a childlike
wisdom that cuts utterly and even bloodlessly with its clarity), Sillitoe strips us entirely of past doctrine, dogma, culture, and
societies-and touches us not as citizens or
members or even brothers and sisters, but as
human beings.
There is no holding back in this book.
She could not touch us this way if she held
anything back. What Sillitoe writes about is
life, its fabric coarse and fine and as wildly
diverse as truth itself-which is, perhaps,
why the whole cloth rings so true.
In one volume, Sillitoe roams in singular
journeys ranging from simple descriptions of
the native Utah landscape to the spiritual
heart of a reluctant heretic. She comes home
VJRGlNL4 BAKER (GBaker@Folio.com) holds as lover and mother, to bear children and
dreams and to miscarry both. She reads
an MA in English from BW and has published
poetry and short stories. She is a marketing com- prophecies on the face of the moon and is
munications managerfor Folio Corporation and chosen by the eagle. She pays her "respects
by saying what's true / in love and anger." and
lives in Provo, Utah.

I

T'S A STRANGE predicament, when, instead of talking or listening, smiling or
scowling, pleading or arguing or even
weeping with one another, that we often
have to open a book to share our deepest experiences and emotions.
We are such private creatures.
And it isn't only in Happy Valley that we
shut off ourselves politely (and yet brutally)
from one another. Wherever fragile human
creatures dwell, we wear our varied. armors-spiritual and emotional, social and
sometimes even physical-to guard against
the simple, necessary act of being touched, of
being changed in any way by a voice and a
vision different from our own.
Thank God, then, for artists-poets and
musicians and painters and writers and all
the rest of heaven's candor-crazed judges and
jesters-who
take great pains (and often
great risks) to point out where we are dif-
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even confronts the ghost (and the sins) of a
killer.
It is heady music. Even when the tones
pass into discord and show us the inevitable
ugliness hidden under the veneer of our
steady, beautiful world, this music heals.
Sillitoe's strength lies in showing us the similarities in all that is dissimilar-where our
simple, common humanity is our one constant gift.
Certain passages stun the senses and the
mind, and, quite often, the spirit. Consider
these stanzas:
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in a word, to live.
C r a g f o r Living lives and breathes life on
its own--and then invites us to the dance.
Any reader who opens the cover and turns
the pages cannot help but find the rhythm
and the steps there irresistible to follow. In
every case, this book plays us like the fine
and varied instruments we have somehow
forgotten we are. And though most of us will
never have met the author face-to-face, she
peers over every page: laughingcrying, comfortingangry, foolish/wise-and
always
pointing back out at us as every rich line un-

folds. It's the kind of thing we wish we could
hear over the pulpit during testimony meetings, but somehow never do-and fear we
someday might.
It goes beyond our social veneers. That is
its strength. Its beauty lies in Sillitoek voice,
which is rich, powerful, and gives utterly,
holding nothing back. In those heavy hours
when we find we cannot, of ourselves, share
or even admit to weakness and fear, hope
and desire-this is the book to read, where
V
one brave voice does it for us.

nor could you approach
this land unrecognized: here
a sane man lives by his heart.
a crazy man lives in his head.
(from "Killer")

I tell you this, my loud and little daughter,
you have now all there is: familiar dark,
a blanket's wings without, warm milk
within,
balanced with your head in my hand's
cup . . .
(from "A Lullaby in the New Yearn)

what in my bones knit you
within me still weaves magic.
sleep now. here is the sign
more ancient than memory
here is the turn of the tide.
(from "Charm for a Sick Child")

. . . talking we do violence, our conversation
leaves
us blue with shock. . . .
once we all invented rules for each other.
now we huddle and circle. we fly as if
unaware
that an explosion coils in every flower's
heart.
("crazy for living")

Whatever the subject, C r a g for Living is
entirely honest, sparing nothing--especially
the author herself. So many of us have lived
a half-life for so long, inadvertently or selectively, that it is doubly good to sit in private
with these pieces-to laugh and cry, question
and ache, bum with anger and tremble with
fear, to kiss a child and cherish or lose a love:
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WOUNDED JESUS
Count. One hundred ten coal cars
Rumbling down Monashee Pass,
Flattening Mercury in silver. This
Was in the days I believed talismans
Could set right even a crippled horse;
A dime then was a precious waste
But Jesus was my friend, an old Waler
My father bought for twenty dollars
Because back then not all fathers were
Heartless-mine never laid a hand on me
Except to shake me once, more in fear
For his son than anger when I triggered
My twelve gauge crossing a fence and
Blew the bill from my cap.
I flattened twelve dimes on that Monashee
Line and stitched them into Jesus' bridle
Because there were twelve apostles
and I believed numbers then could set
Right even a crippled horse.
Oh, I didn't rely completely on magicI could shoe; I'd pound them out light,
Drill the holes for calks where I thought
The heels over-reached the bulbs but Jesus
Got worse so I tried jumping clips which meant
I was hotshoeing all the time. My father never
Once talked me down for spending so much time,
Money and craftsmanship on this twenty dollar
Horse but when the time finally come I let
Jesuseat a basket of soft, sweet apples.
Then I let my father walk him down to the river.
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RECENTLY RELEASED
Com~iledbv, Will Ouist
\

This section features recent titlesfrom the Mormon press; the descriptions are often takenfrom
vromotional materials. Submissions are welLome, especiallyfor books of ~ S i n t e r e snot
t by
major WS publishers. SUNSTONE neither promotes nor sells these titles.

ARTS
Utah, State of the Arts. Ed. Trudy
McMumn; "written by an assembly of
experts." Meridian International, oversize
hb, 232 pages, $49.95.
In fifteen topical chapters. S t has been our privilege to capture in print the state of the fine arts in
Utah."

'efforts to measure up, to fulfill expectations. to
reach toward perfection."

I Do. I Did? What Now? T. Holman, M.
Chamberlain, and D. Chamberlain.
Covenant Communications* pb, 253
pages, $9.95.
"Newlyweds and veterans alike can use [survey
information from sixty couples] to identify and disc u s their problems."

Women in the Covenant of Grace:
Talks Selected from the 1993
Women's Conference Ed. Dawn
Hall Anderson and Susette Fletcher
Green. Deseret Book, hb, 280 pages,
$14.95.

....

'Brings together some of the finest of those talks

. . .pertinent to women's concerns in the latter days."

BIOGRAPHY

HISTORY

Autobiographies of Mormon Pioneer
Women (vols. 1 & 2). Comp. Ogden
Kraut. Pioneer Press, pb, 117 & 121
pages, $4.00 each.

The Angel and the Beehive: The Mormon Struggle with Assimilation.
Armand L. Mauss. University of Illinois
Press, hb, 257 pages, $29.95.

Sarah Studevant Leavitt, Mary Brown Pulsipher,
Mary Adeline Bernan Noble, Martha Pane Jones
Thomas, and Eliza Dana Gibbs; Nancy Alexander
Tracy, Eliza Partridge Smith Lyman. Emily Partridge
Smith Young, and Mary A. Phelps Rich.

Traces 'an increasing reaction of the Mormons
against their own successful assimilation" through
selected topics.

Differing Visions: Dissenters In Mormon History. Ed. Roger D. Launius and
Linda Thatcher; foreword by Leonard J.
Amngton. University of Illinois Press,
hb, 402 pages, $32.50.
"Little-known information" about nineteen digidents, ranging from David Whitmer to Sonia
Johnson.

Leading the Charge: Orrin Hatch and
20 Years of America. Lee Roderick.
Gold Leaf Press, hb, 447 pages, $23.00.
A biography of a Mormon senator and "a compelling look at twenty yean of American political
history and [its] pivotal decisions."

A Mormon Rebel: The Life and Travels of Frederick Gardiner. Ed. Hugh
Gamer. University of Utah Tanner Trust
Fund, hb, 164 pages, $21.95.
Experiences o f a cierk and physician; includes
Brigham Young, the Utah Army, the Mountain Meadows Massacre, and England.

William Law: Biographical Essay,
Nauvoo Diary, Correspondence,
Interview. Lyndon W Cook. Grandin
Book, hb, 164 pages, $16.95.
This counselor to Joseph Smith is "illuminated in
a profoundly thoughtful and original essay . . . followed by documents."

CHRISTIAN LIVING
A Day at a Time: A Woman's Look at
Perfection. Beppie Hamson. Bookcraft,
hb, 101 pages, $9.95.
For IDS women who feel they fall short in their
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Forglng History: The Detection of
Fake Letters and Documents. Kenneth W Rendell. University of Oklahoma
Press, oversize hb, 171 pages, $24.95.
A victim of Mark Hofmann-ne
of 'the century's two most important forgers"discusses Hofmann and others and their work.

Historical Dictionary of Mormonism.
Davis Bitton. Scarecrow Press, hb, 339
pages, $39.50.
"Mormonism's religious precepts and practices,
its social. economic, and cultural activities [from]the
past and the present."

in Their Own Words: Women and the
Story of Nauvoo. Carol Cornwall Madsen. Deseret Book, hb, 266 pages,
$14.95.
General and specific introductions are pmvided
for these selections from diaries, letters. and reminiscences.

Trailing the Pioneers: A Guide to
Utah's Emigrant Trails, 1829-1869.
Ed. Peter H. DeLafosse. Utah State University Press, with Utah Crossroads, Oregon-California Trails Association, pb, 126
pages, $9.95.
"Combines many years of research and field
study by some of the foremost authorities on . . .
Utah's historic routes of exploration,trade, and emigration."

SCRIPTURE
Allegory of the Olive Tree. Ed. Stephen
D. Ricks and John W. Welch. F!A.R.M.S,
hb. 624 pages. $28.95.

h v i d e s "answers to many questions about the
olive in religious symbolism and about the allegory"
in Jacob 5.

Miracles and Blessings: Old Testament Stories with Present-Day Parallels. W Jeffrey Marsh and Ron R.
Munns. Bookcraft, hb, 132 pages, $9.95.
Matches biblical and modem messages to show
'how God helps and blesses hi people in similar
ways throughout the ages."

Thy People Shall Be My People and
Thy God My God: The 22nd Annual
Sidney B. Sperry Symposium. Ed.
Paul Y. Hoskisson. Deseret Book, hb, 198
pages, $15.95.
Speakers on the Old Testament "confirm again
that it is both exciting and entirely relevant to our
modem world."

THEOLOGY
The Coming of the Holy One of Israel.
By Craig L. Tholson. Publishment, hb,
269 pages, $30.00.
'How will we recognize the Lord's latter-day
servant and what will be the signs of his coming?"

Religion, Femlnism, and Freedom of
Conscience: A Mormon/Humanlst
Dialogue. Ed. George D. Smith.
Prometheus Books, hb, 220 pages,
$23.00; Signature Books, pb, 162 pages,
$14.95.
About "the present conflict in the Mormon community regardng academics and feminists" and related issues.

The Truth, The Way, The Life: An Elementary Treatise on Theology. B. H.
Roberts, in two hb editions:
Ed. Stan Larson; forewords by Thorn
D. Roberts and Leonard J. Amngton; introductions by Sterling M. McMumn and
Erich Robert Paul. Smith Research Associates, 59+730 pages, $28.95.
Ed. John W Welch; introductory
chapters by Davis Bitton, Gary Layne
Hatch, Doris R. Dant, Truman G. Madsen, David L. Paulsen, William E. Evenson, William J. Hamblin, David Rolph
Seely, Andrew C. Skinner, Richard C.
Roberts, Michael D. Rhodes, and James B.
Allen. BYU Studies, 207+607 pages,
$25.95.
Roberts's theology, comprehensively explicated
near the close of hi life.

Words for Women: Promises of
Prophets. Ed. Barbara B. Smith and
Shirley W Thomas. Bookcraft, hb, 133
pages, $10.95.
"Brings together many of the choice and timeless
expressions from general authorities' talks given to
the Relief Society"
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NEWS

MISSION FIELD WARDS DISMANTLED TO
BRING THE CHURCH TO THE PEOPLE
1

MISSION FIELD members time in Far Rockaway, N.Y., the
pine for the day when their Church had four active membranches are large enough and bers, and the nearest chapel was
self-sufficient enough to be in Brooklyn, about two and oneturned into wards when a stake is half hours away by subway With
formed. Washington, D.C., was the help of local leaders,
one such area. In June of 1940, President Kofford decided to
Washington, after years of mem- launch a small unit of the Church
bers' and missionaries' efforts, on Coney Island, next to
became the first East Coast area Rockaway. They rented a
to have a stake, and Ezra Taft building, and fifty people atBenson was called to be the stake tended the first Sundav: within
president.
eighteen months, they had
Within the last five years, opened two more units with a
however, the Church has dis- regular attendance of seventy
mantled a number of maior I each.
Upon release from his misurban-center wards in favor of
smaller, more personal, mission- sion, Elder Kofford was called
run branches or basic units into the Second Quorum of the
(small home-based groups, usu- Seventy and became president of
ally with just one leader) that the North America Northeast
often meet in store-front Area. It was in that capacity that
churches-not
unlike those he facilitated changes in other
maintained by evangelical and urban centers. "Most of the
rescue missions. And, in another world has essentially abandoned
philosophical shift, the Church the inner city," he said. "The
has turned to full-time mission- Church has moved in to try to fill
aries for leadership in what once that spiritual need."
was an established stake, in
Many members who have
hopes of giving some of these grappled with inner-city chalnewly formed branches in- lenges agree with Elder
creased stability
Kofford--stakes are far too
These inner-city Saints meet rigidly structured to meet the diin rented spaces such as the verse needs of an eclectic group
YMCA, a Jewish synagogue, or of urban-center Saints. MissionSeventh-day Adventist churches run branches, they say, provide
in Rochester, Detroit, Boston, much greater organizational flexand Miami, or an old Safeway ibility
grocery store in Washington. The
Jessie Embry, in Black Saints in
main criterion seems to be a safe a White Church (a recent book
location, close to the branch containing hundreds of intermembers.
views with black Saints, conducted by Alan Cherry), gives a
AN AMBITIOUS EXPERIMENT few examples of urban units that
have seen major structural
Elder Cree-L Kofford, a prin- changes:
c i ~ l earchitect of this ambitious
The Boston Massachusetts
experiment, discussed, in a re- Stake, in 1989, organized an
cent Salt Lake Tribune article, the urban congregation, the Malden
challenges facing urban city Branch, as part of a master plan.
members. Elder Kofford was a Since then, stake leaders have ormission president in New York ganized branches in Spanish,
City from 1989 to 1991. At that Portuguese, and Asian areas of

the city
The Pennsylvania Philadelphia Mission worked with
African Americans, Hispanic
Americans, and Asian Americans
living in ethnic neighborhoods.
Elder F: Enzio Busche, while in
the North America Northeast
Area presidency in 1991, organized the Philadelphia Metro
District. Two years later, the mission ran the district's ten urban
branches of some 500 members.
The Tribune reports that in
New York, there are thirteen
inner-city
congregationsmostly run by m&ionarieswhere once there were only
three.
WHY DOWNSIZE?

Bryan Waterman served in the
New Jersey Morristown mission
from 1989 to 1991 and worked
in the inner city He and Mission
President Clinton Davis-frustmted by inactivity rates and programs not
designed for
urban-centen-proposed
that
three existing units be divided
into twenty-five.
The main reason for the proposal was to move the Church
into locations accessible to innercity members. "It is nearly impossible to stay active when a
mother with three or four children has to travel two hours
through three different bus zones
every Sunday," he said. The proposal would have also provided
more opportunities for growth
and leadership. "Most of the
leaders were white and imported
from outside wards-dividing
the units would have gone a long
way in developing local leaders,"
Waterman said.
Although the proposal, modeled after successes in New York
and Philadelphia, was ultimately
rejected by the stake president,

who felt that too much effort and
money had been invested in the
existing units to dismantle them,
it illustrates the needs of urban
Saints.
Elder Kofford said increased
membership is only one goal.
"We're trying not only to get
people to church, but [also] into
an environment where they can
change their lives," he says. "To
do that, they need to have the
opportunity to serve other
people and of participating in
programs the church has that
help people become more
Christlike." For this to work, he
told the Tribune. the Church
must be flexible, making the
system work around the needs of
the people.
For example.
. . Elder Kofford
said, many Asian members work
so many hours that "the time it
takes for them to participate in
the full program is sometimes a
detriment." These units might
not use the standard three-hour
block of Sunday services. Other
programs, such as Scouting or
seminary, are bypassed. "We
make no effort to run basketball
programs," he says. "We found
the inner-city kids have enough
of the world that they love the island of spirituality that the
church represents. They flock to
the church."
The president of the Boston
Branch, one of the first inner-city
congregations formed, told
Cherry about the oasis they've
worked to create. "Our branch is
a neutral place; we accept people
where they are. . . . We offer
them peace with God and with
themselves, as well as practical
solutions to their everyday problems."
THE DOWNSIDE TO
DOWNSIZING
Kathleen Flake has served in
urban wards and basic units in
downtown Washington for several years. She now attends the
Capitol Hill Branch. The
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strengths of the [downsizing]
program are obvious, she told
the Tribune. "It allows the church
to meet the people and helps the
people to grow."
But there are also weaknesses,
she added. "These units face the
same public-policy questions as
the government-segregation
and inferiority of services. It protects the white suburban members from the crises of the black
population." With young
.
- missi&ries and recent members
leading these units, "you don't
have the ballast in the boat;
everybody's really new," she said.
Of particular value in the
D.C. congregations would be the
ward social programs, which
seem so redundant everywhere
else, Flake says. "These members
need a kitchen and a basketball
court." she savs. "The teens need
someplace toabring their friends
rather than go where their
friends go." The converts "bring
in with them every crisis that
made them open to the gospel in
the first place," she says.
"Illiteracy, addiction, crime,
grinding poverty. But all coupled
with profound faith."
One member whose ward was
divided in 1992 adds that when
you separate the more affluent
suburbs from the urban-centers,
vou lose the connections and financial support that once existed. "[When the ward was
dismantled], the extended support system was gone, the unofficial scholarship and tuition
programs some wealthy members had up for inner-city kids

U
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were disrupted."
With or without suburban
wards connected to the urban
Saints, it is impossible to avoid
the issue few mention: race.
When branches are established
in inner-city areas, they are made
up of ethnic minorities; this can
be, as one urban-center member
points out, a "public relations
nightmare for the Church."
Catherine Stokes, former Relief
Society president of the integrated Hyde Park Ward in
Chicago adamantly opposed s e p
arate units for central Chicago.
"It would tend to confirm what
most people think about the
church, that it is racist," she told
Cherry.
Also, the recent restructuring
creates an interesting organizational dynamic: when a ward is
divided into branches and basic
units and becomes Dart of the
mission president's responsibility,
the subsequent overlapping jurisdictions could easily cause tension between mission and stake
leaders. Still another issue is relying on an already over-extended mission president who
primarily is concerned with his
full-time
missionaries--some
wonder if he can ever be more
than an absentee stake president.
Elder Kofford, however, sees
hope in this combination of
problems and potential. "We take
people where we find them and
then lift them to higher heights,"
he told the Tribune. "We get them
harnessed pulling the wagon
right away We won't let them sit
V
on the back row."

RESEARCH REQUEST

B

WANTED:
MATERIAL (OFFICIAL O R PERSONAL) RELATING T O ACADEMIC
FREEDOM O R WOMEN'S ISSUES AT BYU FROM ANY TIME
PERIOD, BUT ESPECIALLY 1985-PRESENT

CONTACT BRIAN KAGEL O R BRYAN WATERMAN
SUNSTONE 331 S RIO GRANDE. SUITE 206
SALT LAKE CITY. UT 84101 801f355-5926
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BYUSCIENTISTS MAYHAVE
FOUND EARLIEST EGYPTIAN
CHRISTIANS

BYU researchers Wilfred Griggs and Marvin Kuchar examine the burial

wrappings of an Egyptian mummyfound at the Fayum excavation site.
A GROUP of BW researchers
may have unearthed some of the
earliest evidences of Christianity
in Egypt.
BW professor of ancient
scripture C. Wilford Griggs and
his team have excavated nearly
500 graves in the Fag El Gamous
cemetery near Cairo since 1980.
According to the Associated
Press, it wasn't until the past
couple of years that Griggs
began noticing that the bodies
he uncovered were entombed in
different directions based on the
time period of their death. He
didn't think much of it until he
found a radical change in the
bodies buried after A.D. 50: all
the burials are reversed, with the
feet to the east-a direction that
"corresponds to early Christian
belief that the resurrected Christ
would return to the earth from
the west," he said.
Marvin Kuchar, excavation
foreman for the project and a research chemist who studies ancient textiles, says other
evidences of Christian belief are
found in the sometimes twentysix layers of ceremonial burial
clothing adorned with religious

symbols, including crosses, lotus
flowers, and the roundel or "sacred circle." Griggs is careful to
point out that the research is still
in initial stages, but, based on
preliminary findings, he believes
missionaries from neighboring
lands converted mass numbers of
Egyptians to Christianity much
earlier than most historians now
think.
University of Utah professor
of anthropology Philip Hammond told the AP he is skeptical
and believes the findings will be
difficult to substantiate. But
Griggs and
microbiologist
Scott Woodward hope to verify
their conclusions through DNA
testing at BW, which houses the
largest reservoir of ancient DNA
samples in the world-currently
about 800.
In addition to BW'S research
at the Fag El Gamous cemetery, it
has gained permission from the
Egyptian government to study
royal mummies. Again, through
DNA analysis, Wood- ward and
hi team hope to reconstruct, for
the first time, the tangled genealogy of Egypt's royal pharaohs
r.3
and queens.
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SYUJOINS LANDLORDS IN
FIGHT AGAINST ACLU
LAST WINTER BYU found itself scrambling to modify its student housing policies after the
American Civil Liberties Union
threatened legal action. (See "BYU
Changes
Housing
Policy,
Separates Students from NonStudents," SUNSTONE, Feb.
1994.) BYUS problems began
when, during a routine apartment
check at a BYU-approvedapartment complex, university officials
caught a tenant violating BYU'S
residential living policy by displaying posters of barely clothed
women. The tenant, who is a
Geneva Steel employee and does
not attend BYU,was told to remove the posters or face eviction.
He refused and turned to the
ACLU for help. BYU went through
a series of negotiations with ACLU
staff attorney Kathryn Kendell,

and eventually changed its
housing policy. Now, for an apartment complex to retain its valued
BYU-approved status, it must provide separate living
for
students and non-students.
The compromise apparently
didn't have its desired effect.
Carol Gnade, ACLU executive director was soon quoted as saying,
"It isn't acceptable. Essentially
nothing has changed, except that
BYU is requiring landlords to
make a decision i n how they're
going to discriminate."
The Deseret News reported that
last spring the ACLu asked a man
and a woman in their early 20s to
pose as prospective renters and
try to rent apartments at several
Provo complexes. Each of the
dozen apartments turned the two
away because they weren't BYU

Three Frontiers
Fam~ly,Land, and Society in
the American West,

I The Refiner's Fire
The Making of Mormon
Cosmology, 1644-1844

I

John L. Brooke
"This is not just a revealing
history
of
. - of- -the background
.
.
the first Mormons and early
Mormonism but a larger
history of early American
culture that will do almost
as much for readers who are
interested in the cultural
context in which this new
American religion developed
as it will do for those who
simply want to learn more
about Mormon beginnings."
-Jan Shipps,
Indiana University-Purdw
University, Indianapolis
0-521-34545-6 Hardback $34.95
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Exploring the values and
aspirations of settlers in the
Far West, this book compares
rural DeoDle who
in
the ~ & n e t t Valley
e
in the
1840s, the Utah valiey in the
1850s, and the Boise Valley
in the 1860s. How did
Americans move away from
a culture centering on family
and kin and from attitudes
that valued and protected the
land and move towa~dthe
pursuit of individual pleasure
and material well-being?
This question lies at the heart
of this comparative study.
~nterdkcipl&ry ~ ~ c c t i on
~ c
M o k History
0-52 1-43499-8 Hardback 844.95

students, or were of the wrong on gender and marital status. In a
sex or marital status. In July, the press release, BYU President Rex
couple, together with the ACLU, E. Lee said the reason for the
filed a federal civil rights suit policy is to establish residential
against the twelve apartments. conditions for students that supBYU, while not named in the suit, port the Christian values of
said it was in the university's best chastity and morality "It is sadinterest to join the cause, and dening that an organization comschool officials immediately hired mitted to the protection of civil
Mary Anne Wood and Richard M. liberties should file a lawsuit that
Hyman to represent the univer- strikes right at the heart of the
sity and owners respectively
civil liberties of our students,
The suit encompasses more their parents, the university and
issues than the litigation threat- its sponsoring church," he said.
ened last winter: not only does "Our position is based not only
the ACLU say student and non- on bedrock religious beliefs, it is
student segregation is unconsti- also a fundamental civil right,
tutional and in violation of which we intend to defend." Lee
federal and state fair housing also issued a promise that single
laws, but it also takes issue with male and female students will
BYU-mandated segregation based never live together at BYU.

LEE PLEADS GUILTY IN CHILD
SEX-ABUSE CASE

s

FORMER FIRST QUORUM of
the Seventy member George F1
Lee was charged in August 1993
with the 1989 sexual abuse of a
twelve-year-old girl (see "George
P Lee Indicted,"SUNSTONE,
Dec.
1993). For months Lee, 51,
steadfastly maintained his innocence, warning that God would
punish those accusing him of the
first-degree felony
Over a year later, instead of
standing trial during the first

Shortly after third district judge
Kenneth Rigtmp sentenced him
to eighteen months probation,
Lee apologized to the now 17year-old girl and her family, the
Deseret News reported. "I want to
say, your honor, that I'm very
sorry,'' he said. "I'm sorry for
whatever difficult times that I've
put them through." Lee, who was
the first general authority to be
excommunicated from the
Church in forty-six years, told
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UPDATE
Commemorative Design, have been criticized by some as shameless
profiteering.

JUDGE SAYS UTAH IS THE ONLY PLACE
FOR DIVORCED MOM AND CHILDREN

f
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Pres. Gordon B. Hinckley unveils the Nauvoo Temple sun stone during a
program commemorating the 150th anniversary ofloesph Smith's death.

LDS LEADERS COMMEMORATE
MARTYRDOM
THOUSANDS OF Saints gathered 26 June at programs commemorating the 150th anniversary of Joseph Smith's death. At the Carthage
Jail, where both Joseph and his brother Hyrum were killed in 1844,
Church President Howard W Hunter. in his first widelv broadcast
public address, said we can best celebrate their memo4 by magnifying the message of their master: "We need to love one another with
the pure love of Christ, with genuine charity and compassion; if necessary sharing suffering, for chat is the way God loves us." President
Hunter exhorted all to be "kinder with one another, more gentle,
more forgiving," and to extend the hand of friendship to people
everywhere-even to "those who don't keep the commandments of
God."
Earlier in Nauvoo, President Gordon B. Hinckley commented that
though the prophet's life was short-he died at 38-"the fruits of
that life have been something almost beyond comprehension."
According to the Salt Lake Tnbune, Hinckley compared the problems
Smith and others faced to the difficulties LDS leaders face today:
"Their problem was a mob with painted faces; our problem is accommodating growth."
Later that afternoon Hinckley conducted a ceremony to unveil an
original Nauvoo Temple sun stbne, which will reside bn the temple
site. According to the Tribune, the day was extremely hot and humid,
and Hinckley, in a rare informal mood, joked that "some of you may
be even hotter if you don't shape up!"

ALICIA LARSON and her three children planned on a fresh start in
Oregon once her divorce was final. But David Young, a Utah third
district judge, says they won't be leaving Utah and its proper
Mormon environment anytime soon: "The move to Corvallis is not
compatible with the religious training that has been provided to the
children," he wrote. "The mother does not intend to attend religious
services."
The Salt Lake Tribune reported that Young's fear that Larson will
not rear her family in the faith prompted him to sign an order that
prevents Larson from taking her 6-, 8-, and 10-year-old children out
of the state-or even out of Summit County
Larson, who joined the Church ten yeas ago after marrying Marc
Larson, told the Tribune, "I feel that the whole ruling had to do with a
man with a lot of power and some kind of a warped sense of reality I
[feel] that since we had been married for nine years, and [religious
upbringing] had never been an issue, that this was something we
should~ea~e
out of the divprce."
Her ex-husband, however, feels the ruling was justified. "Men that
want to be fathers should have a chance to be able to do that and not
just have to sit back and watch their wives take off and do whatever
they want just because they are the mothers," he told the Tribune.
"She doesn't love them any more than I do."
Larson, who said the divorce was a result of religious disagreements and other tensions, is appealing the case with the help of the
Utah American Civil Liberties Union. ACLU staff attorney Kathryn
Kendell says she feels "very confident, not only from our philosophical perspective . . . but also from the legal perspective, that the
court's consideration of [Larson'sl church involvement was wholly inappropriate."

JOSEPH AND HYRUM SMITH
POSTMARKS ISSUED ON MARTYRDOM
A SPECIAL postmark honoring the Prophet Joseph Smith and his
brother Hyrum have been issued in time for the 150th anniversary of
their martyrdom. According to the Deseret News, one cancellation
was issued at the Carthage Jail Station and a second at the Joseph
Smith Memorial Station in Salt Lake City A third cancellation with a
decorative cachet envelope commemorating the unveiling of the
Nauvoo Temple sun stone is also available. The cancellation marks,
produced by Alan Wood and Lloyd Shaw of Salt Lake's
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NON-LDS ENROLLMENT DROPS AT Y
IN 1965, when BYU charged the same tuition for LDS and non-LDS
students, non-members comprised about 5 percent of the student
body. Several years later, with tithing paying for about 70 percent of
a BYU student's tuition, school officials decided non-members
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should pay more for their heavily subsidized education. The
change, which now requires non-members to pay about $600
more a semester than their LDs classmates, predictably caused a
substantial drop in non-LDS enrollment. Bruce Higley, BW director
of institutional research, told the Deseret News that non-member
numbers dwindled from 2.8 percent in 1970 to 2.1 percent in
1980. From 1989 to 1994, the university's handful of non-members
dropped by half-from 602 to 319, or to 1percent of ~ w ' 27,000
s
students.
BYU officials say other reasons include increasing competition for
admission slots (1993 fall semester freshmen averaged a 3.7 GPA and
a score of 29 on the ACT)and greater emphasis on the ecclesiastical
endorsement form (members are required to have a bishop's and
stake president's approval; non-members need an okay from their ecclesiastical leader).

UTAH LEADERS IGNORE ACLU,
MEET IN W S TABERNACLE
DESPITE THREATS of an
ACLU lawsuit, the Utah

Legislature held a July
town meeting in the
Logan LDS Tabernacle.
The A ~ contends
U
the
meeting was a violation
of the separation of
church and state as well
as "a horrible, insensitive
decision." The 80 percent
LDS legislature, however,
says it has a policy of holding town meetings in different parts of the
state each summer. "The site is no indication of religious bias," one
lawmaker told the Salt Lake Tribune. Speaker of the House Rob
Bishop called the Aau's criticism of the meeting "off-basenand "paranoid."
Amid a flurry of bad press and letters to the editor, the lawmakers
eventually agreed not to take any legislative action, and for those who
felt uncomfortable attending, the meeting was broadcast via cable TV
to a nearby restaurant. LDS officials waived the usual policies for
meetings in Church buildings, giving the legislature complete control. Several days before the meeting the A a u announced it was still
troubled, but didn't have time or staff to pursue the suit.
Close to 400 citizens gathered to discuss Utah policy at the
meeting, while about a dozen protesters marched and chanted outside; another ten or twelve watched the town meeting on TV from the
restaurant. From the tabernacle pulpit Speaker Bishop said that while
the controversy "wouldn't make us go to a tabernacle in the future . . .
it [wouldn't] prohibit us from going to one."

SAINTS, OTHER FAITHS UNITE IN
AS FLOODS in Georgia rendered thousands homeless and in need of
essential services in mid-July, LDS leaders joined with representatives
from other denominations to provide food and relief.
Apostle M. Russell Ballard and Seventy Alexander B. Monison,
president of the North America Southeast Area, visited with govemment and religious leaders in Albany to coordinate further relief efforts. They also visited a temporary camp set up for over 500 ms
volunteers from throughout the area.
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"We do not really care what denomination or what church a
person is a member of," said Rev. Jimmy Cason, a Methodist pastor
from Leesburg who organized his congregation into teams to distribute food, water, and clothing brought in from the LDS church's
Atlanta storehouse. "We have people who ordinarily might not work
together coming together for a common goal and that's really exciting," Cason told the Deseret News.

LDS FOUNDATION DONATES TO
HOUSING FOR MENTALLY ILL
THE LDS CHURCH recently donated $250,000 to help build a
housing complex that will become home to some of Utab mentally
ill. The donation was given to Valley Mental Health, and will provide
housing for low-income clients with chronic disabilities. Dr. David
Dangerfield, executive director of mental health services, told the
Deseret News, "We are moved by the churchk concern and desire to
participate."

SPRAYPAINT VANDALS TAG
BOUNTIFUL TEMPLE
IN JUNE, vandals walked through an unsecured gate at the unfinished Bountiful Temple and spray-painted a Nazi swastika, a peace
symbol, an inverted cross, and other markings on four different
walls. According to the Deseret News, one or more people entered the
temple after midnight, found a can of orange spray-paint in what will
be the celestial room, and proceeded to mark the unpainted walls.
Police didn't offer damage estimates, but said the walls were simply
painted or wall-papered over. Officers took fingerprints from the can
of paint but have made no arrests, police authorities told the News.

HUNTER REAFFIRMS PRIMACY OF
CHURCH TEACHINGS IN INTERVIEW
PRESIDENT

HOWARD

W

HUNTER, in his first major interview since being sustained as
Church pmident, was described
as "mild-mannered and gentle,"
but also "unbending in reaffirming the primacy of Church
teachings over individual conscience, the authority of the hierarchy and the appropriateness of
ecclesiastical sanctions against
those who cross the line." The following are excerpts from the 22
October interview, conducted by
Los A n"d e s Times relieion
writer
"
Pres. Howard W Hunter
Lany B. Stammer.
Q: Where does academicfreedom andfreedom of inquiry cross the line
into auostasv and how difficult is it to draw that line?
H ~ J N T E ~That's
:
a concern that's talked about within the leadership of the Church. Now there are many who think they don't have
academic freedom. In some sense that requires a definition of academic freedom. But where there is an outspoken opposition to that
which has been announced by the Church's policy, we take action
on it. We think that is a matter which should be handled by a council . . . that handles judicial matters, that they [theologiansor others]
be in conformity with the teachings of the Church. If they're not
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they'll be subject to disciplinary action-and usually are.
Q: Is it possible in the light of continuing revelation that the Mormon
Church may change its opposition to women in the priesthood?
HUNTER: At the present time there isn't an avenue of ever
changing. It's too well defined by revelation, by scripture. And we
follow strictly the scriptural passageway in matters of that kind. I see
nothing that will lead to a change of direction at the present time-or
in the future.
Q: The Mormon Church has long been known and respectedfor its emphasls on thefamily as the basic building block ofsociety. Nuw you seem to
be placing even more emphasis on it.
HUNTER: We've placed great emphasis on that in recent years because we believe it's basic. Society's been changed and for those who
give a listening ear in trying to hold the line on morals etc., it's caused
them to [take a] deeper stand and a more urgent stand concerning
this. . . . Basically, there is the matter of righteousness and unrighteous conduct. The two can't be reconciled unless heed is given to that
which is right. . . . That's why we have given attention as we do to the
family

HOFMANN FINED AFTER CONTRABAND
TOBACCO FOUND IN CELL
CONVICTED PIPE-BOMBER Mark
Hofmann was recently fined $10 after
prison officials found all the fudngs for
homemade cigarettes hidden in his
cell. The Deseret News reported that the
tobacco violation is Hofmann's first
write-up since he was sent to prison in
1985 for the bombing murders of
Steve Christensen and Kathy Sheets.
Some officers think Hoffman took the
fall for a fellow inmate: "His cell mate
was a big, rough bruiser of a guy and
Mark Hofmann
was suspected of wheeling and dealing
contraband," corrections spokesperson
Jack Ford told the News. Hofmann is serving a five-years-to-life sentence; the Board of Pardons recently recommended that Hofmann
never be paroled.

ANTI-MORMON SENTIMENT SHOCKS
IDAHO L'I: GOVERNOR
IDAHO LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR Butch Otter said he never
thought of his state as one overflowing with anti-Mormon sentiment
until he ordered state flags lowered to half-mast in honor of Ezra Taft
Benson's death and over 200 incensed Idahoans called to complain.
"It was amazing. I've never felt that before. It was a new dimension of bigotry for me . . . ,"Otter told the Associated h s s .
The lowering of flags, according to Otter's order, was to honor
former U.S. Agriculture Secretary Benson, an Idaho native, for a lifetime of public service; further down the order mentioned Bensonk
service as leader of Idaho's 250,000 Latter-day Saints. Otter told the
AP that news reports mixed up the order, describing it solely as a
tribute to the Mormon prophet.
The phone started ringing early the next morning. Otter began
taking calls after the choked lines overwhelmed his staff. Some were
concerned about Idaho's blurred distinction between church and
state; others complained that "you Mormons" are trying to take over
the state! (Otter said he patiently explained to anyone who would
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listen that he was Catholic.)
Otter said he wasn't surprised by
the number of calls, considering the
way his executive order was reported. "What did surprise me, even
after I explained it, was the intensity
of their anger," he told the AP.
A number of local government
leaders praised Otter for his action,
saying they would have issued the
same order. "[Benson] was an
Idahoan, he was born here, he was a
Cabinet member and he deserved
that," one official told the AP.

Pres. Ezra Taft Benson

U. OF IDAHO HALL OF FAME INDUCTS
PRESIDENT BENSON
PRESIDENT EZRA TAFT BENSON was inducted into the University
of Idaho's Hall of Fame during the winter semester graduation ceremony, just weeks before his death. A native of Whitney, Idaho, he
worked with the university in 1929-30 as an extension economist
and marketing
during
- specialist
- his tenure as a Franklin County. agricultural agent.

NEW MEXICO SHELTER REJECTS
LDS HELP
IN JUNE, an Albuquerque evangelical Christian shelter rejected a local
Mormon group's offer to help serve meals. Mark Fairchild, executive
director of the homeless shelter, told the Associated hess that hls decision stemmed from the "major doctrinal gulp between Mormonism
and the vein of Christianity he advocates. "For us to approve someone
coming in who holds views we know to be the opposite of the true
gospel would be wrong, and I've chosen to draw the line," he said.
The leader of the Mormon group, Ron Neil, said he didn't know
about Fairchild's attitude when he volunteered; he had arranged,
through another mission coordinator, to bring the group's twenty-seven
members five times during the month. Later Neil said he received a call
from Fairchild telling him "our belief systems . . . our understanding of
Jesus Christ and the scriptures . . . were so different we couldn't come."
The AP reported that Fairchild's attitude apparently is not shared
by his counterpart at the Salt Lake Rescue Mission. Spokesperson
Don LeFevre said the Church has provided food and clothing to the
mission in the past without incident.

CHURCH GIVES AID TO
RWANDA, GEORGIA
THE FIRST PRESIDENCY has approved disbursement of a relief
package to famine-ravaged areas of Rwanda including:
320,000 pounds of food items, medical supplies, clothing and
blankets;
$200,000 in cash for immediate assistance in food and supply
distribution;
emergency medical supplies and soap valued at $10,000.
In other relief efforts, Church officials visited flooded regions in
Georgia, organizing distribution of food and supplies. According to
the DS Church News, so far local Latter-day Saints have participated in
the extensive clean-up and repairs on local homes and businesses, as
well as provided housing, meals, and clothing for over 5,000 people.
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GNTZ DENIES BUILDING BASE
IN IDAHO

CHURCH MEMBERSJOIN IN
ANTI-PORNOGRAPHY CRUSADE

CONSERVATIVE MORMON
and former U.S. presidential
candidate lames "BonGritz has
been accused of leading efforts
to establish a 280-acre, whitesupremacist compound near
Kamiah, Idaho. Gritz admits
that he and others recentlv
bought the land, but says the;
made the purchase only to
"bring prosperity and development" to the area. He also says
the white-supremacist label is
unfair and untrue. Gritz anJames -Bo" Gritz
grily contends that the group
levying the charges, the
Coalition for Human Dignity, is a "queer front organization" running
a smear campaign. "You cannot be prejudiced and have two AmerAsian children and a black godchild that I love as much as my own
children," he told the Associated Press. "You cannot be prejudiced
and be a special-forces soldier-they would eat you for dinner."
If the coalition's assertions are true, some feel the compound's creation would be the most significant development in the white-supremacist movement in recent years.

A COALITION of like-minded activists, apparently including a substantial number of members of the LDS Church, have banded together to rid the small town of Mesquite, Nevada, of the
pornography-vending Pure Pleasure Book & Video Store, which
opened on the outskirts of town in September 1993. Their efforts
have included lawsuits, adding Mesquite to national prayer-group
lists, circulating petitions seeking "divine intervention" against the
store, and having local LDs seminary students march around the store
in protest.
"We will continue to fight this until it's gone," said Dena Hoff of
Mesquite, president of Help Our Moral Environment (HOME).Hoff
admitted that the protests were difficult in the extreme heat (often
over 120" F), but that they intended to cany on. According to the Salt
Lake Tribune. HOME has widened its c a m ~ a i mto southwestern Utah
and St. Gorge, where, they say, based on surveillance of store patrons' car license plates, 75 percent of Pure Pleasure's business originates.

92%OF LDS TEENS HAVE SEEN AT
LEAST ONE R-RATED FILM
A RECENT study shows that 92 percent of LDS students surveyed
had seen at least one R-rated movie in the last year, while 99 percent
of non-ms students had seen at least one. This People reported that
the ms statistics were "a great disappointment" to Randal A. Wright,
author of the book Why Good People See Bad Movies. "Many are going
against the counsel of the Brethren and are viewing extremely violent
and sexually explicit movies and television," Wright said.

CHURCH ENCOURAGES UNWED
PARENTS TO CONSIDER ADOPTlON
THE FIRST PRESIDENCY has recently issued a statement encouraging unwed parents to try to establish an "eternal family," but if "the
unwed parents are unable or unwilling to many, they should be encouraged to place their child for adoption." The statement instructs
Church leaders not to encourage the unwed parent to keep the baby
as a condition of repentance. The First Presidency added that it is
alarmed at the "decline of moral values in society and the resultant
number of children being reared by unwed parents."

PRESIDENT HINCKLEY RECEIVES
TOP SCOUTING AWARD
IN MAY, President Gordon B. Hinckley received the Boy Scouts of
America's top award, the Silver Buffalo. The award, which recognizes
service to youth on a national level, was presented this year in
Nashville, Tennessee, by President Thomas S. Monson, a previous
Silver Buffalo award winner. Previous LDS recipients include Church
Presidents Ezra Taft Benson and Spencer W Kimball.
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TRANSFERRED
L. DOUGIAS SMOOT, dean of the college of technology and
engineering at Brigham Young University, has been selected to be
one of the top scientific advisors to Congress.
KAY R. WHITMORE, former chief executive of Eastman
Kodak, has been called to be the president of the London,
England mission.
MICHAEL GOLDSMITH, Brigham Young University law professor and former assistant U.S. attorney, has been confirmed by
the Senate to the U.S. Sentencing Commission.

AWARDS
GEROLD OTTLEY, director of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir,
was recently presented the Latter-day Saints for Cultural
Awareness (LDSCA)Ammon Award in behalf of the choir. The
award was given for the choir's efforts to "bear testimony of the
gospel through music . . . and cross over ethnic and cultural derivations to touch the hearts of many"
JOSEPH C. SMITH, president of LDScA, was also given an
award by the organization in recognition of his contributions to
LDSCA.

DEATHS
MERYL BENNION, 88, wife of Lowell Bennion, died of congestive heart failure, 24 September 1994.
REED BRADFORD, 82, author of A Teacher's Quest and former
Brigham Young University sociology professor, died of cancer 4
October 1994.
ALBERT EDMUND BARLOW, 91, member of a Salt Lake polygamist clan who was jailed twice for unlawful cohabitation, died
5 October 1994.
ERICH ROBERT PAUL, 51, author of Science, Religion, and
Mormon Cosmology and professor of the history of science and
computer science at Dickinson College in Pennsylvania, died 5
October 1994.
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The city of Mesquite recently passed a sexually-oriented business
zoning law designed to shut down Pure Pleasure, but store manager
Sam Cianciola, a veteran operator of adult bookstom, brought a lawsuit against the city, and the store is currently running under the protection of a temporary restraining order against the city Saying that
"things like this can stay in court for ten years," Cianciola characterizes his opponents as "LDS-Lost, Dumb, and Stupid."

BYU STUDENTS CONSERVATIVE,
UNINFORMED, AND DISLIKE CLINTON
A RECENT survey revealed that only 7 percent of B
w students voted
for President Clinton in the 1992 elections, and a mere 6 percent
consider themselves Democrats.
The study, modeled after a national Gallup poll, showed that 66
percent of students surveyed disapproved of the way Clinton has
handled the presidency so far. When asked if Clinton "shares your
values," 85 percent said he does not, 8 percent said he does.
According to the Deseret News, surveyors were surprised at how
conservative and uninformed the campus appeared. "BYU students . . . seem much less informed or less willing to state a definite
opinion about President Clinton than the nation," the surveyors
wrote. "Perhaps many college students are so busy with student life
that they do not inform themselves about the issues. . . . It is also pos-

SUNSTONE

T

O

E

sible that, considering the partisan biases of many BYU students, they
have simply chosen to ignore the Clinton presidency."
154 of BYU'S 27,000 students were surveyed, but math professor
David Wright said the findings were a fair representation of the BYU
student body

"BYU EAST" BID FAILS
A NAWOO, Illinois, business group's efforts to create an independent college with LDS values in the Midwest have failed. Organizers,
however, have vowed to continue trying. The group is headed by retired Marine sergeant Jerry McLeod, who said he and others worked
for four years to raise the $450,000 needed to buy a vacant college in
Carthage, Ill. When only $22,000 was raised, the property was sold
to another buyer. Nonetheless, McLeod told the Salt Lake Tribune that
if enough people are interested, he will begin raising the estimated
$10 million needed to build a college from the ground up. "We need
some additional places for the LDS kids to go," said McLeod, father of
eight. "We send them to Utah and they never come back. I've got
three out there now"
McLeod explained to the BYU student paper the Daily Universe
that some of the group's financial problems came once the Church
decided not to sanction the project. For example, he said, one investor offered to donate a million dollars toward the building of "BYU
East," but only if the college was Church-endorsed.

e

THE ASSOCIATION FOR MORMON LETTERS will hold its
annual symposium 14January 1995 at Westminster College in Salt
Lake. For more information, write Linda Brummett. 2090 N. 220
E., Provo, UT 84604 or call 801B77-8586.
THE ASSOCIATION FOR MORMON LETTERS has printed
two volumes of selected AML proceedings from 1989-1993. To save
mailing costs, lifetime members and members who have paid
1994's dues will receive the publications through AML officers. In
Utah County: Linda Brummett (377-8586); in Salt Lake: Elbert
Peck (355-5926); and in Davis-Weber County: Robert Hoge (6266596). Members outside those areas will receive the volumes by
mail.
THE ASSOCIATION OF MORMON COUNSELORS AND
PSYCHOTHERAPISTS is holding its annual convention 31
March 1995. Send presentation proposals to AMM, 2500 E. 1700
S., Salt Lake City, UT 84108.
THE BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY MUSEUM OF ART
is featuring C. C. A. Christensen Art Mormon Panorama paintings
from 26 August 1994 through September 1995. For more information, call 80lB78-ARTS.
THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY DAUGHTERS OF UTAH
PIONEERS is collecting material for a reference book on Utah's pioneer women. For information, write DUP Headquarters, Pioneer
Memorial Museum, 300 N. Main, Salt Lake City, UT 84103.
THE UNIVERSITY CHAPTER OF THE WESTERN ILLINOIS AMERICAN GUILD OF ORGANISTS is sponsoring a
symposium on "Mormonism and Music," 26 March 1995 at 2600
W Adam St., Macomb, Illinois. For more information, contact
Hugh McHarry at 312/878-9200, ext. 255.
THE MORMON HISTORY ASSOCIATION has a new address: 2470 N. 1000 W, Layton, UT 84041-1236.

N

CALENDAR

THE MORMON HISTORY ASSOCIATION, CANADIAN
MORMON STUDIES ASSOCIATION, and JOHN WHITMER
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION, will hold a joint meeting m
K~ngston,Ontario, Canada, 20-24 June 1995. Submit paper abstracts by 1 October 1994 to Jessie Embry at the Charles Redd
Center, 4069 HBLL, BYU, Provo, UT 84602.
THE NOTTINGHAM MORMON STUDIES CENTER is
hosting a conference on all aspects of the Mormon experience, 6-8
April 1995. For more information contact Douglas Davies, Director
of Mormon Studies, University of Nottingham, NG7 2RD, England.
CAROL LYNN PEARSON will be performing "Mother Wove
the Mornmng" during November in Columbus, Indianapolis, and
Cincinnati.
THE WILLIAM G. AND WINIFRED E REESE MEMORIAL
AWARD, a $500 recognition of the best doctoral dissertat~onor
master's thesis in Mormon history, will be presented at the 1994
Mormon History Association meeting in June 1995. Manuscripts
should be submitted by 1 February 1995 to the Joseph Fielding
Smith Institute for Church History, 127 KMB, Bngham Young
University, Provo, 84602.
SUNSTONE CONFERENCES
THE NORTHEAST SYMPOSIUM will be held at the Holiday
Inn Crowne Plaza, Natick, MA, 18-19 November 1994. To subm~t
proposals, contact Don Gustavson at 203/496-7090.
SYMPOSIUM WEST will be held at the Clarion Hotel at the
San Francisco Airport 3 4 March 1995. For more information,
contact Robert and Sharyn Larsen at 510/283-6167.
THE 1995 SALT LAKE SUNSTONE SYMPOSIUM will be
held 9-12 August at the Salt Lake Hilton Hotel. Contact the
Sunstone Foundation, 331 Rio Grande Street, Suite 206, Salt Lake
City, UT 84101 (801/355-5926; fax 801B55-4043).

M O R M O N

MEDIA

IMAGE
The Millenarian
World of Early
Mormonism

LA CIVILTA UTTOLICA REVISITS
MORMONISM
THE LAST time the Jesuit journal La Civiltd Cattolica published an article entirely devoted to Mormonism was in 1860. Very anti-Mormon
in tone, the article recognized that Mormon ideas about theocratic
government and apostolic infallibility were not wrong, but charged
that they had been borrowed from the Catholic Church. In 1860, the
editorial positions of La Civiltd Cattolica were normally considered to
represent semi-official Vatican policy
On 16 July 1994, La Civiltd Cattolica published its second article
devoted to Mormonism, retaining the same anti-Mormon tone and
the same types of inaccuracies. Ironically, this time it criticized
Mormonism for alleged theocratic teachings and claims of infallibility-the same items praised in 1860.
Among the inaccuracies: the LDS claim that the Lamanites in the
Book of Mormon became the Blacks in America; that each of the
three witnesses to the Book of Mormon left the Church-without
also disclosing that none denied their testimonies that they had seen
gold plates; and that Joseph Smith was basically illiterate. Since
Vatican 11, La Civiltd Cattolica, while still widely read, is no longer
considered representative of Vatican positions.
Another Rome-based Jesuit journal, Studia Missionalia, published
an article by Jesuit academic John Saliba, S.J. The article is scholarly,
unprejudiced and, for the most part, accurate. Saliba is one of two
scholars who has made presentations on Mormonism to a m a r c h
group created in 1988 by the International Federation of Catholic
Universities pursuant to a mandate from four Vatican Secretariats to
prepare reports on new religious movements.
The other scholar, Massimo Introvigne, has written the only book
on Mormonism published by the Vatican Press. The French edition of
that book has received favorable reviews in both the journal of
Mormon History and BW Studies. Introvigne's response to the article in
La Civiltd Cattolica has been published in Cristianitd, a conservative
Catholic monthly published by a lay organization, Alleanza Cattolica.
In his response, Introvigne has identified the most important inaccuracies, but perhaps more interesting, points out that the authors (although recommending only two anti-Mormon books for further
consultation by their readers) have plagiarized at least two passages
from hls own Vatican-published book.
According to Introvigne, many of the inaccuracies in the article
occur because of the author's reliance on Pier Angelo Gramaglia's
1985 anti-Mormon diatribe Confionto con i Mormoni. This reliance is
particularly ironic, because even though Gramaglia is a Catholic
priest, he is extremely controversial in Italy for his radical left-wing
political positions, and for callingJohn Paul I1 a "demagogue."In fact,
Gramaglia's vitriolic opposition to Mormonism may have as much to
do with Mormonism's identification with the United States and conservative causes as it has with its doctrine.
Introvigne concludes his response by noting that the article in La
Civiltd Cattolica will remain largely irrelevant and will be remembered
only as "a footnote in the history of anti-Mormonism,"It will not prevent the possibility of the dialogue between Mormonism and the
Catholic Church called for by Father Saliba in his re~ort.Such dia-
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Grant Underwood
Winner of the Mormon History
Association Best Book Award

$24.95

Differing Visions
issenters in Mormon History
Edited by Roger D. Launius and Linda Thatcher
Foreword by Leonard J. Arrington
$32.50

The Ritualization
of Mormon History
and Other Essays
Davis Bitton
$25.95

Mormon Enigma
Emma Hale Smith
Second Edition
Linda King Newel1 and
Voleen Tippetts Avery
Winner of the Mormon History
Association Best Book Aword, the John
Whitmer Association Best Book Aword,
ond the Evans Biography Aword

Illus. Paper, $16.95

Contemporary Mormonism
Social Science Perspectives
Edited by Marie Cornwall, Tim B. Heaton, and Lawrence A. Young
832.50

The Angel and
the Beehive
The Mormon Struggle
with Assimilation
Armand L. Mauss
$29.95
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PRESIDING HAS ITS PRIVILEGES
INTERESTED IN touring the Holy Land? A ten-day lecture tour,
complete with speakers from M.R.M.S., can be yours for around
$2000, according to a recent flier. If the price seems out of your
range, signing five others up will pay for your trip. Not pushy enough
to corral your friends into underwriting your vacation? You're in
luck-if you happen to be a Melchizedek priesthood leader, in which
case you automatically qualify for a $400 discount. Relief Society
president? Auxiliary presidents (and seminary teachers) rate $300 off
full fare. Still worried about paying full price? Don't worry; just marry
any of the above for a $250 fare reduction.

STAND UP TO THE QUIPPING KING
MONARCH OF terror Stephen King
chose Salt Lake over Boulder, Colorado,
as a principle location to film his fourpart N mini-series The Stand in protest
of Colorado's controversial anti-gay legislation. But his stay in the City of the
Saints prompted him to stir things up
on his own. In an Entertainment Weekly
article that describes Salt Lake as "one
of the blandest places on earth," King
cracks the joke: "What do you call
canned fruit in Jell-O?" The answer?
d.*y"".
.""
"Mormon soul food." The article contained a number of other snide comments from cast and crew, mostly based on predictable Utah
stereotypes. The jokes prompted a local radio show to call for a boycott of the production. Still, on a N news program during the airing
of the series, King did have at least one compliment for Utahns: "Salt
Lake City extras are the best dead people any of us had ever seen."
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OLIVE LEAF

". . . pluckedfrom the Tree of Paradise, the Lord's message ofpeace to us."
(See History of the Church, 1:316 and D&c 88.)

"TELLTHE PEOPLE
TO KEEPTHE SPIRIT"
By Brigham Young
A vision given to President Brigham
Young at Council Bluffs, Iowa, 1 7 February 1847.

Joseph stepped toward me, and
looking very earnestly, yet pleasantly,
said, "Tell the people to be humble
and faithful, and be sure to keep the
MET WITH THE BRETHREN of
spirit of the Lord and it will lead them
the Twelve in the Historian's Office.
right.
Conversation ensued relative to emi"Be careful and not turn away the
gration westward.
small still voice; it will teach you what
I related the following dream:
to do and where to go; it will yield the
While sick and asleep about noonday
fruits of the kingdom.
of the 17th inst., I dreamed that I
"Tell the brethren to keep their
went to see Joseph.
hearts open to conviction, so that
He looked perfectly natural, sitting
when the Holy Ghost comes to them,
with his feet on the lower round of his
their hearts will be ready to receive it.
chair.
"They can tell the Spirit of the Lord
I took hold of his right hand and
from all other spirits; it will whisper
kissed him many times, and said to
peace and joy to their souls; it will
him: "Why is it that we cannot be
take malice, hated, strife and all evil
together as we used to be? You have
from their hearts; and their whole debeen from us a long time, and we
sire will be to do good, bring forth
want your society and I do not like to
righteousness and build up the Kingbe separated from you." Joseph rising
dom of God.
from his chair and looking at me with
"Tell the brethren if they will follow
his usual, earnest, expressive and
the spirit of the Lord they will go
pleasing countenance replied, "It is all
right.
.
.
"Be sure to tell the people to keep
right."
I replied, "I do not like to be away
the Spirit of the Lord; and if they will,
You can tell the Spirit, it will whisper peace
from you."
they will find themselves just as they
and joy toyour sou's; it
ma'ice,
Joseph said, "It is all right; we cannot
were organized by our Father in
hatred*strife and all evil from Your
be together yet; we shall be by and by;
Heaven before they came into the
but you will have to do without me a
world.
while, and then we shall be together again."
"Our Father in Heaven organized the human family, but
I then discovered there was a hand rail between us, Joseph
they are all disorganized and in great confusion."
stood by a window and to the southwest of him it was very
Joseph then showed me the pattern, how they were in the
light.
beginning.
I was in the twilight and to the north of me it was very
This I cannot describe, but I saw it, and saw where the
dark: I said, "Brother Joseph, the brethren you know well,
Priesthood had been taken from the earth and how it must be
better than I do; you raised them up, and brought the Priest- joined together, so that there would be a perfect chain from
hood to us.
Father Adam to his latest posterity.
"The brethren have a great anxiety to understand the law
Joseph again said, "Tell the people to be sure to keep the
of adoption or sealing principles; and if you have a word of
Spirit of the Lord, and follow it, and it will lead them just
D
counsel for me I should be glad to receive it."
right."

1
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History, Fiction, Humor
The Mormon
Hierarchy

Signature Books

Origins of Power
D MICHAEL QUlNN

History. Cloth.
720 pp $29.95
ISBN: 1-56085-056-6
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The Way We Live
Stories b y Utah Women

.
a
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ELLEN F A G G , e d

Sidney Rigdon

-

Short Fiction. Paper.
224pp. $1495
ISBN:1-56085-062-0

A Portrait in Religious
Excess
RICHARD V A N WAGONER

Biography. Cloth.
640 pp. $28.95.
ISBN: 1-56085-030-2

Haste
Poems
LISA ORME BICKMORE

The Mysteries of
Godliness

Poetry. Paper.
64 pp. S 10.95.
ISBN: 1-56085-061-2

A History of Mormon
Temple Worship
D A V I D JOHN BUERGER

History. Cloth.
244 pp. $24.95.
ISBN: 1-56085-042-6

An Environment
for Murder
ROD DECKER
Mystery. Paper.
236 pp. $14.95.
ISBN: 1-56085-063-9

Zion's Camp
RICK EVERETT
Humor. Paper.
96 pp. $8.95.
ISBN: 1-56085-064-7

1994 SUNSTONE SYMPOSIUM
Cassette Recordings
Prices: 1-2 tapes = $8.00 ea.; 3-5 tapes = $7.50 ea.; 6 or more tapes = $7.00 ea.
Order seven tapes and get an eighthplus a eight-cassette binder-FREE.

Use pull-out card, or mail order plus 10% postage to Sunstone.
For credit card orders, call toll-free 8001326-5926
The numbers refer to the session numbers in the 1994 Sunstone Symposium program.
Contact the Sunstone office (801/355-5926i) to receive a copy of the program, which has
detailed abstracts of each session.
THE WORD MADE FLESH: LANGUAGE AND
ACTION. Dennis M. Clark.
MY MOTHER'S FIRST MARRIAGE: THE
DYNAMICS OF A MORMON MOTHER AND
SON SHARING A FAMILY'S PAST. Levi S.
Peterson, comments by Rebecca Chandler.
JOSEPH SMITH AND THE BOOK OF
MORMON-THE ARCHETYPAL CONNECTION
(A BASIS FOR FAITH IN A NEW WORLD). C.
Jess Groesbeck, comments by Michael Donovan.
IN THE SERVICE OF OUR GODS. Irene Bates.
COVENANT PEOPLE-A CALL TO MORAL
PURITY. Major Brian Figueroa.
A MORMON RESPONSE TO THE REASON1
REVELATION DICHOTOMY. John Armstrong,
comments by Peter Appleby.
FROM MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TO "THE
PURGE": HOW GROUPTHINK CAN
INFLUENCE DECISION MAKING. John Tadan,
comments by Jerold Kindred.
THE PRIESTHOOD REVELATION AND
BEYOND: A DISCUSSION OF JESSIE EMBRY'S
BLACK SAINTS IN A WHITE CHURCH:
CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN AMERICAN
MORMONS. Panel: George Henry Jr., Jerri
Harwell, Don Harwell, Shirley Watkins.
TEN YEARS LATER: SECTION 156 AND THE
ORDINATION OF RLDS WOMEN. Panel: Needra
Troyer, Mary Jo Rhodes, others.
HOW MY ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE HAS
AFFECTED MY BELIEFS. PaneG Karl Sandberg,
John Tarjan,Janet Tavan.
ALTERNATE DIAGNOSIS: PERSONALITY TYPE
AND SOCIALSCHISM IN MORMONISM. Kevin
Christensen, comments by Naomi Silverstone.
THIS AWAKENING HEART: MASCULINE,
FEMININE, AND DIVINE IMAGES IN SUSA
YOUNG GATES'S JOHN STEVENS'
COURTSHIP. Grant T. Smith, comments by
Susan Howe.
WHITE OR PURE: FIVE VIGNETTES. Douglas
Campbell, comments by Stan Larson.
REDEFINING MARTYRDOM: THE
ONE-HUNDRED-FIFTIETHANNIVERSARY OF
THE MURDER OF JOSEPH SMITH. Warren S.
Parkin, comments by Van Hale.
SEXUALITY AND CONTEMPORARY
MORMONISM REVISITED: FOSTERING
HEALTHY SEXUAL AlTITUDES IN MORMON
FAMILIES. Rome1 Mackelprang, comments by
Kathy Galloway.
VOICES OF REASON, VOICES OF FAITH:
SPEAKING UP FOR THE MORMON MIDDLE
GROUND TO HALT THE DRIFTTOWARD
FUNDAMENTALISM AND
TERMINAL BOREDOM. Nadine R. Hansen,
comments by Ardean Watts.

166. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LOVE: A SYNTHESIS
OF RELIGIOUS AND SCIENTIFIC
PERSPECTIVES. Doxey Hatch, comments by
Melvyn Hammarberg.
170. YOUNG MORMON WOMEN SPEAK. Panel:
Dinah Kirkham, Cecilia Konchar Farr, Karin
Anderson England, Pandora Dixon Brewer, Kody
Partridge.
171. PERSONAL BELIEFS AND PUBLIC ROLES IN A
TWENTIETH-CENTURYWARD: A DISCUSSION
OF MORMON LIVES: A YEAR IN THE ELKTON
WARD. Panel: Scott Abbott, Farrell L. Lines,
Frederick (Toby) Pingree, Cindy Dahle, Susan
Taber.
174. WHAT DO I BELIEVE?: MORMON CREEDS
FROM VARIOUS PERSPECTIVES. Panel: Scoff
Kenney, Sonja Famsworth. Janet Brigham,
Ardean Watts, Robert Lee Warthen, Maxine
Hanks, Brent Wilson, Nadine Hansen, Perry
Porter.
175. SHARING GOSPEL DOCTRINE: HOW WE
TEACH IN THE CHURCH. Panel: Molly Bennion,
Elbert Eugene Peck, Mark Edward Koltko,
Margaret Merrill Toscano.
200. WERE THERE GENDERS IN THE
PRE-EXISTENCE? John Armstrong,
212 MORMON WOMEN AND SACRED RITUAL:
FROM THE FEMALE RELIEF SOCIETY TO THE
HOLY ORDER. Michael W. Homer.
213. A SIMILARITY OF PRIESTHOOD: JOSEPH
SMITH AND THE HERMETIC TRADITION.
Lance S. Owens, comments by Janet Ellingson.
215. VIOLENCE AND MORMON GROWTH IN CHILE.
David Knowlton.
220. THE TEMPLE IN CURRENT RLDS THEOLOGY
AND PRACTICE: AN ILLUSTRATED LECTURE.
W. 6. "Pat" Spillman.
221. AIDS, CULTURE, AND CONDEMNATION: A
FATHER'S RESPONSE BASED ON DATA OVER
TRADITION. Dwight E. Cook.
REMEMBERING BRAD. Wayne Schow,
comments by Mark 0 . Bigler.
224. WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN, WHAT MIGHTYET
BE: THE IMPACT OF 8.H. ROBERTS'S THE
TRUTH, THE WAY, THE LIFE. PaneG Richard
Sherlock, Van Hale, Stan Larson.
225. CHILD'S PLAY: THE POETIC PROCESS. Panel:
Paul Swenson, A. F: (Alex) Caldiero, Maxine
Hanks, Lin Ostler.
232. SACRED LONELINESS: THE ORDEALOF
PRESCENDIA LATHROP HUNTINGTON BUELL
SMITH KIMBALL. Todd Compton. comments by
Linda Thatcher.
233. THE RIGHTTO DISSENT A MORAL
IMPERATIVE. Nola W. Wallace, comments by
Roger Plothow.

234. ROCK CANYON IN JANUARY. Harlow
Soderborg Clark.
236. A MORMON SOCRATES: WILLIAM H.
CHAMBERLIN, PIONEER PHILOSOPHER.
James M. McLachlan, comments by Richard
Cummings.
237. SOME SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN MORMONISM AND A COURSE IN
MIRACLES. Thomas L. Davies, comments by
Melvin Smith.
250. "IT'S TIME TO FORGIVE FANNY" AND OTHER
STORIES OF THE EARLY BRITISH CHURCH.
Rebecca Bartholomew, comments by Jeffery 0.
Johnson.
252. EXPLORINGTHE LDS CHURCH AS AN
ORGANIZATION. Laurie Dipadova, comments by
David Hart.
253. NARRATIVE CRITICAL EXEGESIS OF THE
SAMUELTHE LAMANITE NARRATIVE. Edgar
C. Snow Jr., comments by Brent Lee Metcalfe.
254. A PRUSSIAN OBSERVES THE MORMON
FRONTIER, 1851-57. Robert Lee Warthen,
comments by David Bigler.
255. THE MORMONIZED OLD TESTAMENT. Claude
Burtenshaw.
261. INSIGHTS INTO MORMON COMMUNITY IN
THE WRITINGS OF ORSON SCOTT CARD. Bill
Martin, comments by Matt Stannard.

263. CHARISMA. STRUCTURE, AND CONTESTED
AUTHORITY WITHIN MORMONISM. 0. Kendall
White Jr., Daryl White, comments by Tom Kearin.
264. AMERICANISM AND MORMONISM IN AUSTRIA
AND GERMANY. Peter Wbllauer.
265. TEACHING CONFESSIONS TO SAINTS: A
NON-LDS PROFESSOR AND HER LDS
STUDENTS. Linda Haverty Rugg, comments by
Neila Seshachari.
266. THE DYNAMIC YET STATIC DISTRIBUTION OF
LATTER-DAY SAINTS IN 1990. Lowell C. "Ben"
Bennion.
270. ROCKY MOUNTAIN UMPIRE: A
CONVERSATION WITH SAM TAYLOR.
Conducted by Levi S. Peterson.

271. ART AND THE EVOLUTION OF A SOUL. Trevor
Southey.
272. SWIMMING UPSTREAM INTO AMERICA: A
DISCUSSION OF ARMAND MAUSS'S THE
ANGEL AND THE BEEHIVE: THEMORMON
STRUGGLE WITH ASSIMILATION. Panel: Jan
Shipps, David Knowllon. Armand Mauss.
273. CONTROVERSIES REGARDING CHILD
SEXUAL ABUSE IN THE LDS COMMUNITY: IS
THE LEADERSHIP RESPONDING
APPROPRIATELY? Panel: Marion B. Smifh,
Kimberly K. Hornak, Andrea Moore Emmett, Jack
McCallister.
276. CROSSCURRENTS: THE MORMON
COMMUNITY, 1993-94. J. Frederic Voros Jr.,
Sonja Farnsworth, Paul James Toscano, Vickie
Stewart.
300. READINGS FROM MORMON WOMEN.
Maureen Ursenbach Beecher.
310. THE BEATITUDE EXPERIENCE. Hany R. Fox Jr.
WHY SEEK YE THE LIVING AMONG THE
DEAD? Margaret Toscano.
311. WHY MY BELIEF IN THE GOSPELCOMPELS
ME TO DEFEND FEMINISM AND GAY RIGHTS.
Rome1 Mackelprang, comments by Boyer Jarvis.
312. VIEW FROM THE SIEVE. D. Jeff Burton,
comments by Armand Mauss.
313. PRIESTHOOD IN THE EARLY LDS TRADITION:
A SKETCH. Edwin J. Firmage, Edwin B. Firmage,
comments by Todd Compton.
326. NEITHERMOR: PHILOSOPHICALISSUES AND
CONFUSIONS IN THE DEBATE ON MORMON
HISTORY. Bill Martin.
327. THE PEOPLE VS. THE PROPHET JOSEPH
SMITH AND THE CRIMINAL LAW IN NAUVOO.
Marshall Hamilton.
330. THE SONG OF SONGS AND THE MORMON
BLUES: EROS IN LDS LIFE AND LITERATURE.
Panel: B. W. Jorgensen, Margaret Young, Karin
Anderson England.
331. APPLYING NEW ORGANIZATIONAL
THEORIESTO THE LDS CHURCH: FUN IDEAS
FROM MEG WHEATLEY'S LEADERSHIPAND
THE NEW SCIENCE: LEARNING ABOUT
ORGANIZATION FROM AN ORDERLY
UNIVERSE. Panel: Derek Larsen, Stan
Christensen, Pamela Bradshaw, Margaret J.
Wheatley.
333. BEYOND FERTILITY: WHAT WE DON'T KNOW
ABOUT UTAH WOMEN. Marie Cornwall.
334. MORMONS AND MORMONISM IN TONY
KUSHNER'S ANGELS INAMERICA. Panel:
David Pace, Colleen McDannell, David Fletcher,
Dwight Cook.
335. THE MEANING AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MORMONISM: MORMON
SELF-DEFINITION IN THE 1990s. Panel: Mario
DePillis, Phil Barlow, Sterling M. McMurrin.

341. MORMON STAND-UP COMICS. Dan Bammes,
Robert Kirby.
350. CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?: A
THERAPIST'S CONSTRUCTIVE
SUGGESTIONS FOR HEALING THE
CHURCH-INTELLECTUALRIFT. Mark Konko,
comments by M. Lou Chandler.
351. THE WORD OF GOD IN THE TWENTY-FIRST
CENTURY. Karl Sandbem, comments by Scott
Kenney.
353. REFLECTING ON THE DEATH PENALTY AS A
MORMON. Kenneth Driggs, comments by L. Kay
Gillespie.
354. MORMON MlLLENNlALlSM IN THE CONTEXT
OF MODERN ECOLOGY. OR THE SECOND
COMING AND ME. Marden J. Clark, comments
by M. Guy Bishop.
355. CONTEMPORARY MORMON POETRY. Poets:
Donna Cheney, Wade Bentley, Virginia Ellen
Baker, Cara O'Sullivan, Shayne Bell.
361. ARE MORMONS CHRISTIANS? WELL, YES,
NO, AND MAYBE. Samuel W. Taylor, comments
by Virginia Bourgeous.
364. THE QUEST FOR PEACE IN THE MIDDLE
EAST. J. Bonner Ritchie, comments by Charles
Randall Paul.
365. STARTING FROM THE SELF, BUT NOT AIMING
AT THE SELF: AUTOTELIC INTENTIONALITY
AS A DIMENSION OF MATURE SPIRITUALITY.
U. Carlisle Hunsaker.
370. RADICAL SPIRITUALITY: THE POWER &
PARADOX OF MORMON FEMINISMS. Panel:
Gail Houston, Brandie Siegfried, Margaret Merrill
Toscano, Lorie Winder Stromberg, Alison Walker,
Lynne Kanavel Whitesides.
371. SUNSTONE AND THE INDEPENDENT
MORMON SECTOR. Panel: Martha Sonntag
Bradley, Florence Butler, James Clayton, Howard
Berkes.
372. SELF-CONCEPTS AND EXPERIENCES OF
EARLY MORMON LESBIANS & GAYS. D.
Michael Quinn, comments by Kathryn Mackay.
373. TOWARD THE TWENTY-FIRSTCENTURY: A
DISCUSSION OF CONTEMPORARY
MORMONISM: SOCIAL SCIENCE
PERSPECTIVES. Panel: J. Lynn England,
Colleen McDannell, Daryl White, Don Lindsay,
Tim Heaton, Marie Cornwall.
374. THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF JOSEPH SMITH IN
THIRD NEPHI. Robert D. Anderson.
376. WHY THE CHURCH IS NO LONGER AS TRUE
AS THE GOSPEL: ADMINISTRATIVE
CENTRALIZATION AND THE DECLINE OF
COMMUNITY. Marti Jones.
WAR IN HEAVEN. WAR ON EARTH: THE
MILITARISTIC GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST.
Paul Smith.
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